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BYRON’S CORRESPONDENCE WITH DOUGLAS KINNAIRD – Part 2, 1822-1824 

 
Update June 5th 2011. 
 
Edited by Peter Cochran 

 
This section has been in part prepared with generous support from Mr Geoffrey Bond. My 

thanks also to David McClay. 

 
Letters and sections of letters not yet seen are reproduced from the John Murray edition, with 

kind permission. 

 
1822: Byron lives at the Casa Lanfranchi, on the Lung’Arno at Pisa. He finishes Werner, and 

begins the incomplete Deformed Transformed. Thomas Medwin makes a record of his 

conversations. On January 28th, Lady Noel, Annabella’s mother-in-law, dies. Byron, who has 

been looking forward to this moment, takes the name of Noel Byron – which gives him the same 

initials as Napoleon Bonaparte. On March 24th, Sergeant-Major Masi is pitchforked by one of 

Byron’s servants after he has provoked an affray at the city gate. On April 20th, Allegra dies in 

the convent at Bagnacavallo. On July 1st, Leigh Hunt and his family arrive. On July 8th, Shelley, 

Edward Williams and Charles Vivian drown. Byron restarts Don Juan, having stopped writing it 

upon Teresa Guiccioli finding it objectionable. The Vision of Judgement is published, in the first 

number of The Liberal, on October 15th, and Werner, the last of Byron’s works to be published 

by John Murray, on November 23rd. Still at Pisa, Byron writes The Age of Bronze and The 

Island, which are published by John Hunt, as are Cantos VI-XVI of Don Juan. Moves to Genoa 

via Lerici, September 27th 1822, arriving at Casa Saluzzo, Albaro, on about October 3rd. 

 

P.S. from Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, January 5th 1822 (??): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43452; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 84-5) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] [postmark JA 19 1822.] 
Apparently written with Shelley present. Byron answers Kinnaird’s of December 16th-19th by 

ignoring most of it – especially the part exonerating Hobhouse. 
 
P.S. – Please to bear in mind (as Murray has lately been troubled with a short memory) that his Bill 
ought only to date from the publication of Beppo in 1818, which at his own desire was to cancel all 
former bookselling accounts between us up to that period. – Do not forget this – as it is possible that he 
may. – Also, tell me – if “the Deluge”1 has arrived {at Murray} – it was sent on the 15th. Decr. 1821 – I 
have several counts agst Murray – [Ms. tear: “1

stly
”] he behaved shabbily – & uncivilly – in not th[Ms. 

tear: “anking”] me for my very civil behaviour about Galignani’s copyrights. – 2dly. Rogers says he 
went about affecting not to be the publisher of “Don Juan” – &c. at the very time that he was pressing 
me to write more of it. – 3rdly. he has not been very magnifique about the letter on Pope – and 4thly. – 
you know how he has behaved about the rest – the Juans &c. – – – – 
Pray press the publication of “the Vision” – you will soon find a publisher. – – – 
Shelley who has just read your letter (and is witness to the deed) agrees with you entirely on the subject 
of the deed that is of the manner in 
 
2:1 [above address:] which it is drawn. – What is to be done? Moore was undoubtedly signing as (I 
did) a deed of which he did not fully understand the tenor. – But – as I said before – I cannot have him 
troubled about it – as I am sure it would [below address:] make him uncomfortable. – Do what you can 
– but do it delicately on Moore’s account. – He is in no fault whatever. – I pressed him repeatedly and 
anxiously to avail himself of the M.S.S. to get out of his difficulties. – He is under no obligation – for 
he will have work enough to do for his legacy. – – – – 
 

January / February 1822: Byron restarts Don Juan, with Canto VI. 

 
January / February 1822: Byron starts but does not finish The Deformed Transformed. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, January 18th 1822: 

                                                 
1: Heaven and Earth. 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 89) 
[To, The Honble. Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A two-side sheet. Byron answers a Kinnaird letter, dated January 1st, which is missing. 

 

Pisa. Jy 18th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 I return you your “Happy new year” of the first – and wait patiently for the 
promised “Solid”. But I wish you would let me know why “the Vision” is not published – or whether it 
is to be so or no – and by whom. – You could not of course expect L.2 to have any thing to do with a 
work which attacks his own ragamuffin Southey.3 – If you are alarmed about its politics – you need not 
be so – much – for I should think that was my concern. – – Murray will of course discourage any 
further publication as much as he can – to avoid disbursing in the first place – and in the next, <to> on 
account of the entire works – <for> {which} he can turn to better account – than<f> separate additions 
– which distract the attention. – He says – he is to be prosecuted about “Cain” – <th> in that Case – let 
his lawyer merely quote the daring passages from Milton – “Evil be thou my Good” and “better to 
reign in Hell than serve in Heaven” – with any given speech of the fallen Angels. – – – But 
 
1:2 [above address:] Master Murray (besides being probably in no great peril) ought to recollect that 
“Cesarem vehit”4 (which passage you can translate to him) and be proud of his company. – I have 
already [below address:] written four acts of a new drama – <W> to be called “Werner or the 
Inheritance”.5 – – 
It shall be sent to you when completed – as also the proof of the new Mystery – to dispose of to any 
publisher you may fix on. –  
 yrs ever 
  [scrawl] 
P.S. 
The funds! What not yet? 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, January 22nd 1822: 

(Source: NLS TD 3079 f.27; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 91) 
[To, The Honble. Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A single large sheet. Mary Shelley’s fair copy of Heaven and Earth is enclosed in the envelope. 

 
P.S. – Let me have an 
answer at your 
convenience. – – – 

Pisa. Jy 22d. 1822. 
Dear Douglas / 
 I enclose you the new Mystery – for which you will please to contract with any 
publisher you please. – – If you choose to <give> {offer} Murray the refusal – do so. – If not – perhaps 
Mawman or some other may suit you. – At the same time also (I do not mean to publish it alone) state 
that I have another drama in five acts entitled “Werner or the Inheritance” ready, as soon as copied out 
fairly – probably [Ms. tear: “in a”] few posts. – – It was completed on the twentieth (the day before 
yesterday –) and those who have seen it – like it <as> hitherto. – –  – – 
I am surprized to have no news of “the Vision” – let me know by return of post – that this is ar[Ms. 

tear: “rived”]. – “Werner” is rather long – and with the “Mystery” w[Ms. tear: “ill”] form a fair=sized 
volume. – – I leave the terms to you and the Bibliopole – and do Not m[Ms. tear: “uch”] care who is 
the publisher – (except Longman – whom I do not wish to have anything to do with) if you prefer it – 
we can publish anonymously. – Whether – he may give more or less than Murray – I think what we 
have lately seen of that gentleman – renders any continuance of our connection no more desirable to 
him than to me – I speak only quoad publisher – he is a very good fellow I dare say in other respects, 
yrs. ever & tru[scrawl] 
but a man’s trade always brings out his worst qualities. 

                                                 
2: Longman. 
3: “ragamuffin Southey” is partially removed by a manuscript tear, but is clearly there. 
4: Roughly, “he has Caesar on board” (a fact of which he should be proud, even though the weather is rough). 
5: Werner, unlike B.’s recent plays, is written with Drury Lane in mind – but he would never admit that. 
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Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, January 23rd 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 92-3) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers another letter from Kinnaird which is missing. 

Pisa. Jy 23d. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 I have to acknowledge the first remittance of circulars – i.e. eighteen hundred pounds 
worth. – I did not expect expences to have been so great – as to swallow up almost the whole of Sir 
Jacob’s balance – but nevertheless I shall not quarrel with your disposition as it is so much debt 
lessened. – – 
I am glad too that you have paid Mr. Murray’s bill – and if in future – you would pay him at the time 
and deduct it from my accompt with you – it would save us long bills. – You did right to retain the 
eighty pounds – for my commissions & so forth. – I am not ill off – for the coming year – as I had still 
two thousand circulars unspent – & unmortgaged – before the arrival of this reinforcement. – 
Nevertheless I shall be glad to see the other eighteen hundred L.S.D. – – – – – 
 
1:2 
 
With regard to what you say about further publication – I have before said – that I cannot take it ill. – it 
is the manner and not the matter – of such things – which can offend – & yours (in the present instance) 
is plain – to the purpose – meant well – and I trust not ill taken. – No one has a greater right to say what 
he pleases to me – than you – who have so much bother and trouble on my account. – – – 
But acknowledging all this – I shall not the less contrive to publish till I have run my vein dry. – – If it 
is not profitable – be it so – I shall do so for nothing (till it becomes actually a loss) and this because it 
is an occupation of mind – like play – or any other stimulus. – With regard to what I sent you a few 
days ago (the Mystery) and what I shall send you in a few days (the drama of “Werner”) I shall publish 
them with another publisher. – and anonymously if 
 
1:3 
 
you like. – – Indeed – I am much surprized that you say nothing of “the Vision” as you seemed 
delighted with it and eager to get it published. – Published it shall be – though even on my own 
account. – As I said before the profit is a secondary object – pleasant – if it comes – but to be borne 
without – if it does not. – – If you cannot settle with any English publisher – forward them to Galignani 
– at Paris – & make any agreement you please – conditional for example – – as each to share – or if he 
chooses to purchase the Copy=right – or to divide profit or loss – what you please. – – You can get my 
M.S.S. out of Murray’s hand – the Pulci – &c. as I shall most likely collect the whole of what I have in 
M.S.S. and publish them at once – My object is not immediate popularity in my present productions 
which are written on a different system from the rage of the day. – But 
 
1:4 
 
mark what I now say – that the time will come – when these will be preferred to any I have before 
written; – it is not from the cry, or depression of month or two that such things are to be decided upon. 
In the mean time I mean to be as [Ms. tear: word implying “productive”] as Calderon and Lope de 
Vega.6 – – – 
After all – I rather suspect that Murray has not played fairly with me – I have heard lately two or three 
instances of his crookedness – that make me almost believe that he wishes to depress me – and is set on 
by something higher than himself. – But never mind – all I require of you of is to get these things I 
send you published – & for the consequences – I can meet them. – – As I make no stipulations but 
leave that to you – you can have less difficulty – as I shall not murmur. – – 
Will you desire Mr. Murray 
to give up the M.S. (Pulci &c.) and 
to place before “Sardanapalus” the dedication to “Goethe” which he [curls up right-hand margin:] has 
(like a beast) omitted to prefix. 

                                                 
6: Calderon de la Barca (1600-81) and Lopé de Vega (1562-1625) between them wrote over 2,200 plays. See DJ I, 
11, 2. 
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2:1 
 
P.S. 
There is one thing I wish you to state to Mr. Murray – it was understood and exprest (by his particular 
wish) that the Copyright of Beppo was to cancel all bills of his up to 1818 the date of that publication.7 
– Now your House date his bill from March 
1816 – 
If this is not a mistake – 
all I can say is that it ought to be one. – – – 
But I have little more to say of that Gentleman – – – 
I wrote to Galignani & Mr. Moore by this post to Paris – about the publication. Also to Mr. Murray to 
place in your hands the “Pulci” & other things in his hands. – If I agree with Galignani – you can send 
them all – {“the Vision”} the “Mystery” – &c. to Moore at Paris (17, Rue d’Anjou St. Honoré) where I 
 
2:2 [above address:] shall also forward “Werner” – – – – 
I perceive {that} Murray had not even the grace to mention the “Letter on Pope” which is of a piece 
with his incivility when I gave up to him the French copyright – for which Galignani offered me my 
own terms {a year or two ago.} – – – – – – – – – – ——— 
 
Jy 24th. Pisa 
I have just written both to Moore and Galignani – will you forward to the former the things you have in 
hand (17 Rue d’Anjou St. Honoré. Paris) 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, January 26th 1822: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079 f.28; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 93-4) 
[To, The Honble / Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A two-side sheet, answering a letter from Kinnaird which is missing. 

Pisa. Jy 26th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 Since I wrote to you two days ago – I perceive Murray has omitted the dedication {to} 
Goethe – which I had set my heart upon! is this {his} insolence or negligence? – – 
{Apprize him of this. – – – –} 
I enclose you two of his letters – in which he expressly says that “as far as he is concerned the tragedies 
are all sold”. – – – In the other he speaks of the “outcry &c.” – – 
Now once for all about publication – I [Ms. tear: “n”]ever courted the public – and I never will yield to 
it. – As long as I can find a single reader I will publish my Mind (while it lasts) and write whilst I feel 
the impetus. – As to profit, that is another matter – if none is to be obtained – it <may> {must} be 
dispensed with. – Profit or loss; – they shall never subdue me while I keep my senses. – 
I have written to Moore and Galignani – and if you can’t find a publisher I will try 
 
1:2 [above address:] what I can do – though at a distance. – – – 
You talk of “too much” – number the volumes with Scott! or Southey! – – – But let this be as it may – I 
can assure you that I will not swerve from my purpose – though [below address:] I should share the 
<fate> {lot} of all who have ever done {good} or attempted to instruct or better mankind. – I can 
<bear> {sustain} their persecution – {it is not the first time either,} and console myself for their 
neglect; – always employing my own mind to the best of my understanding. yrs[tiny scrawl] 
 
Lady Noel dies on January 28th 1822. From now on Byron can style himself “Noel Byron”. His 

first such letter to Kinnaird is dated February 17th. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, January 29th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 94) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A two-side sheet, with only the address on side 2. 

                                                 
7: If Mu. did agree to such an idea, the letter in which he did so has, like others, been lost. 
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Pisa. Jy 29th. 1822 
My dear Douglas / – By this post I forward to Moore at Paris (17 Rue d’Anjou St. Honorè) the drama 
of “Werner or the Inheritance”. – – – 
I write to request you to forward the “Quevedo & {new} Mystery (which I sent to you lately) and the 
Pulci – & <any> {all} unpublished poeshie in Mr. Murray’s hands – to Moore also. – I have written to 
Mr. Murray to consign them to you – of course I presume (as you say nothing) that the Quevedo is still 
unpublished – Murray will you8 have proofs of the others. – – I replied to your last letter – stating my 
reasons for quitting Murray as a publisher – and also my determination to continue to publish; – as to 
the profit – that must be as it pleases the Gods – but I shall not give way to discouragement – as long as 
I do not feel my mind failing. – – With regard to the public I have expected that to change this many a 
good year – but I may perhaps find a reader or two even yet in Germany or America – 

yrs. ever & truly [scrawl] 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, February 6th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; 1922 II 210-12; BLJ IX 100-1) 
[To The Honble Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall / London. / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers another letter from Kinnaird which is missing, and in which he returns to 

Hobhouse’s letter about Cain, which in his letter of January 5th Byron had ignored. 

 

Pisa. Fy 6th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 “Try back the deep lane”9 till we find a publisher for “the Vision” – and if none such is 
to be found – print fifty copies (at my expence) distribute them amongst my acquaintances – and you 
will soon see that the booksellers will publish them – even if we opposed them. – That they are {now} 
afraid – is natural – but I do not see that I ought to give way on that account. – I know nothing of 
Rivington’s remonstrance by the “eminent Churchman” but I suppose he wants a living {<but>} {I 
{{only}} heard of a preacher at Kentish town against Cain} – The same outcry was raised against 
Priestley – Hume – Gibbon – Voltaire – and all the men who ever dared put tithes to the question. – – – 
– 
I wrote to you some time ago {with and} about “the Deluge” & Werner (which I sent to Moore) and 
proposed Galignani as an experiment – (always under submission to yr. Judgement in business matters) 
recommending you to forward all in your hands & all (unpublished) in Mr. Murray’s hands 
 
1:2 
 
(the translation from Pulci &c. – the Po &c.) to Moore at Paris – 17. Rue d’Anjou – St. Honoré. – – 
Murray (who is I suppose heartily alarmed) will I dare say give them up – (and the connection) very 
willingly. – 
I have written (civilly but coldly) to avise him thereof.10 – – – – – – – – 
What you say of Hobhouse – I had already anticipated by writing to him a letter which will settle the 
matter11 – and of course amicably. – As to any quarrel between him & me – (unless preceded by some 
very gross overt act) I should look upon it as out of the question after our long and not barren (on his 
part) friendship. – But I was hurt & the more so – as I have been ever very cautious in touching him up 
on literary matters. – – For instance on his row with Canning – on which perhaps I might have differed 
from him – I kept 
 
1:3 
 
total silence – because I thought that I might annoy him. – As to the ballad which he harps upon12 – he 
has written half a dozen at different {times on me,} – and one I remember in which he quizzed both 

                                                 
8: B. means “let you”. 
9: This is when the fox doubles back and runs through deep cover. 
10: B. to Mu., January 22nd 1822: I shall send to Mr. K. the drama of “Werner or the Inheritance” in five acts – 

which were completed on the twentieth. – – As you have lately published more of mine than you seem to think 

convenient – it is probable that I <should> {shall} not trouble you with the publication of these – but transfer 

them to some other publisher, – and I merely apprize you of this – <because you> because it may be proper after 

the length of the connection – not to terminate it abruptly without such advice of my intention … 

11: See B. to H., January 18th 1822. 
12: My Boy Hobbie-O. 
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you and me – (in 1816) now – did I ever make words or fuss about it? – it was the deliberate and 
wrothful – seriousness of his criticism of the poems13 – which vexed me – and the extreme 
unguardedness of [Ms. tear: “his”] expressions. – But it is over. – I wish I was out of the funds for all 
your security – but I suppose I must bear the delay. – 
 yrs. ever 
  & truly 
   [scrawl] 
P.S. 
 I have just got Southey’s pretended reply14 – to which I am surprized that you do not allude – 
what <is>  
{remains} to be done <had I not better> {is to} call him out<?> – the question is – would he come? for 
if he would not – the whole thing would appear ridiculous – if I were to take a long & 
 
1:4 [above address:] expensive journey to no purpose. – – – – – – 
<If John> You must be my Second – and as such I wish to consult you. – Respond. – – – 
I apply to you as {a} Caranza – one well versed in the duello – or mono=machie.15 – Of course I should 
[below address:] come to England as privately as possible and leave it (supposing that I was the 
survivor) <it/>the same, – having no other object which could draw me to that country – except to 
settle quarrels accumulated during my absence. – – [long scrawl] 
 
Byron to Robert Southey, from Pisa, February 7th 1822: 
(Source: NLS TD 3079 f.29; BLJ IX 102) 
[To, / Robert Southey Esqre. / &c. &c. &c. / <Private>. / Honoured by the Honble. Ds. Kinnaird.] 
Byron challenges Southey. Kinnaird did not deliver this, Hobhouse says on his advice. A sheet 20 

x 25 cm, mostly blank. 

Pisa. Fy. 7th. 1822. 
Sir / 
 My friend the Honourable Douglas Kinnaird will deliver to you a message from me, to which an 
answer is requested. 
I have the honour to be 
  your very obedt.   
   humble. Servt. 
    Byron. 
To, 
 Robert Southey Esqre. 
  &c. &c. &c. 
  [scrawl] 
 
[1:2 and 3 blank.] 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, February 17th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; 1922 II 212-13; BLJ IX 105-6) 
Byron signs off with his new name. One of the first things he now thinks of is insuring 

Annabella’s life. 

Pisa. Fy 17th. 1822 
My dear Douglas / 
 I have long ago written to you (in 1818) that in case of mortality on ye. part of Lady 
Noel, Sir Francis Burdett would be my selection as referee, and I request you with all respect to 
propose to him the office. If <(>he declines<)> (which I hope that he will not) – then Earl Grey. – – – – 
– – – – 
The next business is my wish that you would immediately insure Lady Byron’s life for me – for ten 
thousand pounds – – or (if the expence seems too great to you) for six thousand pounds – that, in case 
of her demise – as the Marital is only a life interest – there may be some provision to compensate for 
the diminution of income, and provide for my children – as you will observe that Lady B’s daughter 

                                                 
13: H.’s letter criticisng Cain has not been found. 
14: See Robert Southey to the Editor of The Courier, January 5th 1822. 
15: Scott, Waverley, Chap.12 (“one not wholly unskilled in the dependencies and punctilios of the duellos or 
monomachia”). 
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only takes in default of male issue <by> {by} the Curzons and Shirleys. Do not neglect this; {but act} 
immediately; – I will either repay you in your own Circulars (all whilk arrived safely & welcomely) or 
 
1:2 
 
you may deduct it from our next account. I shall be very uneasy till I hear {that} you have done this by 
next post – as otherwise – the whole prospect rests upon the respiration of her Ladyship & my children 
may be after all no great gainers. – 
With regard to the settlement of the property, – I have named my refereè, but I have no wish to press 
Sir Ralph or his offspring hard; – for example – the Mansion=house – (which rests in abeyance for the 
Umpires in this boxing=match to award to time) is no object to me living abroad – and with no wish to 
return to your agreeable country. – I will wave any pretension to it – or take a moderate equivalent – 
whichever you think proper – I have no desire but to act as a Gentleman 
 
1:3 
 
should do – without any real enmity, or affected generosity towards those who have not set me a very 
violent example of forbearance. – 
Enclosed are letters <of> {from} Mr. Hanson (and another Solicitor) on some <the> Rochdale business 
– by which it seems that I may obtain two thousand pounds more or less – for permission to the town to 
{to take toll} for the new Market place. – I will accept whatever you and he deem fair & reasonable – 
or I will be as unreasonable as you please. – Will you <by> request Sir Francis Burdett to accept my 
nomination – he knows Leicestershire – and he knows Lawyers – and he is a man of {the loftiest} 
talents and integrity, with whom I have lived a little & for whom I have the highest esteem. – Will not 
my address through you suffice – without my 
 
1:4 
 
writing to him in person? – – – – 
Believe me ever & very truly 
 yours most affectionately 
  and (since it must be so) 
   Noel Byron 

  [scrawl] 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, February 19th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; 1922 II 213-14; BLJ IX 107-9) 
[To The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 

Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers another letter from Kinnaird which is missing. 

Pisa. Feby 19th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 By last post yr. letter was answered at some length; – I also wrote to Mr. Hanson – 
and to Sir Francis Burdett requesting the latter to accept my nomination of referee in the case of Wife 
versus Husband on the score of Monies to be divided. – I also pressed and press upon you, (my Attorno 
of power) that Ly. B’s life must be forthwith ensured for ten thousand pounds – by which I can – (in 
case of accidents) pay my creditors – while – if she lives, and I live – I will set <as> aside a sum in 
proportion to my share of the carrion, to pay the crows who hover about {it}; in two, three, or more 
years. I will either reimburse to you the expence of insurance in your own circulars – or by such 
 
1:2 
 
{deduction} from our next account – as may liquidate {the same;} whichever you please – but pray – 
insure her life; – I have so little confidence of any <g/>Good coming from such a quarter – that I have 
been rather deprest in spirits than otherwise since the intelligence that I had an enemy the less in this 
world. – – By the same post I also transmitted to you a letter of Mr. Hanson upon some Rochdale toll 
business, <by> {from} which there are Monies in prospect – he says two thousand pounds – but 
supposing it {to be} one {only;} or even one hundred; still – they be monies – and I have lived long 
enough to have an <infinite> {exceeding} respect for the smallest current coin of any realm, or the 
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least sum which, though I may not want it myself, may at least do something for my children, or for 
others who may want it more than me. – – – 
 
1:3 
 
They say “Knowledge is power – – I used to think so, but they meant “Money” – who said so – & 
when Socrates declared “that all that he knew was that he knew nothing” – he merely intended to 
<express> {declare} that he had not a drachma in the Athenian World. – – – 
The principal points for the consideration of my refereè – besides those more technical ones 
(wherewithal Mr. Hanson should possess him) are – firstly – the large Settlement (Sixty thousand 
pounds,<)>  {i.e.} ten thousand pounds {more} than I was advised to make upon the Miss Milbanke) – 
made by me upon this female; – secondly – the comparative smallness of her <own> {then} fortune – 
(twenty thousand pounds – and that never paid) when surely as a young man with an old title – – of a 
fortune independent enough at that time (as Newstead would have made <me/>me had {then} the 
purchaser kept to his bargain) with some name and fame in the world, I might have pretended to no 
worse a 
 
1:4 
 
match than Miss Milbanke anywhere – and in England to a much better whether you take {into the 
balance} fortune – person – or connection. – Thirdly – my leaving both her father Sir Ralph, and her 
Uncle Lord Wentworth (notwithstanding {that} I was {again} strongly advised to the contrary –) – 
perfectly free to leave their property as they liked – instead of requiring a previous settlement upon her; 
– thereby showing <my> (what was true –) that I did not wed her for her expectations, and (for 
anything I know) I may be as much disappointed in them – as in any comfort which came with her. –  
But – all this at that time – is surely not to operate now against me in the mind of my referee; – after I 
have been made the victim of this woman’s family – and have been absolutely ruined in reputation, and 
anything but a gainer in Fortune by the match {hitherto.} – I certainly did by 
 
2:1 
 
3d.) no means marry {her} for her fortune, but if, after having undergone what I have, “Fortune (like 
Honour) comes unlooked for;16 – I feel <by> by no means disposed to abandon my just claim to my 
just share; – at the same time neither desiring nor requiring more than is fair and honourable. – And so 
there is a short end to a long chapter. – Let me be answered by you [in] course of post. 

yrs. ever & truly 
Noel Byron 

[large ink splodge]17 
P.S. 
I wrote to you some time before this date on Southey’s business – (to call him out) which is <by no 
means> {not} to be superseded by this, recollect; I shall be very willing to come to England to meet 
him – but I do not see any reason why I should go to be bored about the law business of the new 
dispute between my wife & her husband. – 
 
2:2 [above address:] Recollect too that She has her father’s fortune in complete reversion to herself – 
and that I have merely her life interest in her Uncle’s. – – – – 
With regard to the Mansion house – I have as little wish to inhabit, as to dispute about it. – That may be 
either waved, or given up for a moderate equivalent, whichever my referee pleases {to think} 
properest. – [below address:] If there be any Church patronage – stickle for it obstinately; I should like 
to prefer a Clergyman; – Also – I should like to know the appropriation of <this> {any} timbers which 
are to be felled – & how vested – & whether I have any interest in the interest of the same – I think the 
Will directed such produce to be vested somewhere for some purpose or other – but what I forget. – 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, February 20th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; BLJ IX 111-12) 
[To, The Honorable – Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

                                                 
16: Shakespeare, Henry IV I V iii, last line: “honour comes unlooked for, and there’s an end.” 
17: B. attempts a dramatic scrawl, then deletes it with ungainly effect. 
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Byron answers a letter from Kinnaird which is missing. 

Pisa. Feby 20th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 You will be glad to find by my two preceding letters (& also {by a third} to Sir 
Francis himself) that I had anticipated your recommendation & appointed Sir Francis Burdett my 
arbitrator. – I enclose the nomination in form. – 
My instructions are already touched upon in my two letters to you. – They may be simplified as 
follows. – 
The possession of the Estates to be claimed for me – paying Lady Byron a proper annuity from the 
same. – 
Mr. Hanson has instructions to <inform> {acquaint} the Arbitrator <upon> {with} all points of 
information & interest on my behalf. – 
I have no objection to Sir Ralph occupying the Mansion house during his lifetime – but the option of 
occupying it after his demise – to revert to {or remain with} me – though it is not probable that I 
should disturb <her> {Lady B’s} residence there at any period. – 
 
1:2 
 
In the event of the estates rising in value I should have no objection to increasing Lady B’s allowance 
in proportion. – – 
The Church preferment – & manor to remain with me – or at least an equal right thereon. I wish to 
know too – about the felling of timber and vesting the monies arising from such – what is the proper 
course? or if there are any such? I recollect hearing of something of the kind some years ago. – – – – 
I wish my Arbitrator to see Mr. Hanson & to give him a fair hearing upon all points which he thinks 
proper to be stated – leaving of course to Sir Francis to give them what weight – he thinks proper. – – – 
I am not aware of more to be added at present. – – – – – – – 
I wrote to you about the Rochdale toll=business a few days ago – & I now enclose <another> {two 
other} letters of Mr. Hanson – as a sort of memorandum on the Noel estate business – which I 
particularly recommend to your attention <because> {because} 
 
1:3 
 
his opinions upon it coincide with mine. If I see that what I consider my rights are properly adjusted – 
of course – I may not think it unfair to increase Lady B’s allowance – or to do what is handsome in all 
respects in that & other matters. – Tell Burdett {that} if he makes me an {adequate} landholder I will 
come & have a touch for reform in the House with him – that is to say in the House of Peers. – – 
I still think that you should get me out of the Funds. – 
With regard to the M.S.S I wrote some ago – requesting you to get them from Murray – & to forward 
the whole – to Mr. Moore at Paris. – 
Remember me to Hobhouse and to all friends – & believe me ever & truly 
 yours 
  Noel Byron 

P.S. 
Above all do not forget 
or omit to insure 
Lady Byron’s life {for me} for ten thousand 
pounds immediately. 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, February 23rd 1822: 
(Source: (Source: text of main letter from NLS Ms.43453; 1922 II 216-17; Ms. of PS from NLS TD 
3079 f.27; BLJ IX 113-15) 
Byron answers another letter from Kinnaird which is missing. 

Pisa. Fy. 23rd 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 I have already answered yr. letters. – The Circulars are arrived and circulating like 
the Vortices (or Vortex’s) of DesCartes.18 – Still I have a due care of the needful, – & keeps a look out 
ahead. I have written to you three times since the announcement of the change. – – 

                                                 
18: Descartes held that space was filled with vortices of matter (this is the only reference to him in all Byron’s 
writing). 
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I refer you to my letters – (three in number) to Mr. Hanson’s (which I have enclosed as they coincide 
with my own opinions) to my note to Sir Francis of request that he would be my arbitrator – for my 
own thoughts upon the subject. – –  – – – – – 
As my notions upon the score of monies coincide with yours and all men’s who have I lived to see that 
every guinea is a philosopher’s stone – or at least his touch=stone – you will doubt me the less when I 
pronounce my firm belief that Cash is Virtue. – – 
 
1:2 
 
I have been endeavouring to square my conduct to this maxim – which may account for my late 
anxieties upon all topics of £.S.D. And now I do again desire and exhort and request you to ensure the 
Lady Byron’s life (for me) for ten thousand pounds – as the mere life interest in her life – renders this 
necessary – at least for the first three years – till I can clear off all the remaining demands. – – – – 
And again – I do require you to extricate my own proper property from the funds – in which I do not 
trust notwithstanding their present Apparitions. – – – 
Though a good many of your circulars will be come round again to you – yet I cannot reproach myself 
with much expenditure as I have lately drawn on account of the high exchange. – My only <great and> 
{extra} expence (and it is more than I have spent upon myself) is a loan to Leigh Hunt 
 
1:3 
 
of two hundred & fifty pounds – and fifty pounds worth of furniture I {have} bought for him – and a 
boat which I am building for myself at Genoa – which will cost a hundred or more. – – – 
With regard to L. Hunt – he stuck by me through thick & thin – when all shook, and some shuffled in 
1816. – He never asked me for a loan till now. – I am19 very willing to accommodate a man to whom I 
have obligations. – He is now at Plymouth – waiting for a ship to sail for Italy. – – – – – 
But to return – I am determined to have all the monies I can – whether by my own funds or succession 
– or lawsuit – or wife – or M.S.S. or any lawful means whatsoever. – – – 
I will pay (though with the sincerest reluctance) my remaining creditors & my man 
 
1:4 
 
of Law, by installments from the award of the Arbitrators or from the ten thousand £ to be insured on 
her Ladyship’s vitality – in case {that} I should survive her. – I recommend to you the notice in one of 
Mr. Hanson’s letters on the demand of monies for the Rochdale tolls of Market. – – – – 
And above all I recommend my interest to Sir Francis Brtt and to your honourable Worship – – 
Recollect too that I expect some monies for the various M.S.S. (no matter what) and in short – “Rem – 
quocunque modo Rem.”20 the noble feeling of cupidity grows upon us with our years – believe me 

yrs. ever & truly 
NOEL BYRON 

2:1 
 
P.S. 
 I give you “Carte Blanche” in Southey’s business. – If you agree with me that he ought to be called 
to account – I beg you to convey my invitation21 to meet when & where he may appoint – to settle this 
with him & his friend – and to let me know in as few posts as possible – that I may join you. – – – 
This will (or ought) to prevent unnecessary delay. – – 
I wish to observe that if I come to England <upon> {with} this object before my message is delivered 
and {the} preliminaries {fixed,} my arrival would transpire in the interim of the 
 
2:2 
 
arrangement – whereas if all is settled before hand – we may bring the affair to a decision on the day of 
my landing. – Better on the coast of France – {as less liable to interruption or publicity} – but I 
presume Mr. S. is too great a patriot to come off the soil for such a proposal. – The grounds are, that 

                                                 
19: This word could be “was”. 
20: Hor. Ep. I i 65-6: “Rem facias rem; Si possis recte, si non, quocunque modo rem” (“Get money, get money; 
honestly if you can, if not, get it by any means”). 
21: See above, February 7th 1822. 
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after the language he has both used and provoked – <that> this is the only honourable way of deciding 
the business. – – – – 
I enclose your credentials in a note to Mr. Southey. – – 
I require satisfaction for his expressions in his letter <to> {in} the Newspapers, – that will be the tenor 
of the Message – as you are well aware. – Of course you will suspend the publication of “the Vision” 
till we know whether the business can be settled in a more proper manner. – – – —— – 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, March 22nd 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; 1922 II 218-19; BLJ IX 127-8) 
 [To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided sheet, apparently with an envelope. Byron answers a letter from Kinnaird which is 

missing. 

 
The Funds! The Funds! 
  The Funds! 

Pisa. March 22d. 1822 
My dear Douglas / 
 I presume to hope that by this time you will have ensured Lady B’s life 
“absolutely” without waiting for further advices from myself. – I enclose you two letters from Hanson 
– to which I pray your attention & consideration as far you think that he gives sound Counsel. – I regret 
this portrait whim of Lady Noel’s22 because it shows a posthumous protraction of no very good 
feelings on her part. – You must advise Dr. Lushington & Ly. B. from me that I came to this discussion 
of interests with every conciliatory disposition to settle things amicably – as far as the Separation 
would allow – but that I will not wittingly have my daughter prejudiced against her father. – We must 
have something about her settled in Chancery – or I must have an assurance from their part – that her 
Mind is not to be 
 
1:2 
 
biassed against me. I must also stipulate that Mrs. Clermont23 is not to be about her person. – – If these 
points are not accorded I must come to England & bring the matter before a Court of law – as far as 
regards her education and my paternal rights to direct it. – I have otherwise no wish to remove her from 
the mother. 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  Noel Byron 
 
P.S.24 I hear of some erroneous paragraphs in the foreign papers (taken from the English) on the Noel 
business. – I trust that you will see {all} such corrected. <P.S./>It is more honourable for all parties 
that the real temper of the settlement should be fully comprehended and explained. // I also recommend 
to your consideration what Mr. Hanson says of “the Mansion” &c. – – Would not Deardon (think you?) 
come to some arrangement about Rochdale without going through with the Appeal? – 
Still it <must> ought to go on in the interim. – not to lose time – if he refuses an arbitration. – – – 
 
On March 24th, Sergeant-Major Masi is pitchforked by one of Byron’s servants after he has 

provoked an affray at the city gate. Also injured are Shelley, a servant called Giuseppe Strauss, 

and John Hay. 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, March 28th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; BLJ IX 130) 
Pisa. March 28th. 

1822. 
Dear K / 
 To prevent misstatements I send you authentic copies of some circumstances which occurred 
on Sunday last. – – – 

                                                 
22: Lady Noel had stipulated in her will that during her childhood Augusta Ada should be prevented from seeing 
B.’s portrait. 
23: Annabella’s friend, subject of A Sketch from Private Life. 
24: B. writes one P.S., then crams a second P.S. in above it. 
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You can use them according to the circumstances related {by others;} if there is anything stated 
incorrectly in the papers these will serve to rectify them by. – You must get them translated by a very 
careful hand. – – 
They are the same papers directed to the Government {here} & our Ambassador at Florence. The 
Aggressor is dangerously wounded & still in danger – (they say) <it is> two of my Servants both 
Italians are arrested on suspicion. – I need hardly add that I neither approved nor sanctioned directly 
nor indirectly – their summary mode of 
 
1:2 
 
acting – notwithstanding the atrocious brutality of <his> {the Dragoon’s} whole conduct – of part of 
which (his sabring those arrested at the gate) I was ignorant having rode through the Guard to send my 
Steward to the police. – I did not dismount – but rode back to the Gate with only a stick in my hand – 
and expecting merely to find the party detained. – On my way I met the Aggressor – the papers 
{enclosed} will inform you of the rest. – 
     yrs. truly & ever 
      Noel Byron 
To 
 The 
  Honble 
   Douglas Kinnaird 
    &c. &c. &c. 
 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, March 29th 1822: 

(Source: NLS Ms.43456) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / à son Hotel à Pisa / Italie] 
The first surviving letter from Kinnaird since December 16th-19th 1821. 

Pall Mall March 29 – 1822 
My dear Byron, 
  I have had a relapse – otherwise I should have written more lately – But I have 
nothing to say – all is waiting the meeting of the arbitrators – Lord Dacre & Sr F. Burdett – Hanson 
has had a swoln face – & is not yet ready to fig our cocks25 – 
I am sorry to tell you that I fear much tht Lady Byron’s is not an insurable life – She has been living 
on milk diet for some time – There has been an excellent defence of Cain in reply to Oxoniensis26 – 
It seems by the deed that you are to have each so much terra firma – Your’s affectly 
  Douglas Kinnaird 
[1:2 and 3 blank.] 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, April 4th 1822 (a): 

(Source: NLS Ms.43456) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / à son Hotel à Pisa / Italie // via France] 
Byron is to have control of the Wentworth estate. 

Pall Mall April 4 – 1822 
My dear Byron 
  Lord Dacre & Sr F.Burdett met yesterday & this morning & have given their decision 
“Tht Lady B have the moiety of the net proceeds of the Wentworth Estates for her sole use” – It is 
also agreed, tht Lady B. shall never have any claim upon you for any expences for the maintenance or 
education &c of your daughter, as long as she remains <in your estate/>under Lady B’s care & 
protection – 
This of course she cannot do longer than you consent to it – By this decision the Estates are placed 
under Your controul & management & are your’s for {Ly B’s life –} 
I do most heartily & sincerely con= 
 
1:2 
 
=gratulate you on this result – 

                                                 
25: Obscure (obscene?) phrase implying “get in our way”. 
26: “Harroviensis”. A Letter to Sir Walter Scott in Answer to the Remonstrance of Oxoniensis on the Publication of 

Cain, 1822. 
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Sr F. B tells me tht Lord Dacre met him in the fairest & most honorable Spirit, wishing to do what was 
for the honor of both parties – and it must be highly satisfactory to you to reflect that there was no 
third party call’d in – I need hardly convey to you my testimony as to the anxiety with which S. F. 
Burdett took up the matter, & tht, under which he must naturally remain, till he learns Your feelings & 
opinions & the result – 
Your honor & generosity of conduct is thus placed on a level with your former noble conduct in your 
 
1:3 
 
Settlement – I would, for the gratification of my own feelings, have preferr’d to sacrifice £1000 pr 
ann: rather than that it should have been necessary to call in a third person to arbitrate between two 
such men as Lord Dacre & Sr F.B. – two men of the highest character in England – Lord D. told Sr 
F.B. he scarcely knew Lady B. & that it was a matter of indifference to him whether Lady B. or her 
friends approved or not, as parties interested – for he should look to the approval of impartial persons, 
& tht he consider’d your character & honor as much a matter for him to guard as that of the other 
party – 
I am convinced that the manner & the 
 
1:4 [above address:] result of the decision will contribute to elevate the character of all parties, & 
command the approval of all reflealy27 men – I write in gt.28 not to lose the [below address:] Post, 
having only just learn’t the result – 
   Your’s truly 
   My &c Byron 
   Douglas Kinnaird 
 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, April 4th 1822: 
(Source: NLS Ms.43456) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / en Son Hotel à Pisa / Italie // via France] 
This seems a copy. 

Pall Mall April 4 – 1822 – 
Dear Sir, 
 The Arbitrators have agreed, that one moiety of the net proceeds of the Wentworth Estates 
being appropriated to the sole use of Lady Byron – 
By this Lord B will be possess’d of the Estates themselves – There is another separate agreement or 
written understanding that as long as the child resides under Lady Byron’s protection with Lord B’s 
consent <the/>Lady B. shall not claim any money from Lord B. This is stated as a part of the 
consideration of the agreement – 
I am decidedly of opinion that 
 
1:2 
 
this decision come to without calling in a third person is such as Lord Byron’s Friends ought to 
congratulate him upon – I have not the least doubt of satisfying your mind on this point when we meet 
next week – I go out of Town in half an hour & I shall be back in the beginning of next week – 
  Your obedt Svt 
  Douglas Kinnaird 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, April 2nd and 5th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 134-5) 
Byron answers a letter from Kinnaird which is missing. Enclosed are two notes relating to the 

Pisan Affray. 

Pisa. April 2d. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 You ask me if I should like 4 per Cent? I should prefer five – but will take what is 
to be had (with your approbation) on safe security which is the principal point. – – – 
I cannot make this a long letter (luckily for you) for I am a good deal occupied about a very unpleasant 
squabble between some soldiers of the Guard at the Gate a drunken or brutal dragoon – and some 

                                                 
27: Sic “reflealy”; K. means “reflecting”. 
28: K. means “gt. haste”. 
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English Gentlemen29 including myself. – The result was that they tried to arrest us – I broke through 
with another – an Englishman was wounded30 – and the dragoon (supposed by a servant) stabbed in a 
very dangerous way in the full street before thousands of people31 as he was galloping along after 
sabring the unarmed people already in 
 
1:2 
 
arrest. – The fellow is however declared out of danger – and the wounded Englishman is well also – –  
This is the sum – but the particular depositions I reserve till I hear again from our Minister at Florence 
who has sent me one very polite answer to the papers which I forwarded to him, that the statement may 
not appear garbled or premature. –  
You may suppose the row – a sort of miniature Manchester business32 – except that the military 
aggressor has not in this instance escaped with impunity. – It is a strange instance of the fallibility of 
human testimony – that <out of> {with} thousands of witnesses – they have not been able to identify 
the man who wounded the Dragon – nor even the weapon – for some said a pistol – an air=Gun – a 
stiletto – 
 
1:3 
 
or lance – and a pitchfork. – – 
Mr. Dawkins our Minister – says that I am acquitted of any suspicion of having sanctioned or approved 
or suggested the act of which his assailant is accused. – The fact was we (at least I) mistook the fellow 
for an Officer. – He is a Sergeant Major – but I am no great tailor in uniforms. – He rode against one of 
the party – & I rode up to ask him what he meant. – He blustered & bullied &c. &c. & thence the whole 
affair. – After I had given him my card – he called to the Guard to arrest us – &c. &c. & so forth as 
alluded to above. – 
I have just had the annexed letter from the English Minister. 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  N. B. 
1:4 
 
P.S. 
I have just had Mr. Dawkins the E. Minister’s second answer {of} which I enclose a copy as well as of 
the first – I leave to your own discretion whether it will be proper to quote more from his letter than the 
passage exculpating me in the opinion of the Government here from having directly or indirectly 
sanctioned the act of which the Servants are suspected. The Man they have sworn to is not a Servant of 
mine but of Count Gamba’s but there is every reason to suppose that he is not the real assailant. – – – 
You will judge for yourself as to what statement will be proper & requisite on the occasion. – – – – –  

April 5th. 1822 
 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, April 8th 1822: 

(Source: NLS Ms.43456) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / en Son Hotel / à Pisa / Italie] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of March 22nd. 

London April 8 – 1822 – 
My dear Byron, 
  I wrote to you on the 4th, acquainting you with the decision of the arbitrators in that 
Lady B was to have one moiety of the net proceeds of the Estate – Since then I have your’s of the 22d 
March enclosing two letters from Hanson – What can that man mean by intruding you the stupid idle 
foolish terms of the bequest of the late Lady Noel of your Picture to her grand-daughter – This is 
according to my notions mischief-making – The woman is dead – She was notoriously a very foolish 
woman – I did not know of this bequest but from your letter – I dare say no one knows of it, but those 
who go & look into the register in Doctors Commons – The 
 

                                                 
29: B. fails to name Shelley. 
30: In fact two Englishmen were wounded – John Hay and Shelley. B. does not want K. to know he’s friends with 
the latter. 
31: The Lung’Arno is not spacious enough to accommodate thousands. 
32: The Pisan Affray in no way resembled the Peterloo Massacre – the attacker was the one who (nearly) died. 
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1:2 
 
Exors & Lady B must both be equally ashamed of it – As for setting your daughter against you, the 
more they try, they must fail – This is human nature – But on my honor I do not believe the attempt 
will be made –  
The Paragraphs you allude to shall all be most effectually answer’d – And what can be a more 
effectual answer than to state what has passed on the subject of the arbitration coupled with the whole 
of your conduct since Lady N’s death – You have stung your enemies more by your generous 
forbearance & self controul than can be told – for they must fret in silence – As to the Mansion, 
neither Lady B. nor Sr R. Noel wish to inhabit it – It is in a sad state, & will be consider’d a burden 
rather than an acquisition – I shall probably have to 
 
1:3 
 
state it as a burden in the balancing the net proceeds – because it will cost instead of producing monies 
annually – I do not blame Hanson for submitting all his views to you – & I feel much gratified tht you 
shd send me his letter – I am anxious for all the means of forwarding your interests – But I trust you 
will recollect with pleasure tht your interests have been effectually alluded to whilst the grace has 
been preserved of your acting without lawyers – Hanson was closeted with Burdett for two hours 
before he met his Brother arbitrator – I expect any week to be able to tell you I have lent £50.000 on 
Mortgage at 4½ per cent – Untill we can fix on this there is great difficulty in actually Selling out of 
the Funds – But do not fear – There is a difficulty about a Physician’s 
 
1:4 [above address:] Certificate of Lady B’s health – You write so urgently & repeatedly on the 
subject that I think it right to mention it to you – It was otherwise my intention not to have done so till 
it was [below address:] got over of which I have strong hopes in a few days – Her life is certainly not 
a good one – Both Ldy D.33 & Dr Lushington have behaved in the kindest manner in the matter – 
Yours truly 
 DK 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, April 9th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 137) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Pisa. April 9th. 1822 
My dear Douglas / 
 I hear that Mr. C. Butler (a lawyer I presume) says that an act of parliament will be 
necessary to sanction the name of Noel. I hope you have good advice thereupon that it may be done if 
requisite without loss of time. – – – 
By Thursday’s post I addressed to you a packet containing v[Ms. tear: “arious”] documents upon an 
affair which occurred here not long ago. – – 
At your leisure acknowledge the same and believe me 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  Noel Byron 
P.S. 
Thank Sir Francis 
for his letter which 
I will acknowledge in 
a post or two. – In the mean time why don’t you get on? with the arbitration? 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, April 13th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 141) 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of March 29th. 

Pisa. April 13th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 “Milk diet! and not insurable!” – it is to be presumed then that there will be more 
Milk than Honey (and Gall than either) from this new land of Canaan. – There are two questions which 
I would ask which will show you how much I know of my own affairs. – The one is – if the remaining 

                                                 
33: Lady Dacre (?). 
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ten thousand pounds of Lady B’s original portion – comes to me – in case of her demise – or to whom? 
– or, <if> the whole – or a part only? – The other is – whether there being a daughter only – a part of 
the settlement (of my money) does not become released in case of her decease previous to mine. – – I 
ask this – as essential to meet the debts – in case of her not surviving me. – I see that there is but very 
 
1:2 
 
little to hope from that quarter (the Noel business) and I never expected that any good could come from 
a party – which seems engendered for my embarrassment in character – as well as fortune. – – – 
I have since your letter become indifferent to what the trustees may decide – as I merely looked to the 
insurance for any probability of advantage – in the liquidation of the remaining debts. – – 
It would be a foolish thing in me to marry again – & yet I would not answer for my not repeating such 
a folly – if a widower. – The Woman is no friend of mine – yet I should be sorry for her own sake – & 
for the Child’s that she should go down to the Grave with a heart colder than her dust will ever be. – – 
– – – 
But enough of this subject. – – – – 
 
1:3 
 
Mr Murray has not sent to me any defence – of “Cain” – but some attacks upon it. – 
I sent you last week packets of an affair that occurred here – of which you will have heard enough by 
this time. – I enclose you three more letters on the subject – which will enable you to judge still further 
for yourself. – – I trust you are getting well 
 I am ever yours 
  N. B. 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, April 16th 1822: 

(Source: NLS Ms.43456) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / En son Hotel à Pisa / Italie] 
Annabella’s uninsurable life has been insured. 

April 16 – 1822 
My dear Byron, 
  I have time only to say that I have effected the Insurance on Lady B’s life for £10.000 – 
Therefore be at rest on that score my old boy – I am light-hearted myself since that is done – The 
Papers which have mention’d the arbitration have done you full justice – Even John Bull praises you – 
  Your’s truly 
   D K – 
I hope you will write to Burdett It will please him – Shd you add a word of approval tht he met Lord 
D; it wd please the latter 
 
[1:2 and 3 blank.] 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, April 18th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; 1922 II 221-3; BLJ IX 144-5) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s two letters of April 4th, relating to the arbitration over the 

Wentworth estate. 

Pisa. April 18th. 1822 
My dear Douglas / 
 The decision is quite satisfactory to me. – It would have been no less so had Sir 
Francis decided that she was to have all – or nothing at all. – 
I chose him as an Arbitrator and not as an advocate in the fullest confidence of his ability and integrity 
– and no result would have altered my opinion of his having decided in the best manner under the 
circumstances. – I believe I need add nothing except my acknowledgements for his trouble – also the 
same – to Lord Dacre whose conduct has my full approbation. – You do not mention whether Kirkby is 
to be tenanted by Lady B. with – or without my option. – If the latter, no more need be said. – If the 
former – it is {probably} at her service during Sir 
 
1:2 
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R.’s life – and <probably> {perhaps} afterwards. – {However I will take your opinion upon this point.} 
About the Child – I merely require that she is not to be approached by Mrs. Clermont. – Upon that point 
my opinion is not to be altered. – I could wish {to suggest} that the famous picture will be spoilt if it is 
not occasionally taken out of its’ case – and exposed to the air.34 – Tell Dr. Lushington so. – About 
“managing the estates” I should like to know how I am to manage what I know nothing about – and 
how the <n/>Net produce is to be ascertained and received? – The fairest way would be for Lady B & 
me to appoint a joint receiver. I will do any thing they like in reason for the advantage of the property. I 
am sorry that her health is so precarious not on account of the estate only – but for 
 
1:3 
 
the child’s sake and her own. – I wish you would tell Lushington – that now the thing is settled – {I 
hope} some more amicable mode of adjusting the details of business <could> {may} be <adjusted> 
{adopted} – it would save bickerings and bitterness among rival agents &c. &c. – Lady B’s mind – her 
cold concentration has worked upon her health – while I by saying what comes uppermost am less 
preyed upon by such considerations. – You will or ought to have received the documents relative to a 
row here – please to acknowledge them. – – 
I have received & read the defence of “Cain” who is my Warburton?35 he is a clever and a kind man, 
whoever he be. – 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  Nl. Bn. 

 
On April 20th, Allegra dies in the convent at Bagnacavallo. 

 

Early May 1822: Byron starts Don Juan Canto VII. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, May 1st 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 151-2) 
[To, The Honble / Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of April 16th. 

Pisa. May 2d. 1822. 
My dear Douglas, 
 It is well that the Insurance is effected. – I wrote to you a letter of thanks to Sir 
Francis and Lord Dacre – which may perhaps render troubling them unnecessary – but if you choose – 
I will address {Sir F.} Burdett more directly. – You will regret to hear the death of my natural daughter 
Allegra a <few weeks> {short time} ago of a fever. – – – – – – 
You will have received some documents which I sent on the 4th. Al. relative to a quarrel here with a 
Dragoon – in {the course of} which Mr. Hay was wounded36 – & dragoon stabbed – both recovered – 
dragoon some days in danger of life – but {now} well again. – – 
Mr. Murray does not say whether he has received the Mystery and Vision from you – and I must 
require an explicit 
 
1:2 
 
answer from him on the subject. – – – 
As I have {not} limited him to any terms – but leave that discussion till we can ascertain how far the 
things succeed – I can neither permit nor excuse any evasions on his part. – I have read the defence of 
“Cain” which is very good – who can be the author? – – – 
As to the “Vision” – Murray has been directed to print it so cheaply as to evade the pirates by the 
lowness of the price – and (if the row about “Cain” has disturbed him) to put either another name – or 
no name – as publisher – or to publish it as a foreign edition. – 
As to myself – I shall not be deterred by any outcry – they hate me – and I detest them – I mean your 
{present} Public – but they shall not interrupt the march of my mind nor {prevent me} from telling 
 

                                                 
34: Lady Noel was determined that her grand-daughter should never see what B. looked like. 
35: Cain had been defended pseudoymously by “Oxoniensis”; Warbuton was the defender of Pope. 
36: Again B. does not mention Shelley, who was also wounded. 
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1:3 
 
the tyrants who are attempting to trample upon all thought – that their thrones will yet be rocked to 
their foundation. It is Madame de Stael who says that “all Talent has a propensity to attack the 
Strong”37 – I have never flattered them – I am sure – whether it [Ms. tear: “be tal”]ent or no. – – But 
these for[Ms. tear] only strong for the moment – [Ms. tear: “I”] think {that} they will soon be 
overthrown. – By the way – I answered you about the mortgage in exchange for the funds – and expect 
to hear that you have liberated at least a part of my money from that species of security. – – – – 
Will you remember me to Hobhouse (to whom I sent a duplicate of the documents before alluded to) 
and also to Sir Francis – believe me 
 ever & truly 
  yrs. N. B. 
 
1:4 [below address:] P.S. Mr. Rogers passed the other day. – 
I received and treated him with all attention in my power – in return for which he will probably abuse 
me – as he does every body – he does not look younger nor better humoured for his Journey. 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, May 3rd 1822: 

(Source: NLS Ms.43456) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / en Son Hotel / à Pisa / Italie] 

Pall Mall May 3 – 1822 
My dear Byron, 
  I receiv’d all your documents – I made out a statement from them, & I had it inserted 
in the Observer whence it was copied on the following day into the Times & the M. Chronicle – The 
mis=statement appeared the preceding day in an extract from the Courier Français – & on that day 
your last packet reached me – All this was very pat – & I hope will be satisfactory to you – The 
Edinburgh Review is free with your volume of Tragedies – Be they right or wrong, I see nothing but 
good feeling towards you – I think there is some silly gossiping stuff in 
 
1:2 
 
it – But I see no reason for wrath on the part of your friends – They still call you Poetarum facile 
principem38 – 
Moore – Jeffrey & Hobhouse &c met at dinner with me a few days ago – I think Murray has behaved 
vy handsomely to Moore, on the subject of the Memoirs – The Rochdale <M/>Market Bill is now 
passing thro’ the Houses of Palt, and we are fighting for you – I have engaged for £46000 on mortgage 
at 4½ per cent – not 4 – I hope you are well satisfied with this – Let me know – for I think it wise – I 
am sincerely rejoic’d you are out of the Scrape with the rascally Dragoons – a pretty gentleman 
 
1:3 
 
your Irish friend39 – He is a [  ] [  ]?40 
I am endeavouring to persuade Hobhouse to accompany me to Rome in August – 
Where shall we find you? 
  Yours ever faithfully 
  Douglas Kinnaird 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, May 3rd 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 152-3) 
[To, The Honble / Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Pisa. May 3d. 1822. 
My dear Douglas, 

                                                 
37: de Staël, De la Littérature, II iii : « La force de l’esprit ne se` développe toute entière qu’en attaquant la 
puissance ». 
38: “Easily the prince of poets”. 
39: Taaffe, who changed his testimony to the Pisan authorities. B. mentions him in no extant letter to K. 
40: Phrase looks like “piety lacker” or “prity lacher”. 
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 I wrote to you by the last post. – As there appear several confusions & contradictions in 
the papers – occasioned by their confounding Lady Noel’s personal property – with the Wentworth 
Estates – had you not better state the fact? – viz – that the reference and arbitration related to those 
estates only under the will of the late Lord Wentworth. – It is not pleasant to be the subject of such 
discussions – when a word of truth can put an end to them. – 
I have written to you twice – (yesterday and before) to thank Sir Fs. Burdett and Lord Dacre for their 
decision – and to express my contentment with their manner of conducting the reference. – – 
 
1:2 
 
I expected a line of acknowledgement for some documents sent on the 4th. of April – relative to a 
quarrel with a dragoon – &c. – all of which you have I trust safely received – and will employ – if 
necessary – to contradict any false statements – for it is now a long time – since a word of truth has 
been allowed to appear in the journals on any subject – literary – or personal – in which I am 
concerned. – – – 
Duplicates of the same were also afterwards forwarded to Mr. Hobhouse. – – – 
I need not repeat to you my satisfaction that the Insurance has been effected – I wish you had been as 
lucky with the funds. – 
My poor little daughter Allegra – died lately of a fever,41 and altogether I have had my share of sorrow 
this winter. – – 
 
1:3 
 
Mr. Murray writes to me – but nothing to the purpose – he does not appear to have obtained from you – 
(nor to have asked for) the proofs in your hands. – If he continues these tardy evasions – I must recur to 
my former intention of a separation from him. – 
I expect him to publish what I require – especially – as I make no previous contract – but leave that 
discussion – till the good or evil success of the publication can be ascertained. – 
Believe me ever & truly 
 yr. obliged 
  & affe 
   N. B. 

 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, May 17th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 158) 
[To, The Honble / Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers / Pall Mall / London / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of May 3rd. 

Pisa. May 17th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas, 
 I have received your letter of ye. third. – As I said before I approve of the mortgage – 
though I am not yet aware (as it is not for the whole sum) what the {exact}increase may be upon the 
income. – {Would it not better for the whole Sum? – –} At any rate it is a more satisfactory security. – 
You will perhaps let me know further. – Hobhouse writes to me and recommends the insurance of Ly. 
B’s life for twenty instead of ten thousand pounds.42 But I wish to hear what you say on that point also 
– perhaps twelve – or fifteen thousand might be as well – on account of the expence of insurance &c. – 
– – – – – – 
You say the Edinburgh has attacked the plays – it is not the first time – as they began on “the Doge” 
before – but I have no quarrel with them on that account. – 
 
1:2 
 
I will trust the tragedies to time. —— 

                                                 
41: B. had not visited Allegra for fourteen months when she died. 
42: This letter from H. is lost. 
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In the mean time – if Jeffrey is still in town – make my respects to him – & also to Moore. – I have not 
seen the Article in question – nor were {it} as bitter as Gall – would it induce me to forget that Jeffrey 
has “done the handsome thing”43 by me for many a long year. – – 
If you come out in Autumn you will probably find me {either} here or in the Country near Leghorn. – 
– Hobhouse says you are not well – pray take care of yourself & believe me 
 ever yours 
  N. B. 

 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Leghorn, May 26th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; 1922 II 225; BLJ IX 162-3) 
[To The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers / Pall Mall / London / 
Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
A two-side sheet. Byron boards the U.S.S. Constitution. 

Villa Dupuy, Leghorn, May 26th 1822 
P.S. – I was invited by the Americans on board of their Squadron here – and received with the greatest 
kindness and rather too much ceremony. – They have asked me to sit for my picture to an American 
Artist now in Florence.44 – As I was taking leave – an American Lady45 took a rose (which I wore) 
from me – as she said she wished to send something which I had about me to America. – – 
They showed me an American edition of my poems &c. &c. – and all kinds of attention & good will. – 
– – – 
I also hear that as an author I am in great request in Germany. – All this is some compensation for the 
brutality of the native English. – – – – 
 
2 
 
[above address:] Would you write a German line to Goethe for me – explaining the omission of the 
dedication to “Sardanapalus” by the fault of the publisher and asking his permission to prefix it to the 
[below address:] following volume of Werner & the Mystery. – – 
Murray must put on his title page “published for the Author” which will throw all upon me of loss or 
otherwise. – – – ——— 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Leghorn, May 27th 1822: 
(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.32; not in 1922 II; QII 697-8; BLJ IX 165-6) 

Montenero. Leghorn. 
May 27th. 1822. 

My dear Douglas, 
 My above address as at Pisa may probably be the same in Sept. and I need not add 
that you will be welcome there or any where else – that may happen to46 my residence. – – – – 
I have received the enclosed letter from Mr. Hanson Jr. – when I constituted you my Power of Attorney 
– I meant it to be also Power over my Attorney – and so deal with the Attorno according to your 
despotism. – – Does he mean that the whole balance – or his separate balance is £600? – – for if I 
recollect rightly they set up a sort of separate claim – and a double claim besides. – – I see no use in 
their appealing to me – because if I 
 
1:2 
 
empowered you to act during my absence – it was with the wish that you should do so – else why make 
you my Potestas at all? – 
You see they are getting on but slowly with that eternal Mortgage – if the funds fall – (& war seems 
imminent)47 I shall lose all owing to the cursed dilatoriness of trustees and Solicitors – & yet he seems 
eager enough for his bill. – – – 
Hanson is always too sanguine about Rochdale matters – however the sum obtained for the tolls – is 
better than nothing. – 

                                                 
43: Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, last letter (“For my part, I says nothing, being as the captain has done the 
handsome thing by me”). 
44: William Edward West. See Peach fig.66. 
45: Mrs. Catherine Potter Stith. 
46: B. omits “be”. 
47: B. fears that England will assist France in an invasion of Spain to assist the beleaguerd monarchy. 
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I wonder when that blessed Appeal on the minerals will be heard & decided – – I suppose my politics 
will prevent its’ success – “Well Heaven’s above all!”48 
 
1:3 
 
As to the temporary & precarious tenure of the Noel affair – manage it as you please – with those two 
fellows for trustees – I expect little profit – & less comfort – Hobhouse proposed to ensure her life for 
twenty instead of ten thousand pounds49 – what think you? – – When & how & where are the rents paid 
– or to be paid – when are they due – or are they ever due?50 – what sum do you think I should set aside 
for liquidations &c.? – on all these points I desiderate illumination. – – What is Lady N. B.’s 
complaint? – for of this even I know nothing. – There is another thing I wish to say – as Mr. Murray 
should not run risks unnecessarily while 
 
1:4 
 
I am going down {hill} in the world of scribbling I will be at the whole expence of the publication of 
the things in hand & any little profit – which may accrue – I can take – or <at> at any <loss> {rate} 
undergo the probable loss. – – I care nothing about the Edinburgh Review {(which I have not seen)} – 
though it will do much harm. – I have no hesitation in saying that the late volume51 contains by far the 
best of my writings – & the time will come when it will be thought so. – 
You must also advance for me to Murray the expence of poor little Allegra’s funeral – I have directed 
that she may be buried at Harrow on the Hill, – and committed the care of the funeral (which I wish to 
be as private as is consistent with decency) to Mr. M. not wishing to trouble you. –     yrs. ever N. B. – 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Leghorn, June 20th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 176-7) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Villa Dupuy. Livorno. 
June 20th. 1822. 

My dear Douglas / 
 I have received the enclosed letter from Mr. Hanson, and as I perfectly agree with him 
upon the subject – I appoint Mr. Charles Hanson to act on my behalf in these matters – {subject to you 
as trustee.} I know no right which Dr. Lushington has – & will go to law with them on that score – if 
necessary – Burdett and Brand positively left the estates to my <cont> controul – (unless they choose 
to break their word now) nor will I go to the expence of a Surveyor – in these times – when we shall be 
but too lucky to obtain any rent at all. – This is my fixed opinion & determination, be the – 
consequences what they may. – – – 
With regard to the insurance – I do not 
 
1:2 
 
quite understand you – you say that for ten thousand pounds – it is 138 pounds in a former letter you 
said that it would be 270 for ten thousand pounds – how am I to reconcile this? – I should be willing to 
go as far as 300 pounds in insurances – but even that is almost more than I can afford – for you 
remember that I have debts still to liquidate – and I reckon we shall {have} more trouble than profit 
from the new acquisitions. – Mr. Davidson (I know him) is a Yorkshire Man and may be a good fellow 
when drunk – and <able> {honest} when sober (which is not often) but he is as fit to be Steward to an 
estate as I am to manage your bank – and I think I have said enough. – – – 
 
1:3 
 
I see the matter must go to a Court of law – & so be it – I never looked to anything but dishonour and 
discomfort from the house of Atreus into which I married. – – – – 

                                                 
48: Shakespeare, Othello, II iii 93 (“Well, God’s above all”). 
49: The letter is lost, but the gesture is characteristic of H.’s misogyny. 
50: Compare AoB, l.631 (not yet written): … down with everything, and up with Rent! Or DJ XI, 77, 7-8 (also not 
yet written): Where are those martyred Saints the Five per Cents? / And where, oh where the devil, are the Rents? 

51: Cain, Sardanapalus and The Two Foscari. 
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You may insure for me as far as three hundred pounds will go – – but out of the Noel rents – when we 
receive [Ms. tear: “any – I”] look to have my own fee entire. – 
I have read Jeffrey’s attack52 – and shall probably answer it – but temperately – if possible. – 
I wrote to ask you whether Hanson’s bill – which he states at 600 pounds – is his Son’s or his own 
account – or one or both – and what is his remaining balance against me? – When the Rochdale 
toll=men pay their five hundred pounds – you may advance them something – or 
 
1:4 [above address:] the whole of it – but this I leave to your discretion. – – I am just now far from well 
– from the excessive heat [below address:] and a disordered state of Stomach. – – 
I rejoice to hear you are getting well – 
 ever yrs. most &c. 
  Noel Byron 
A Mr. Fuller53 called on me the 
other day by “desire of Mr. Hobhouse” 
I refused to see him (but civilly of course) 
for I will see no Englishmen but those I 
knew before or have business with. Tell Hobhouse that it was 
[cramped vertically in bottom right-hand corner:] painful to refuse 
a friend of his – 
but that it is a 
rule – & I hope that he 
will introduce nobody else. – 
 

June 28th 1822: Byron finishes Don Juan Canto VII. 

 

Early July 1822: Byron starts Don Juan Canto VIII. 

 

On July 8th, Shelley, Edward Williams and Charles Vivian drown. 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, July 19th 1822: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079 f.34; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 185) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre. // 
Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided sheet. Byron answers a Kinnaird letter of July 5th which is missing, and in which he 

says he is not coming to Italy. Shelley (whom Byron has rarely mentioned in letters to Kinnaird) 

is dead. 

Pisa. July 19th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 Your letter is dated the 5th. but makes no allusion to the dividend from the funds 
which I expected and expect still about this time. I regret that you have given up your journey, though I 
could not have received you very cheerfully, for since the beginning of the year one displeasure has 
followed another in regular succession. <Shelley> {Shelley} and Capt. Williams were drowned last 
week going to Spezia in their boat from Leghorn – supposed to have {been} swamped in a Squall. – A 
Boatman54 {was} also lost with them. – Shelley’s body has been found and identified (though with 
difficulty) two days ago – chiefly by a book in his Jacket pocket55 – the body itself being totally 
disfigured & in a state of putrefaction. – Another body supposed Capt. Williams’s also found – with 
various articles 
 
1:2 [above address:] belonging to the boat. – You may imagine the state of their wives and children – 
& also Leigh Hunt’s – who was but just arrived from England. – – – [below address:] Yesterday and 
the day before I made two journeys to the mouth of the Arno and another river (the Serchio) for the 
purpose of ascertaining the circumstances – and identifications of the bodies – but they were already 
interred for the present by order of the Sanità or Health Office. 
 yrs. ever N. B. 

                                                 
52: Francis Jeffrey, review of Cain, Edinburgh Review February 1822 XXXVI, pp. 447-8; The Romantics 

Reviewed: Byron II pp.935-6. 
53: Fuller is indeed a friend of H. 
54: Actually a boat-boy, Charles Vivian. 
55: Keats’ Lamia volume. B. doesn’t name it. 
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Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, July 19th 1822 (?): 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079 f.35; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 186) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] 
Last part of a letter. Someone has dated it as above; BLJ has July 23rd. 

 
You may be sure that all that family and all its’ connections by their own side will <att> act unfairly 
and dishonourably – and Lushington like a Scoundrel, if he can. – – – – 
 
P.S. 
 I hope that you have not sold out of the funds – before dividend time – I shall be fairly56 helped up 
if you have – for the plagues and removals of all kinds which I have had this year {in consequence {{of 
politics and the war}} with that blackguard {{who was stabbed lately}}} have caused great 
inconvenience and expences – what with journeys – lawyers to pay – and a foolish expence about a 
small Schooner {which} I built at Genoa. – 
A friend of mine late from England told me that Ld. Le Despenser57 is dreadfully dipped – & that Kent 
is not a register County – so I hope you will look twice before you risk my cash on security no better 
than the funds – & without even an advance of Income. – – 
I know you are a friend to the family – but that is no reason to act {too} hastily. – – As for the Noel 
property – I expect nothing but unpleasantness from the House of Atreus. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, July 24th 1822: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.36; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 187-8) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Pisa. July 24th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas – 
 I wrote to you last week to mention the death of poor Shelley and another (Capt. 
Williams) who perished at Sea in a Squall a fortnight ago – in his <way> {passage} to Spezia from 
Leghorn. – – I now write to remind you that some time has past since the payment of the dividends – 
and that mine have not been remitted. – I trust that you have not sold out of the funds previous to the 
day – as this would be a dead loss of half a year’s income without any advantage that I foresee. – I am 
the more particular upon this point – as all we can expect from the Noel acquisition – is – defamation – 
litigation – any thing but profit – the lawyers and arbitrators together having completely neutralized 
any control of mine over the 
 
1:2 
 
property. – Add to this – that I can <with> calculate no further upon any literary speculation – which 
used once to be an occasional addition convenient enough – so that I am naturally more anxious to 
realize my own income – & to have it paid to the day. – As to the Noels they are inherently a bad race – 
and by no means honourable in business – Lushington is also hostile to me – and cannot be an honest 
man from his profession. – You will find this true perhaps shortly. – – I have a great wish to see the 
Mortgage secured – but I hear that the Le Despencers are deeply involved – and not likely to be regular 
paymasters. – Now this is a <point> point to ponder on – as you yourself say that the increase of 
income will be trifling – if any. – – – 
 
1:3 
 
I thought it would not be much – but I did think that it would be a little. – You never answered my 
Query – of what becomes of the interest of Lady N. B.’s fortune (I mean the inherited twenty thousand 
pounds) in the event of Survivorship on my part. – – 
Does the part which she possesses – revert to her family – to the child, or to me – I mean – the interest 
only? – – – – 
I write to you of disagreeable things – and in disagreeable circumstances – but could not well help it or 
them. 

                                                 
56: Could be “finely” 
57: Lord Le Despencer was the son of Sir Francis Dashwood, founder of the Hellfire Club. 
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 yrs ever & truly 
  N. B. 
 
P.S. 
 To occupy my mind – (which had need of it – & in such a way as to distract it from present things) 
I have nearly completed three more Cantos of D. Juan58 – which will perhaps be ready by Novr. or 
sooner. – If Murray publishes them he ought to print at the same time very 
 
1:4 [above address:] small & cheap editions of the same price & size as the pirates’ to anticipate & 
neutralize them. – Pray tell him so – [below address:] and let me know what he thinks. – I have 
obtained permission to continue the poem59 – if I will make it more sober – – that is – dull. – How I 
have kept that part of the compact – I do not know – we shall see by & bye. – 
 
P.S. from Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, July ?? 1822: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.38; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 188) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
BLJ makes this P.S. to the above: but it is separately addressed. It has a central section and two 

margins written at ninety degrees. 

 
P.S. 
 I gets at Leghorn from my bankers there 4 per cent for my monies – while <it> it lies in their 
hands. – Egad – I think you ought at least to send the notes out particularly since you don’t pay me not 
no interest at all, – and so Lushington & the trustees are to bank with you – that’s the reason those 
fellows meet with so much civilization from you – while I am diddled by those d – d arbitrators. – 
[right-hand margin:] a pretty fellow Shadwell to refer to – he is their counsel – & even their referee 
firstly named – but I’ll have it out in Chancery – how goes the R. Appeal? – do they put it off – Eldon 
will never give any thing like fair play to me. – – – – [left-hand margin:] Ask Murray if Lord Clare did 
not bring him a M.S.S. Journal or Notebook of mine60 – the Albemarle {St.} Scribe never writes. – –  
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, July 25th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 188-9) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided sheet, answering a letter from Kinnaird which is missing. 

July 25th. 1822. – 
My dear Douglas / 
 Since I wrote the enclosed I have received yr. letter of the 9th. which is satisfactory as 
announcing the approach of fee. – I certainly wish Mr. Hanson’s accounts to be investigated by another 
Solicitor. – It would be not at all against my wish to appoint Sir F. B.’s Steward to manage the Lc. 
property. – I like his name – Crabtree – presuming him to be [Ms. tear: “the”] same Cadwallader 
Crabtree mentioned in Peregrine Pickle.61 – With regard to the insurance – I think we can lay out 
another hundred pounds on it now – & perhaps more by and bye – as we have any incomings or assetts. 
– As my natural child is gone – in case of the insurance being valid – and I the survivor – I might 
probably lay out the produce in life annuities – merely to secure a better income. – The additional 
hundred would make the whole about twelve or fourteen thousand pounds would it not? – You know 
best. – As to the Arbitration – I do not see how Sir Francis can revoke his former de= 
 
1:2 [above address:] =cision that the property was to be under my controul. – There is another thing I 
wished to mention. – The Rochdale appeal – is before the House of Lords. – I wish it to be postponed 
[below address:] if possible till the present Chancellor goes out (which they talk of) as he has shown 
himself so decidedly hostile to me – that I doubt of his giving me fair play in this cause more than in 
the others. – What think you? 
 yrs. ever 

                                                 
58: Cantos VI, VII, and VIII. 
59: From Teresa Guiccioli, who had been assured by the Shelleys that it was very moral. 
60: Detatched Thoughts. 
61: Crabtree has been appointed by K. to investigate B.’s Rochdale litigation. See Smollett, Peregrine Pickle, Chs. 
76-7. 
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  N. B. 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, July 31st 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 189) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided sheet with only the address on one side, and an extremely cramped P.S. 

 
Pisa. July 31st. 1822. 

My dear Douglas / 
 It is fit that I should again apprize you – that notwithstanding the assurance <of> in 
yr. letter received a fortnight ago – that the dividend would be sent [Ms. tear: “in”] a day or two – and 
notwithstanding the time elapsed since it’s payment at the bank – [Ms. tear: “I”] {have} received no 
remittance up to this [Ms. tear: “time”]. I presume of course that the letter must have miscarried – – As 
I wrote to you lately on the same and other Subjects – I will not trouble you further now – Pray has 
“Glory” yet settled the Arbitration? 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
P.S. 
If I do not receive 
the remittances by next post 
I shall write – and would 
recommend you to take the 
numbers of the notes and not 
pay them without my advice – 
Somebody may have intercepted them & perhaps got them changed in my [curls round bottom right-

hand corner:] name. – – – [in a lozenge-shape over the bulk of the postscript:] At any rate your house 
should be more punctual. 
 

Early August 1822: Byron finishes Don Juan Canto VIII. 

 

August 8th 1822: Byron starts Don Juan Canto IX, and has finished it by September 6th. 

 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, August 2nd 1822: 

(Source: NLS Ms.43456) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / En Son Hotel / à Pisa / Italie] 
 
My dear Byron, 
  I write from my Sofa – I have been in bed for a fortnight – having suffer’d a severe 
surgical operation for the Piles – The Lord defend you from ever suffering either the disease or the 
remedy – I am convalesnt however – & am promised a long enjoyment of good health – My journey 
to Italy is off – I shall not have the pleasure of seeing you – I have however now before me a most 
beautiful bust of your honor – copied from Hobhouse’s – but in my judgement far superior – It has 
been executed by one of Chantrey’s Pupils under his eye – & I think the Artist is proud of his Pupil’s 
work – He desired to present me with a most beautiful piece of marble for it – a compliment more to 
you than to me – for he would not have 
 
1:2 
 
taken the same interest in any other bust – 
Hobhouse, you probably have heard, is gone to the Rhine with his younger brother & two Sisters62 – 
The question as to the Powers of the two arbitrators to direct the management of the Noel Estates has 
been submitted to Counsel’s opinion – And Mr Shadwell has decided  that the management of the 
Estates is directed by the Deed to be in the Trustees – & that should the arbitrators take upon 
themselves to give directions contradictory thereto, that the Trustees ought for their own protection to 
file a Bill in Chancery – Under these circumstances I have not a moment’s hesitation as to the 

                                                 
62: H. departs on July 24th, with Isaac, Amelia and Mathilda. On August 22nd the party decide on the spur of the 
moment to enter Italy: this leads to H.’s last meeting with B., in October at Pisa. 
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propriety of acquiescing on your behalf in this opinion – Chancery should be avoided even tho’ 
attended with a loss – In this Case there is no loss at all – It was 
 
1:3 
 
really only contending for a feather – which feather I was not willing to relinquish whilst I thought the 
deed left it to the arbitrators to dispose of – But it seems to be otherwise – I never doubted but 
<that/>that in strict law, the Trustees were entitled to manage the estates in order to be able to acquit 
themselves fully of their Trust towards Lady B. But I thought that if the arbitrators directed them, they 
would acquiesce in courtesy in such direction – as the arbitrators cannot give the direction, without 
having the question decided in Chancery previously, it is better let alone – Mr Hanson in his highly 
improper letter which you transmitted to me, talk’d about the Trustees doing what they pleased with 
the Estates – he must have known he was stating to you that which was not the fact – the Trustees 
have neither used any such  language, nor manifested any but the most decided wish to conduct the 
matter properly – 
 
1:4 
 
Dr Lushington proposes that a Steward should be appointed with the approbation of yourself – That 
that <agent> {steward} should pay in the Rents into this Banking House, to an account to be open’d in 
the names of the Trustees – That the accounts should be examin’d and settled twice a year by some 
person on your behalf – & that after such examination & approval, the one moiety of the Rents should 
be paid to Lady B. & the other to you – 
You will observe these Trustees are acting under an equal responsibility to yourself for the good 
management <of> for the making the most of the estate for your benefit – You can at any time call 
them to a most strict account – But in fact their own safety will consist in the practice which I know 
they mean to pursue, namely, to do no one act without a previous consent on your part – What can Mr 
Hanson mean by telling you the farms are underlet? 
 
2:1 
 
I doubt if there be a single farm in England underlet at the moment – If the present rental remains, ’tis 
more than I expect – What does he mean by telling you that it is a bad time to survey the Estate? What 
the devil can the badness or goodness of times have to do with the surveying the value of the rental – 
The farms are not necessarily to be let on leases – but from year to year – 
If you object to the appointment of Davison, let me know – Lushington proposed him as a matter of 
œconomy – as he would be entitled to a pension if not employ’d, from length of service to the estate – 
It strikes me that it were a good plan to employ Davison as Steward, under Crabtree a most intelligent 
upright & independent Surveyor who is employ’d by S F. Burdett over all his estates – Consequently 
he is well acquainted with the nature of Leicester= 
 
2:2 
 
shire property – This person is employ’d by some of the Colleges in Oxford – it is no great matter who 
be employd, provided he be competent to his office – Now I cannot see that the Trustees have any 
interest opposed to yours in the matter 
   Yours vy faithfully 
   Douglas Kinnaird 
Augt – 2 – 1822 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, August 9th 1822: 

(Source: NLS Ms.43456) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / En son Hotel / à Pisa / Italie] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of July 24th and 25th. 

 
I am very glad to hear there is more of Don Juan – 

London August 9 – 1822 
My dear Byron 
  I have before me your letters of the 24th & 25th July – I am in a fever of vexation from 
an error of our corresponding Clerk – He very clearly made out your circular notes for £1200 which I 
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signed myself, & misdirected the letter, which went to one of our customers in Switzerland who most 
stupidly, instead of forwarding the letter to you (as from it’s contents he ought to have done) sent it 
back to us by a private hand, & this very day they have reached us – I cannot tell you how much I am 
grieved & vexed – for I know you do not like disappointments – however well you may bear them – 
They go, another set, by this Post – Pray pardon us – I shall avoid diminishing your fee whenever we 
complete the mortgage – The difficulties of the 
 
1:2 
 
Le Despencerers are a matter of perfect indifference to your Trustees – They get hold of lands 
yielding £5000 per an: to pay you about £2500 – As for the County not being a register County it is of 
no matter – if Mr Bland & his lawyer approve, & they are sticklers you may rely on it my former 
acquaintance with some part of Lord Le Despencer’s family will not have had any influence in getting 
the mortgage approved – I think you exceptionally fortunate in getting so excellent a mortgage – ask 
Hanson what he thinks – I saw him to-day about the ’t’other matter – I wrote you fully on that subject 
in the last letter – If Lady B. dies, you get the whole of the interest of her fortune for your life, – It 
then descends to your daughter – The remaining £4000 of the fortune is`to be paid this week – I hear 
from Lord Lyendock & Lorraine Smith, neighbours, that the Tenants are very good indeed – wealthy 
& capable of managing & paying for the land – Lady Noel it appears laid out £4000 on the estate – 
And it is in excellent order – Now what makes it infinitely of less importance to you who manage the 
Property is the consideration tht your interest in it hangs by the thread of Lady B’s life: you wd 
therefore never invest a shilling in it – D.K. 
 
[1:3 blank.] 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, August 10th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 192) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided sheet with only the address on one side. He has not yet received the previous item, 

explaining the delay in his “remittances”. 

Pisa. August 10th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 Still no letter! and no remittance! – the omission seems so very strange and protracted – 
that I cannot help suspecting that either your letters or mine have not had fair play – since I have 
written so repeatedly to request you to set [Ms. tear: “my”] mind easy on this point. – – – 
I shall continue to write however uselessly – you do not know the extreme annoyance and trouble – the 
delay has occasioned & continues to occasion. 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, August 16th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 193-4) 
[To The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / London. / Angleterre.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of August 2nd. He has still not received Kinnaird’s of August 9th. 

 
Pisa. August 16th. 1822. 

My dear Douglas / 
 I have just received a long letter from you – which however does not mention nor 
even allude to what I have written to you upon twenty times at least – viz – my half years’ remittance 
from the funds which has never arrived here nor at Leghorn. – – I need hardly repeat the extreme 
anxiety – as well as inconvenience this unaccountable delay has occasioned – now still increased by 
your silence upon the subject. – Do pray – let me know what I am to think of this – has the money been 
sent? has it miscarried – or what has occurred? – – – – 
With regard to the arbitration – I shall only observe that Mr. Shadwell was a most improper person to 
refer 
 
1:2 
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to – as he was their referee named in the first instance. – I will not consent to Mr. Davidson’s 
nomination – he has no claim to a pension from the Noel property – having served there seven years – 
he was previously in that of Halnaby – let Halnaby pension him. – – – But they may all go to the devil 
together in their own way. – I merely wish to know and reiterate my request that you will cause to be 
remitted my own money from the funds – and am 
 ever & truly yrs. 
  N. B. 
[1:3 blank.] 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, August 20th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 194-5) 
Byron has still not received Kinnaird’s of August 9th. 

Pisa. August 20th. 
1822. 

My dear Douglas / 
 I must still continue as in duty bound to bore you by every post till my remittance 
from the funds arrives – which it has not yet done. – – 
I have been very unwell and all my skin peeled off in blisters – besides some fever – owing to 
swimming three hours in the sea at Viareggio – in the heat of the Sun.63 – But all this has been 
increased by the vexation of this unaccountable delay. – I receive at length a long letter from you about 
business – but not one word of my money! – so that I do not know whether it has been sent or not! – 
This is really most irritating and hardly excusable. – – 
Every thing seems to go wrong – and instead 
 
1:2 
 
of gaining by this pretended accession of property – you actually withhold my own – so that I am 
anything but a winner. – 
Now as to the Noel Affair – 
Shadwell was their first referee – & yet to him the Arbitrators refer for an impartial law opinion! – 
I never heard of such a thing. – 
2dly. – I will have the question settled in Chancery. – 
3dly. Mr. Davidson has no pretensions to a pension from the Noel estates – he served twenty years on 
the Halnaby but only seven on the Noel – besides he is a most improper person – from drunkenness & 
incapacity – ask Barrett – or Hobhouse – 
 
1:3 
 
or even Lady B. herself whom I have heard laugh at him a thousand times. 
4thly. You say what “has Surveying the estate to do with raising the rents” now – in the devil’s name 
did ever any one hear of surveying an estate to lower them? – & would you at such a time have me 
throw away hundreds of pounds on a survey? for what? since you say it is not to raise the rents? – 
I really do not quite understand you – all that I know is – first you agree with me – & then with the next 
person who talks differently on the subject. – 
The Affair must go into Chancery – I will not allow their Counsel Mr. Shadwell 
 
1:4 
 
to decide for me – and I wonder how Sir Francis could consent to such a reference. – but anything I 
suppose because Dr. Lushington is a pretended reformer. I can tell you Gentlemen reformers – that 
whatever happens – or whenever it does happen. the people will never have confidence in any lawyer 
or similar scum of the worst earth, nor will I – and I suspect that some of these days if I come to live in 
England – will startle Some of your politicians – 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  N. B. 
P.S. 
I do reiterate 

                                                 
63: This was at Shelley’s cremation, but B. still does not want K. to know too much about his connection with 
Shelley. 
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once for all – send 
me my fee – you have 
no idea of the inconvenience 
& anxiety I have undergone from this omission. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, August 24th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 195-6) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron has at last received Kinnaird’s of August 9th. 

Pisa. August 24th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 I am <puzzled> pacified – & soothed by the arrival of “fee” though tardy – but {do 
not} send your notes on the tour of Europe another time – it is making them too Circular – by nature as 
well as by name. – By the way – you “have stinted me in my sizings”64 – the sum ought to have been 
more – the whole interest – is 2525 £ S.D. – for fee besides 190 £S.D. from Sir Jacob annually – Now – 
you only sent me {in January} twelve hundred {of regular fee} & ditto now – {making but 2400 
£S.D.} & besides kept back 81. at the beginning of the year to meet any sundries – – what have you 
done with those parings? – paid the insurance – or what? – if so I wonder at your assurance – let the 
Noel Assetts pay for their insurance 
 
1:2 
 
I will have my own fee entire – and then the Rochdale Swop of 500 – have you been liquidating 
Spooney or others therewith? – – And now when will be the first Noel incoming? at Michaelmas eh? – 
& how much do you have the modesty to propose that I should give up to liquidation? – please to 
recollect no “Davidson” – he has no claim to a pension except from Halnaby – having only 
mismanaged Kirkby for seven years – surely it is not honest to wish to quarter a drunken 
supernumerary upon me – it is base – & you should think & say so. – And the 4000 £ which you say 
Sir Jacob means to pay – where will it be invested? – not in the funds I hope at their present price – 
 
1:3 
 
but on some other security. – – – 
You did not answer my real question I asked in the event of my surviving Lady B. & her daughter (and 
I have no wish to do either) but I asked in that case what becomes of her original portion – does it go 
back to the {Nl} family or remain in mine? – 
Reply – please your honour – on these financial matters. – –  
I have also {quite three} nearly four Cantos of D.J. ready65 – now I wish to consult you – supposing 
them at par as compositions – what ought they to produce us in the present state of publicating? – I will 
be guided by you – Murray has had the late things cheap enough – and I don’t expect much for them – 
– but for the D.J.s I conceive that we ought to have a previous 
 
1:4 
 
stipulation. – The argument consists of more love – and a good deal of War – a technical description of 
a modern siege (in the style of the Storm in the 2d. Co which is {or was} reckoned Good)66 with much 
philosophy – and satire upon heroes and despots and the present false state of politics and society. –  
Now – about fee from Mortgage – don’t contrive to sell out so as that I <am to> may lose – a half 
year’s income – or I shall be somewhat salvage – as you may presume. – If you would only let me 
know what you think I shall have {in the earliest payment} from the Noel Estate – & when – & how 
much we ought to have for the {new} D.J.s &c. I will then arrange with you what I ought to set apart 
for liquidation {& insurances} – & what to receive for privy purse expenditure. – ever yrs. 
 N. B. 

                                                 
64: Shakespeare, King Lear II iv 172-6: (mutilated): “‘Tis not in thee / To grudge my pleasures, to cut off my 
train, / To bandy hasty words, to scant my sizes, / And in conclusion to oppose the bolt / Against my coming in …” 
65: Cantos VI, VII, VIII and IX. 
66: The Shipwreck versifies parts of Dalyell’s Shipwrecks and Disasters at Sea, the Siege Cantos versify a section 
of Castelnau’s Histoire de la Nouvelle Russie. 
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2:1 
 
P.S. 
If we have upon the whole a good year – I should be inclined to encrease the insurance even to £25000 
– but that will depend on so many contingencies. – – 
Have you sold out of the funds – I wish you would? now is about [Ms. tear: “the”] right time – and I 
don’t think that they will hold up much longer. – 
With regard to the literary paction with Ridgeway – or others – {for those M.S.S.} – I do not mean to 
be hard upon them – indeed my expectations on that score are moderate enough. – Shall I finish the 
12th. Co – and send it – it would make the whole two volumes of the former size –  
 
2:2 [above address:] of course it is by no means expected – that an encrease in the Number of Cantos – 
is to bring an exactly proportional encrease of price – {but} that matter will be easily settled – for I 
leave it to you – and [below address:] will not have any discussion about it. – 
With regard to “omissions” – recollect that the Cant of the Day has already taken it’s tone – and that if 
the whole were reduced to an actual homily – they would cant the same. We are not to yield to such 
things. – Let me have the proofs to revise – and I will do what I can however. –  
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, August 31st 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 198-9) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] 
 
[at top of first side, very cramped:] What do you think we should 
ask for the 4 new Cos supposing 
them at par as compositions – they are upwards of 420. octave stanzas. 

Pisa. August 31st. 1822. 
My dear Douglas 
 Your Circular or rather Circuitous notes – arrived & were acknowledged last week 
after their long tour. – – – – 
I do not understand how Lady Noel who died in January – can be entitled to rents beyond Lady Day – – 
and I never heard of payments of rents except at Lady=day & Michaelmas. – Do you mean to tell me 
that I should be entitled to the next half year’s rent if Lady B. was to be translated at present? – – – 
And a Mortgage too! – will you please to explain to me at once these mysteries – – you are a man of 
honour – & I shall take your word – but my own opinion is that it is a base Haggle of the trustees – I 
look upon Lushington as a mere legal Swindler who will pick a pocket either for 
 
1:2 
 
or of a Client – the former that he may effect the latter. – I shall attack him publicly the very first 
opportunity – and in the terms he deserves. – – – – – 
What do you talk of “proceeds” for when there are none – but 300 pounds? – 
It is the duty of these fellows to explain in a detailed manner what these posthumous rights of the last 
Woman are or were? and I should have thought as my friend that you would have required as much – I 
have already sent you my opinion of the reference to Shadwell their Counsel by the impartial 
Arbitrators? When are the rents paid? – at what period – & when am I to derive any proprietorship 
from the property? They are as rank a gang of sharpers as ever cheated. – – – 
 
1:3 
 
With regard to the money in the funds – I suppose the transfer will be made so that by selling out at this 
period – I shall lose my own {next} half year’s income – as I have the last {of the Noel propy} by those 
rascally trustees. – – 
What possible right could the woman have beyond Lady Day – the next rent day following her decease. 
– Curse them altogether I neither have nor ever shall have [Ms. tear] except cheating – & the basest & 
meanest injustice from the whole crew. – 
But I’ll be even with them – 

“I have a weapon”.67 

                                                 
67: Shakespeare, Othello, V ii 262. 
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Has Noel paid the 4000 balance of his bastard’s fortune (for she is as much his daughter <)> as you are 
<the> his Son)68 and how is it to be vested – let me know – as to appropriating “proceeds” – how can 
 
1:4 [above address:] I appropriate – what is not in existence either to pay Creditors or any one else? 
Has he paid the half year’s interest of the 190 £ – I mean Sir Jacob because [below address:] your two 
last payments of income have been 2400 in all – whereas the whole is 2525 – besides Sir Jacob’s 190. 
i.e. 2715. – You enquire after the 5th. Canto. the 5th. of D.J. was published last year – but I have the 6th. 
7th. 8th. 9th. ready or nearly – but I presume Murray will be like the rest. – I am in d – – d ill humour. yrs. 
ever N. B. 
 
Early September 1822: Byron starts Don Juan Canto X. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 1822 (?): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 199-200) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
The second sheet of a two-sheet letter, with the first sheet missing, and the end lopped. 

 
2.) My balance after those {investments} and the payment of the fifteen hundred – (i.e. the three five 
hundreds from Rochdale toll – surplus of Kirkby My and – surplus of the fee – and 1200 – now 
remitted) will be for actual cash – at present – the fourteen hundred pounds in last year’s circulars. – – 
– – 
When Murray accounts for Werner – I should be glad to {know} what he is to give for the Copyright.69 
– He will of course between pique and avidity – do his best or worst. – Are you quite sure – that 
Davison70 is not his Sub=agent or Middle=man – in secret – to negociate for the D.J.’s – and yet keep 
behind the Curtain. – It is no matter – if he is. – I must tell you to recollect one thing – whatever you 
may hear. – It is this fact – which I have in Murray’s own hand=writing – after all the piracy – &c. &c. 
&c. he offered to me 
 
2:2 
 
a thousand pounds a Canto – for as many cantos as I chose to write; – which I refused as too much, – 
so much for his boasted consistency – and affected morality – this will be enough to teach you to go a 
little cautious with Davison – not in dealing – but in believing his statements – for either he acts for 
Murray – or he does not – if he does – he will do the best for him – if in the latter for himself – and in 
neither case is he likely to overstate {former} profits – which might raise the immediate demand upon 
himself or employer. – – – 
If you will let me know – when monies are received from any quarter – I shall know how to dispose of 
them – but my intention is – always to lay out a thousand pounds at interest – (if the Sum arrives at 
this) and any hundred pounds over till it reaches at two 
 
2:3 
 
thousand – may be applied to liquidating the claims – which I much wish to see neutralized. – Should 
any emergency require me to draw more – I will let you know – in time – to re=convert the Exchequer 
bills into cash again; – pray – how – and in whose name are they invested? – in case of accidents, (as 
you are now able to break more collar bones – do take care – will you?) and are all the receipts of the 
yet paid creditors to be gotten at – for I should ill like to have the Scoundrels to pay twice over. – – 
I have no remorse about postage – as all letters are business – and packets will go to my account. – You 
have no occasion to answer except by a word of assent – dissent – or acknowledgement – especially of 
any packets – such as the present – or even others less valuable – such as poeshie. 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. – – 
 

                                                 
68: B. does not impugn Annabella’s legitimacy (or Lady Noel’s morality) anywhere else. 
69: In letters which we lack, it was agreed that Werner should be published on a profit-sharing basis, 66% to B and 
33% to Mu. 
70: Thomas Davison, Murray’s printer, responsible for the misprints in DJ V and thus a potential “saboteur”. 
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2:4 [above address:] P.S. If you will turn to the Quarterly review no. 53 (for July 1822. .) you will see 
in Article sixth – that Murray’s own Critics that the piracy is not likely to stop the eventual profit – but 
merely to make the publisher print cheaper editions in a greater [below address:] number – these are 
their words “It is probable that his aggregate profit may be as great or greater – though it will be 
obtained with more trouble.” Again <if> “The publication is profitable to the pirate or he would not 
undertake it – it must be more so to the original publisher as he has the advantage of preoccupying the 
market.” – If the Bridge Street fellows71 are now= [Ms. ends] 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 1st 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 201) 
[To, The Honble / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
This letter probably enclosed the whole of the previous item. 

 
[at top of first side:] All the pretended accession of property 
has hitherto occasioned 
but expence on my part – – & chicane on theirs – Damn them 
 all. – – – 

Septr. 1st. 1822. 
Dear Douglas / I wrote the enclosed in very bad humour – but as it contains matter of business it must 
go – for I have not time to re=write it. – But you must own that the whole of this Noel <bu> affair has 
been but a series of vexations from beginning till now. – – You tell me of a paltry sum [Ms tear: 

“paid”] in – & then ask me to assign the proceeds to Creditors! – whole proceeds – & when? am I in 
possession or no? and when or ever will the rents or any part of the rent be ever paid by that gang of 
Swindlers – that bitch and her lawyers? – When any thing is <over> really paid – it will then be time 
enough to talk of liquidating the bonds – have I not been paying lawyers bill – & the devil knows what 
for these four years past? – Has not the whole of the Rochdale money – & Claughton’s – and I know 
not what be[Ms. tear: “sides”] 
 
1:2 [above address:] been swallowed up in this very year – beside the insurance of the life of the fiend 
who <it> (as far as I am concerned) had better never have existed. – Recollect the accompt you sent me 
at the beginning of the year – how [below address:] much of the whole was kept back – as also of Sir 
Jacob’s Money – to pay Murray’s bill for books – & all sorts of bills. – – I really do not who is paid or 
not paid unless you send me a memorandum. yrs. ever N. B. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 6th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 203-4) 
[To, The Honble / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Pisa. Septr. 6th. 1822. 
Dear Douglas / Thank you kindly but now the Circuitous Circulars have described their Orbit – I have 
no immediate occasion for a further credit – having (besides two hundred pounds in Cash –) Circulars 
(including the late remittance) to the tune of three thousand five hundred pds – <for> and about between 
(3000 Drs.) <(> {six} or seven hundred pounds in the bank [Ms. tear: “of”] Messrs. Webb & Co. of 
Leghorn – for which they allow me four per cent. – – To be sure I did expect something better from the 
Kirkby property – than has yet turned out and I think we ought to have something for the four new 
Cantos of D.J. which I shall forward to you soon. – The enclosed is a letter {to Murray} which you 
may present if you do not deem it too harsh. – At any rate it contains my opinions – – & I wish you to 
act upon them in dealing with the absolute John – – 
I hear that Murray goes about telling every body that he loses by the works – &c. &c. &c. 
 
1:2 [above address:] indeed I heard that he said so several years ago – if he does he is a – but never 
mind.72 – I am sorry to have given you so much plague lately – but as I am [below address:] about to 
remove in a short period to Genoa – I am anxious to have my Circulars in all their circumference. – 
You may however address to Pisa as usual till I write to you that I am removed or removing. – You 
will excuse all this & believe me yrs. ever N. B. 
 

                                                 
71: The right-wing vigilante Constitutional Association. 
72: Compare D.J. II, 3, 3-4: “His lady-mother, mathematical, / A – never mind …” 
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Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, September 7th 1822: 

(Source: NLS Ms.43456) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / En son Hotel / à Pisa / Italie // <via France>] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of August 24th. 

Pall Mall Septr 7 – 1822 
My dear Byron 
  Your letter of the 24th Augt has made me a new man – I wrote you yesterday – There is 
no Post-day till Tuesday – but as I leave town to-morrow for a few days I think it better to scribble a 
few lines & leave it to be dispatch’d to you – Inclosed is a copy of your account for last year & this 
year – You will thereby see what has been done with your monies – You will see that no more than 
the interest on Your debt has been paid from your account – & to that you consented – The insurance 
on Lady B’s life amounts to about £300 – the amount we have already recd from Dr Lushington – You 
have not been mulcted therefore of any part of your fee for that – There is £90 – or thereabouts 
 
1:2 
 
due to you from us – Sr Jacob’s £4000 has been invested in the 3 pr ct Consols – Do not be afraid of 
the Funds till I tell you – They will be better yet before they are worse – I will take care that no part of 
the dividend accrued (or what you call your fee) shall be lost to you in the selling out the stock for 
investment in Mortgage – It is a shrewd observation on your part, but it had not escaped me – I have 
no doubt whatever that in the case you put, the whole of the £20-000 would become your’s – But in 
my next letter I will answer on authority – You may count on about £3000 {pr ann:} certain from the 
Noel Property – i.e. £2700 after deducting the insurance on Lady B. – I will willingly make you a 
present of all the possible advantage tht can come to me from the account of the Trustees being kept 
with us – It is nothing more or less than paying in the money into one account – & the same day 
 
1:3 
 
come two drafts from Dr Lushington, transferring one half of the said sum to your own account, & 
drawing out the other for Lady B. But I thought it would be satisfactory to you that I should be able to 
give you some account from time to time of the receipts & payments &c – At Michaelmas there will 
be a payment from the Noel Property – But all this I shall know next week <W/>when I get the report 
from Crabtree – I do not know whether the £500 has been receiv’d from the Rochdale People – 
because Hanson’s are capable to have recd it & not mention’d it to me – But I intend to appropriate the 
whole of it, to the liquidatin73 of Hanson’s Bills when they are properly examin’d – Tht they are not so 
is their fault not mine – But I will let you know in my next – I have no room or time to reply about 
Don Juan – I am delighted you have continued that exquisite Poem – Murray is really a sad man of 
business of late – I can get 
 
1:4 
answer74 from him about a book of Las Casas – I will endeavour to see him next week – & get an 
answer from {him} about your Note-book sent by Lord Clare – Adieu my dear Byron – I am again 
able to write myself at ease your’s faithfully. D.K. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 7th 1822: 

(Source: not yet found in NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 204) 
Written on the same day as the above item. Enclosed with Don Juan VI and VII in Mary 

Shelley’s fair copy (Byron never tells Kinnaird who does his copying). 

Pisa. September 7th. 1822 
Dear Douglas, – Enclosed are the 6th. and 7th. cantos of D. J. In a post or two I will send you the 8th. and 
9th. Also at the time a letter to you, written yesterday, containing one for J. Murray, Esq. (it is open that 
you may read it), with instructions or hints to you; the two following cantos (8th. and 9th.) are longer 
than the enclosed. You will let me know what you think. 

Yours ever 
NB 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 10th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 204) 

                                                 
73: K. omits the “o”. 
74: K. omits “no” at the page-turn. 
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Enclosed with Don Juan VIII and IX in Mary Shelley’s fair copy. 

Septr. 10th. 1822. 
Dear Douglas / 
 On the 7th. I sent you the 6 – & 7th. Cantos of D. J. – I now transmit you the 8 & 9th. – 
and request a line of acknowledgement – and also your opinion – I have no objection to listen to any 
suggestion of omissions here & there – but I wont be dictated to by John Murray Esqre – remember – 
let me hear from you. – – – 
Address to me – Genoa – Villa Saluzzi – where I mean to pass the winter – and don’t forget to let me 
hear from you. 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 

[1:2 blank.] 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 11th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 205-6) 
Byron’s presentation gives a good idea of his approach to figures. 

Pisa. Septr. 11th. 1822. 
Dear Douglas / I write a few lines to <repeat> {advise you} that I have sent you lately in two packets 
by different posts (the 7th. & 10th. of this Month) the 6th. 7th. 8th. & 9th. Cantos of D. J. – with preface & 
so forth and all for your decision. – As I could wish to know exactly or nearly – the probable state – or 
rather statement of my budget in the ensuing I wish you would let me know what I am likely to have to 
trust to – for hitherto your Kirkby addition has proved a complete bubble – and I presume that that 
Scoundrel Lushington will contrive to make it continue so. – Why am I to be loaded on a sudden with 
this mortgage which never was levied till now – on the Kirkby estate? – You must not allow yourself to 
be talked over by that villain whom I mean to attack publicly as soon as possible – I will make him 
repent 
 
1:2:  
 
his tricks before I have done with him. My Income ought to be – (supposing the woman to live) for 
1823 thus – – 
 Kirkby My. 3168 – (half of 6336.) 
 My own. 2715. 
  5883 <78> 
 
Say – from Murray for the 4 new Cantos and the volume already in press – two thousand Guineas – at 
the lowest – or three thousand at the highest. – 
 
 Ky. 3168 
 M. Own 2715. 
 From Murray 2100 
 Say 7983. 
 
I have in your bank or in that of Messrs Webb Leghorn (630 pounds in Messrs Webbs) better than four 
thousand pounds still – of which Supposing that I spend two thousand before January – there ought still 
to remain two thousand. 
 
[severely cramped at page bottom:] 
 
                              Total for 1823 
 Kirkby – 3168. 
 My own 2715. 
 From Murray 2100. 
 Surplus of this year 2000. 
  9983. – 
 
[in horizontal column in right-hand margin opposite the second addition sum:] 
 

If Lady B. goes out of the 
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world – the remaining 
five hundred per annum 
comes to me don’t it? 

Also ten thousand insurance 
or for how much have 
you insured? – – – – 

say 12 – or 15000. {£ S.D.} 
What has become of 

the Rochdale 
appeal? I wish 
I could sell that 

Gulph of Litigation 
& have done with it. – 

 
[in horizontal column in left-hand margin opposite the second addition sum:] 
 

You may well 
doubt if the 

Chancellor will 
give fair play in 

any cause of mine. – – – – 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 12th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 207-8) 
A single sheet, enclosing the previous item. Byron’s first reference to a move to Greece. 

 
Pisa. Septr. 12th. 1822. 

My dear Douglas / 
 Enclosed, you will find a curious budget of mine for the ensuing year at which the 
banker will laugh – and the friend will sigh – the trustee however ought to blush75 for allowing his 
trusting or truster – to be overreached by two such scoundrels as Lushington & Colbourne.76 – As to 
what regards Murray – that great man ought to be narrowly watched – don’t you be talked over by the 
fellow. – He will prate of piracy – but recollect that he might neutralize this in a great measure by 
publishing very cheap small editions of the same type with former piracies – at the same time – reserve 
his smooth octavos – for former publishers – of the same more expensive Calibre. – – – – Now – do not 
allow yourself to be carried away by first impressions – which is your grand propensity – so as to make 
your letters to me a series of contradictions 
 
1:2 
 
[horizontally:] the moment you get off business – though upon that – you are very oracular & sensible 
and of this world. – In short – Doug. – the <longer> longer I live – the more I perceive that Money 
(honestly come by) is the Philosopher’s Stone – and therefore do thou be my Man [horizontally:] of 
trust & fidelity – and look after this same – my avarice – or cupidity – is not selfish – for my table 
don’t cost four shillings a day – and except horses and helping all kinds of patriots – (I have long given 
up costly harlotry) I have no violent expences – but I want to get a sum [vertically, between the two 

previous:] together to go amongst the Greeks or Americans – and do some good – my great expence 
this year has been a Schooner which cost me a thousand pounds or better yrs. ever 
 N B 
 

Address to Genoa. 
either – poste restante 

or – Villa Saluzzo. 
 

                                                 
75: B. parodies his own epigraph to The Two Foscari (“The father softens, but the governor’s resolved”) which is 
itself from Sheridan’s The Critic. 
76: Stephen Lushington and Ridley Colborne are Annabella’s trustees. 
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P.S. [long horizontal scrawl] The four new Cantos will (or ought to Succeed) for they contain (with 
poesy intermingled plentifully) – some good sensible practical <xxxx> <xxxx> truths that you don’t 
hear every day in the <week> week; – or at least put so <xx> pithily and <xxx> prudently. 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, no date, (early September?) 1822: 

(Source: NLS Ms.43456) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / à son Hotel à Pisa / Italie // via France] 
 
My dear Byron, 
 I only regret you did not draw on me at once for any money you wanted: You need not 
hesitate at so doing – Altho’ in the present Case the <xxxxxxx/>inconvenience is owing to a blunder, 
yet such an inconvenience might possibly arise from some accident against which no provision could 
be made – 
This letter of credit will at all events be a resource to you another time – The enclosed will set 
Fletcher’s mind at ease on his affairs – His friend here – is [Ms.tear: “a”] blundering bungler & has 
been misinforming him – 
I wrote you we had recd the £4000 from Sr Jacob – – 
I saw Mr Crabtree this day – He is to be on the Noel Estate on Monday next – & has promised to make 
me a most faithful and confidential report as to Davison – at the worst, you are aware, if the opposite 
party choose to name him on their part, all you can do is to object to his being paid more than Crabtree 
is paid – 
However – Pazienza – Yours faithfully 
  D K 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 13th 1822: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from 1909 Sotheby Catalogue; not in 1922 II; this text from BLJ IX 208) 
 

Pisa, Sept. 13th. 1822 
By the last two posts I sent off to you the four new Cantos of Don Juan. So rogue Southey says that he 
does not know what I meant by hinting that I had shown some kindness to one of his relations.77 I tell 
you what it is. In 1815 Mr. Sotheby wrote to me saying that Coleridge was in great distress—that the 
Literary Fund had granted him only £20, and wishing me to come to his assistance. I immediately sent 
him one hundred pounds—more than two thirds of what I could command in the world. This happened 
at a time when (as you know) I had duns and executions in my house daily. I have no desire to trumpet 
this, but thus much for rogue Southey’s “information”. 
 

September 15th-21st 1822: Hobhouse visits Byron at Pisa. 

 

Byron and Hobhouse to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 18th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453 and NLS TD 3079, f.39; 1922 II 229-31; BLJ IX 209) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. / Pall Mall East. / London. / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] 
Byron seems to be answering the undated last item but one. 

Pisa. Septr. 18th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 My letters were I grant you very impatient – but I regret very much that they should 
have “worked you” – the haste arose because I am going to Genoa – & could not account for the 
non=arrival of the Circuitous notes – and if I had gone there without them – I might have waited so 
much the longer without knowing what had become of them. – I sent you on the 7th. & 10th. two 
packets – containing four new Cantos of D. J. – the arrival of which please to acknowledge – 
addressing to Genoa Villa Saluzzo. – – – 
I do not rely on Shadwell’s opinion – consult Mr. Bell – I will abide by his opinion – as to Chancery – 
they will suffer as much as I shall – and with that consideration it is not to be shrunk 
 
1:2 

                                                 
77: In Appendix V to The Two Foscari, B. writes: There are several actions to which I can look back with an 

honest pride, not to be damped by the calumnies of a hireling. There are others to which I recur with sorrow and 

repentance; but the only act of my life of which Mr. Southey can have any real knowledge, as it was one which 

brought me in contact with a near connexion of his own, did no dishonour to that connexion nor to me. 
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from. – But first let {us} have Bell’s counsel – he is the first at the Chancery Bar as they very properly 
call that barrier between people and their property. – – – 
I positively object to drunken Davison – what to sit down and be saddled with two hundred a year for 
an old superannuated toss=pot of Sir Ralph’s let him go back to Halnaby – as he has got drunk in Sir 
Ralph’s service – let him provide for his liquid necessities. – Why the deuce did you lodge the 4000 in 
the funds now – when they are at 80? could not one have got exchequer bills or some other security pro 
tempore – as it will not only be like the loss of Trinculo’s bottle – “disgrace and dis= 
 
1:3 
 
=honour but an infinite loss”78 having to sell out when they are low again. – I wish the eternal 
Mortgage could be settled once for all – it is now eight months – we have had of shilly shally. – – It 
would be difficult for me to judge whether anything can be extracted from Albemarle Street for the 
new Cantos &c. – you will be the best judge of that. – Take an edition of Humphrey Clinker – and read 
to John Murray the bookseller’s letter to the Welch Clergyman in the introduction – it will be a good 
lesson to him.79 – 
As to piracies – he ought to print very cheap editions and undersell them – and reserve his octavos for 
former purchasers. – You will perpend and pronounce. – 
 
1:4 
 
The present Co’s will perhaps sell – as they are full of politics – and some poesy. – – – – 
Hobhouse has been here this week – and I {will} leave a place for him to add a line to you 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 
P.S. I sent you a week or two ago – a sort of budget for the ensuing year – which I dare say you will 
laugh as part of it may be as visionary as a Minister of State’s – Here is an epitaph for the Examiner. –  
 
 Oh Castlereagh! Thou art a patriot now! 
 Cato died for his Country – so does’t thou. – 
 He perished rather than see Rome enslaved, 
 Thou cut’st thy throat that Britain may be saved. 
 
Hobhouse writes in the one centimetre of space remaining: 

 
My dear Kinnaird ... Byron calls this leaving a place for me – 
This small space would have been better filled by Lord B’s prose or verse – but I must occupy it by just asking you to write to me 
& let me hear how you are –& how going on & what doing or going to do – direct to Rome no more room – but to tell you how 
truly I am yours J.C. Hobhouse 
 
[Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.39 begins here:] 

 
Byron writes: 

Another. 
 So Castlereagh has cut his throat; the worst 
 Of this is – that his own was not the first, 

                                                 
78: Shakespeare, The Tempest, IV i 208. 
79: “I have consulted Mr Davy Higgins, an eminent attorney of this place, who, after due inspection and 
consideration, declareth, That he doth not think the said Letters contain any matter which will be held actionable in 
the eye of the law. Finally, if you and I should come to a right understanding, I do declare in verbo sacerdotis, that, 
in case of any such prosecution, I will take the whole upon my own shoulders, even quoad fine and imprisonment, 
though, I must confess, I should not care to undergo flagellation: Tam ad turpitudinem, quam ad amaritudinem 
poenoe spectans – Secondly, concerning the personal resentment of Mr Justice Lismahago, I may say, non flocci 
facio – I would not willingly vilipend any Christian, if, peradventure, he deserveth that epithet: albeit, I am much 
surprised that more care is not taken to exclude from the commission all such vagrant foreigners as may be justly 
suspected of disaffection to our happy constitution, in church and state – God forbid that I should be so 
uncharitable, as to affirm, positively, that the said Lismahago is no better than a Jesuit in disguise; but this I will 
assert and maintain, totis viribus, that, from the day he qualified, he has never been once seen intra templi parietes, 
that is to say, within the parish church” – Humphrey Clinker, preface. 
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Another. 

 So He has cut his throat at last – He? Who? 
 The Man who cut his Country’s long ago. – 
 
Hobhouse writes: 

 
I found another bit of paper here and for fear of its being filled with more libels in verse subjoin to my 
other note that finding myself at the Devil’s bridge at the bottom of the St. Gothard I thought of 
carrying our party merely that less into Italy – I did so on horseback & sent my servant around for the 
carriage which he brought over the Semplon – We went to Como & he went by the Lago Maggiore – 
we arrived after two days’ separation at Milan within an hour & a half of each other – and I think since 
the junction of Hannibal & his brother nothing more grand has been concerted or executed – I went to 
Genoa & drove here & shall go on to Florence & Rome – vexatious your brother is not there – Byron is 
very well indeed. I shall leave him & Pisa the day after tomorrow – I shall not stay long in Italy but 
return after showing the common sights to my sisters. No hopes I think for Italy – ever yours again & 
always 
 J.C.H. – 

 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 21st 1822 (a): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 211) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided sheet. 

Pisa. Septr. 21st. 1822. 
My Dear Douglas, 
 Hobhouse went this morning – these glimpses of old friends for a moment are sad 
remembrancers. – – You have sent a credit on Balatreri for two thousand pounds – but I don’t want – 
thank you the same – having cash enough for the present. – – Write to me at Genoa – where I am going 
directly. It is a pity to invest Sir Jacob’s 4000 – in the funds while they are so high – why not rather in 
exchequer bills? – Manage the mortgage so as that I may not lose half a year’s interest by selling out at 
a wrong time. – By the post of the 7th. and 10th. I sent you the four new Cantos of D.J. – and will take 
your advice as to disposing of them. Murray should print very cheap editions to undersell the pirates – 
and keep his gay Octavos of 7 shillings for the purchasers of higher priced former editions. – Have we 
nearly liquidated Hanson’s 
 
1:2 [above address:] bill? – pray keep a look out upon him and his progeny. – I wish that Rochdale 
appeal could be settled before a new Chancellor – I doubt this one won’t give us fair play. Lady B’s life 
should be ensured for £15000 instead of 10000 £. [below address:] As much Crabtree as you please – 
but no Davidson it is a job – a glaring – flaring – staring job of Lushington’s to saddle me with a 
drunken blackguard. – Don’t you be cajoled by the bitch’s banking with you – but remember yrs. ever 
N. B. 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 21st 1822 (b): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 211-12) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre. 
// Inghilterra.] 
Another two-sided sheet with just the address on one side. 

Pisa. Septr. 21st. 1822. 
Dear Douglas, 
 Since I wrote this morning, I have received a letter of credit from you – and the enclosed 
from Charles Hanson which you must allow to be handsome on his part. – – – 
I have but one word to say – Davison shall not be steward at Kirkby – am I or am I not to have a voice 
in such matters? if not: – the Estate shall go into Chancery at once – the appointment of Davison is an 
infamous plot to settle him there at my expence. 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
Address to Genoa. – 
The thing must go to Chancery – I foresee that – so lose no time – it will at least make them feel also – 
– damn them. – – 
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I have written to Messrs Hanson to take Bell’s opinion – and file the Bill. – – – – 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 23rd 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 213-14) 
[To The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided sheet. 

 

Address to me at 
Genoa – Villa Saluzzo. 

Pisa. Septr. 23d. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 You will have had good store of letters and packets from me lately – I want Chancery 
Bell’s opinion – for I doubt that the matter will have to end there – Lushington and his Client encroach 
knowing my reluctance to a lawsuit – but they are out for once – and “they <should> {must} law and 
claw before they get it.” – – – 
Davison’s Job is worthy of a minister or of a d — d bitch – and an old rogue – which I take to be their 
present compound – – but you will see if I don’t make Master Lushington <feel,> {wince} before I 
have done with him. – He had better raise the devil than set me to work with the truth about him. – I 
will show the reformers what a prize they have in him. – – – 
I thank you for your additional credit for 
 
1:2 [above address:] £2000 – but I have no immediate occasion for it – but as I have some flying 
notions of emigration – it is as well to have such a thing by me – in case of accidents. – What do you 
think of the budget for the year 1823 which I sent you – I suppose you laugh [below address:] at part of 
the proposed supplies. – must do what you can in the literary tax for me – I think that much of the four 
new Cantos will turn to account if Murray gives fair play to them. – You should insure Lady B —— ’s 
(fill in the blanks as you please) life for at least 15000 – if practicable. – Could you obtain any 
information about Rochdale for me – I would it were over, one way or the other – owing to the expence 
and anxiety. – How much do we owe now? yrs. ever N. B. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 24th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; 1922 II 231-2; BLJ IX 215) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided note, with just the address on one side, and an enclosure. 

Septr. 24th. 1822. 
Dear Douglas / 
 Enclosed is another epistle of mine – full of questions and calculations – which I 
imagine will raise the smiles of such an expert financier as your worship – who bank for “late Queens” 
– and ladies with separate establishments. The reason why I am so anxious to settle my affairs – and 
learn [Ms. tear: “what”] I may have to trust to is, that I have long had a notion of emigration from your 
worn out Europe – but am undecided as to the where – South America –  The United States – or even 
van Dieman’s land – of which I hear much as a good place to settle in – you will perhaps let me know 
what you think I may realize (the Gods willing) in 1823 – by the probabilties or possibilities within 
stated. – Do what you can for me & let me hear yrs. ever N. B. – 
 
[Written on enclosed scrap, 12.5 x 21 cm:] 

Minute of 
supposed possibilities. 

 
Calculate to have {an unspent} surplus of the 

present year in Jy 1823 – at about 3000 
 
 3000 of Noel Accession 
 Say about 2700 of my own 
 2625 – – Produce of M.S.S. more or less 
 11325 
 

Will there not also be a half 
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year of this year 1822, 
from Kirby Mallory? – I 

presume that the deceased 
does not take a whole year 

and she died in Jy {1822} was it not so? 
if so – Say suppose 

 
   1500 ) 11325 
   add ) 1500 
   11325 ) 12825. 
 
[The reverse shows various attempts at arithemetic.] 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Pisa, September 26th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ IX 217-19) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of September 7th. 

Pisa. Septr. 26th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 I have received yrs. of ye. 7th. with the banking account of assetts and disbursements. 
– – But I am still ignorant of the sum total of my remaining bond debts – by the three years Int. paid up 
in the beginning of ye. current year – 360 – the principal should be two thousand four hundred pounds – 
but I suspect that there are more – and especially a bond to Claughton – which Charles Hanson bought 
from him at a considerable profit. – – There may be yet others for aught I know. – – 
Now to meet these – let me see. – – – – 
Besides your late Credit of 2000 in advance (which I do not mean to touch unless in some emergency) I 
have still £1700 <of> in your former circulars – and 1200 in ditto lately received in all 2900£ – also in 
the hands of Messrs. Webb of Leghorn 630£ Sterling – (35<3/>80 in all between you) and about three 
or four hundred pounds 
 
1:2 
 
cash in the house – total about £4000 – more or less. – Now supposing me to spend a thousand pounds 
between this and Jy 1823 – in removing to Genoa – which is expensive as comprising furniture and a 
complete establishment – there would still be a surplus of 3000 remaining to begin the year withal. – 
This would have been still greater but I was foolish enough to build a slight Schooner – which was to 
have cost £300 – but which eventually cost nearly £800 – her expences since amount monthly to about 
60 dollars – i.e. 720 dollars per annum – say about 180£ sterling per annum including men’s wages and 
sundries. – – – 
I have however sold three horses and keep of course that number less in my stable – having still six – 
three carriage and three saddle. – 
Then I lent Leigh Hunt 250 – last winter – bought him 50 pounds worth of furniture – have advanced 
him about 50 more – and lent 
 
1:3 
 
Shelley fifty besides buying his furniture since his decease – in all about – say – about five hundred 
pounds more or less. – This – with one or two unexpected expences of about one hundred more – make 
in all about fourteen or fifteen hundred pounds – which would have been added to the 3000 of present 
surplus at the end of this year – had I not been imprudent. – I could not help assisting Hunt – who is a 
good man – and is left taken all aback by Shelley’s demise. – 
You see I am explicit with you – in my finance matters, – Now say –  
 
 3000 – of Surplus of 1822. 
 3168 – moiety of Kirkby Rental {stated at 6336 – for 1823. 
 2625 – for the new J.’s at 2500 guineas but more or less of course according to 
  circumstances including the things already in M.’s hands 
 2700 Of my own for 1823 
 11403. 
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and perhaps something more this year from Kirkby Mallory as you say that there will be a payment at 
Michaelmas. – 
 
1:4 
 
Now with regard to the new Cos – I think you will see that they are likely to take – at least as likely as 
the others. – Be as cautious as you can with Murray – who will strain every nerve to make the best of 
you. – His protest about piracy – amounts to this – that he ought to print cheap editions to undersell the 
pirates – while he reserves his polished Octavos for former purchasers of the same. – I hope you will 
not think my estimate too much for the four new cantos – indeed in other times it ought to have been 
more; – and I have the 10th. Canto also nearly concluded. – You will see what you can do. – There is I 
doubt something wrong about M. – I suspect that he has lost by speculations in books of travels &c. and 
would willingly throw it on us – because of course he calculates his gains in the total of his 
publications – and like <trait> tradesmen – would make one good customer pay for twenty bad ones. – 
He told me months 
 
2:1 
 
ago – that he had lost fifteen thousand pounds by a brother. – I saw his brother not long <for> ago 
(purser of the Rochefort) who said he never owed him a farthing. So you80 there is something queer in 
all this. – Now if I knew pretty nearly what I was likely to have in all – for the year 1823 – I could then 
settle with you how much debt we can afford to liquidate. – – 
I shall not send the 10th. Canto – which would make 5 new ones – till I know what advantage it would 
be – or otherwise. – I sent you the four i.e. 6. 7. 8. 9. on the 7 – & 10th. Insts. In two packets. – 
Address to me at Genoa Villa Saluzzo. 
Hobhouse is at Florence. – – – – – 
Excuse this long letter from yrs. 
 ever 
  N. B. 
 
P.S. – I am furious about 
Davison’s job – for a job it is. – 
 
2:2 [above address:] Do pray get Hanson’s Bill – and tax them – I must really break with him if he 
don’t send them in. – See if his Son has Claughton’s bond – i.e. mine to Claughton. – I see no account 
of ye. money lately paid by Claughton – nor the Rochdale 500 – Discover who has had it – the lawyers 
[below address:] I take it. – Are you aware that writers get 16 guineas a sheet in the Magazines for 
prose and not very good prose either? – 
So you see that literary property is still something in the market – keep this in mind. –  
 

Byron moves to Genoa via Lerici, September 27th 1822, arriving at Casa Saluzzo, Albaro, on 

about October 3rd. 
 
October 5th 1822: Byron finishes Don Juan Canto X. 

 

October 6th 1822: Byron starts Don Juan Canto XI. 

 

October 15th 1822: The Vision of Judgement published (without its prose preface) in The Liberal 

No 1. 

 

from Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, October 15th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / Genoa / Italie // via France.] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of August 24th and 31st, and of September 1st, 6th, 7th, 10th, 11th, 

12th, 13th, 18th, 21st, 23rd, and 24th. He’s been in Paris all the time. 

London October 15 – 1822 
My dear Byron, 

                                                 
80: B. intends “so you see”. 
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  On my return from Paris on Friday, (the last Post – day till this day) I found your many 
letters from the 29th Augt to the 24th Septr – together with 4 Cantos of Don Juan81 – I acknowledged the 
receipt of them merely on Friday – &, to my horror, yesterday receiv’d my letter back from ye general 
Post, it having been put in by my servant without being paid for – This will account for my apparent 
neglect of three days – I have spent a good part of the interval in attending to your concerns solely. – I 
will divide my reply into heads – it will prevent confusion and contradiction – I shall endeavour to 
satisfy all your enquiries & answer your remarks on each head – deferring Poesy to the last – ————  
 
1st)     On Lady Noel’s posthumous claims to Rent 
 

[this is the longest “head”, and continues for fourteen sides] 

4:4 

 The Rochdale Market Money 

 
Mr Hanson says he has not yet receiv’d it – £500 – He will press hard to keep it in payment of {their} 
Bills – Is he to be allow’d so to do? 

 Your Lordship’s Budget for £1823 

 
You will in the Course of the next year & this infallibly have at your Command 
 
A year & a quarter of Kirkby Rents }  3750 
Say at £600 per an:  –  your share ½ } 
The Dividend from your Stock  } 2715 
  you state it at   } 
    Total Income  6465 
 
What you this year’s savings will be 
& what Mr Murray will offer I know not – 
 
Poesy & Mr Murray 
 
I deliver’d your letter82 to Mr M. & had an interview with him when I delivered the 4 Cantos83 – He is 
to give me an answer by Friday’s post – I think you have adopted the proper manner of dealing on a 
plain matter of business – With regards to the new Cantos I am delighted with them – the political 
reflections, the address to Wellington84 & the Preface85 are admirable – but why call the Katherine a 
whore?86 – She hired or whored others – She was never hired or whored herself – why blame her for 
liking fucking? If she canted as well cunted,87 then call her names as long as you please – But it is hard 
to blame her for following her natural inclinations – She dared do it – others are afraid – She could do 
it with impunity; & would have been a fool not to have done it – I should be equally a fool to do it, if I 
could not do it with impunity – I looked for more liberality from you – You must not turn against 
rogering – even tho’ you practise it seldomer88 – I am tired writing – or would say more – Besides I 
write more to the purpose on business – Do not go to Van Diemen’s land89 – adieu my dear Byron 
 Yours ever faithfully 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
 
October 17th 1822: Byron finishes Don Juan Canto XI. 

                                                 
81: Cantos VI, VII, VIII and IX. 
82: Either the letter to M. of September 11th 1822 or that of September 23rd. 
83: Cantos VI, VII, VIII and IX of Don Juan were sent to K. on September 7th and 10th. 
84: Canto IX Stanzas 1-10. Stanzas 1 to 8 had been written in July 1819, but not published then. 
85: The Preface to Cantos VI VII and VIII acknowledges Castelnau’s Histoire de la Nouvelle Russie as source for 
the Siege of Ismail – then attacks Castlereagh, whose suicide had not occurred at the time of its writing. 
86: See Canto VI, 92, 7-8: In Catherine’s reign, whom Glory yet adores, / As Greatest of all Sovereigns and 

Whores. 

87: K. echoes B.’s words to him in a letter of October 26th 1819. 
88: B. had told K. on November 16th 1819 that he had not now for a year – touched or disbursed a sixpence to any 

harlotry. 
89: See B.’s letter to K. of September 24th. 
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Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, October 18th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / Poste Restante / à Genoa] 

Pall Mall East Octr – 18 – 1822 
My dear Byron 
  I sent your letter to Mr Murray together with the 4 Cantos – after Keeping them two days 
he returned them to me with the enclosed – I do not recollect the condition to which he alludes – For 
my own part I rather suspect he wishes to back out, from other feelings or motives than any excited by 
Your letter – I recollect nothing offensive in it, provided the charges be true – In the case of his 
thinking them false he should reply to them – Since I wrote to you I have seen Mr Crabtree Whose 
account of the Property is vy favourable – I shall send you a copy of his report when I get it – Your 
Cantos are in my judgement admirable – particularly the attack on the D. of Vilainton90 – 
   Yours faithfully 
   Douglas Kinnaird 
[1:2 and 3 blank.] 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, October 27th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 19-20) 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of October 15th. He encloses Mary Shelley’s fair copies of Don Juan X 

and XI. 

 

[at top of first side:] There are some stanzas in the 
D.J.’s which I can alter or 
omit if requisite or proper. 

Genoa. Octr. 27th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas / 
 I have to acknowledge your packet with many thanks – much of it is very 
satisfactory. – Did I overstate the funds fee? – – is it not 2525 – from the original investment – and also 
190 pounds a year from Sir Jacob’s 4000 (now paid) and is not that 2715? – With regard to my savings 
of this year – you will see that the surplus will be 3000 as I stated – – that is including 630 pounds 
sterling invested with messrs Webb {of} Leghorn for the present – in gold – which I had about me for 
some time – & did not like to take on in our Journey. – – 
I enclose you the 10th & 11th. Cantos of D. J. making (with those you have received) six in all – now – 
what ought M. to advance? – You will please to recollect that if I had kept back these two till a third 
was completed they would have formed another volume – and I should have charged accordingly – 
whereas by printing them in one – he will naturally have an advantage in terms. – He 
 
1:2 
 
once of his own free motion – offered me a thousand pounds {(Guineas that is)} per Canto – for as 
many Cantos as I chose to send him. – That of course I would not receive – on his account – and is out 
of the question – but it is no reason that he should treat me as he did about the three former – (the 3 – 4 
– 5th.) in 1821. if he has lost as he says by a brother in law – £16000:91 – that is not a reason that he 
should levy it {by lowering on} his publishēēs. – – 
I think you will perceive that the enclosed as well as the former are of very salable qualities – – and 
against piracy – let him provide by selling cheap editions – – reserving his octavos for the purchasers 
of the former {volumes.} – – 
I have been very unwell – four days in bed at Lerici with a violent attack of bile and rheumatism & 
constipation &c. &c. &c. &c. but recovered – all but a cough – which has somewhat thinned me. – I 
shall submit to your 
 
1:3 
 
judgement on all the Noel questions – because I see you have taken the right line. – The moment I 
know the exact amount of outstanding demands – & also of {probable} Assetts – (M.’s included) I will 

                                                 
90: At the start of DJ IX. 
91: Mu. to B., October 11th 1822: I have had to pay £16.ooo for an insane brother-in-law it is true – but I am less 
hurt at the loss (for I can never hope to have One Pound of it repaid) than joyful that it was no greater … 
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tell you what to pay & what I wish done with the remainder – for I am economizing – have sold three 
horses and pay all bills in person keeping a sharp look out – on the candle’s ends. – – 
Firstly – I pray thee {to} increase the insurance <of> {on} Lady B.’s life to 15000 – or even eighteen 
or twenty – if you think it affordable. – – 
Secondly – if there should be any surplus – either from my own saving at the end of the year – or 
otherwise – could you not put me in the way of investing them – however small – so as to receive a 
moderate but secure interest <from> {for} the money – – if you state rightly – there are hardly two 
thousand pounds of outstanding debt – and if I state rightly – (supposing Lady B. to live) 
 
1:4 
 
the whole of the year’s income for 1823 – might be saved. – I repeat to you that I have at this moment 
– 3500 – in bank of the present year – and if I were to spend the odd 500 before Jy – it would still leave 
a surplus of 3000 – which would suffice for my year’s expenditure. Now if you can obtain anything 
like a proper price from M. – that ought to more than cover any outstanding debts – and thus at least a 
considerable portion of the income could <be> accrue – and might be invested in exchequer bills – or 
some other security – from which I might re=convert it (if necessary) into cash. – I suppose that you 
will laugh at all my {pecuniary plans} – but after having known the miseries of embarrassments – it is 
natural to try to provide against their recurrence. – Let me know your notions to which I attach great 
weight as you know 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, October 31st 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 24) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A single sheet. 

Genoa. Octr. 31st. 1822. 
My dear Douglas, 
 By last post – I sent you two more Cantos of D. J. – I now forward to you a note for 
Mr. Murray – with whom it is concluded. – You will I suppose try to arrange with some other 
bookseller for the publication {(the 6 Cantos I mean)} – as well as for that of “Werner” and the 
Oratorio – called “Heaven and Earth”. – This will however probably be difficult – and in that case – 
perhaps you had better see John Hunt – (Leigh Hunt’s brother) with whom it will be easier to settle 
some arrangement – I don’t mean as to Copy=right – for he has no capital – but as to publication – and 
my receiving a certain portion of such profit as may arise therefrom. – I will however be guided by 
your opinion – Murray’s is obviously a mere evasion; – he says that he has lost 16000 by a brother in 
law – and as I take it is out of cash. – He has behaved ill too – in giving incorrect copies of the Vision 
&c. to John Hunt – perhaps with the view of getting 
 
1:2 
 
[above address:] him into a scrape, – Mr. M. has perhaps another object in view – he knows that they 
will be pirated – and that he can then [below address:] re=publish them too with impunity. – – 
Some day or other – he will regret his present behaviour. 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  N. B. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, November 2nd 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 26-7) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 

Genoa. Novr. 2d. 1822. 
My dear Douglas, 
 I have forwarded to you the 10th. & 11th Cantos – (making six in all) with an answer to 
your business epistle. – Also a letter enclosing a reply to Mr. Murray’s note – which I consider with 
you – as a mere evasion, & pretext. – That worthy person is a curious riddle; and I have chiefly to 
regret having at the beginning of the year – at his own especial request to Hobhouse & Moore – 
recalled my resolution to have nothing more to do with him. – – To dispose of the new Cantos 
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elsewhere – you will find difficult from the same reasons that operated with regard to the Vision &c. 
which by the way – the loyal bookseller – despite of all instances to the contrary – put into Mr. John 
Hunt’s hands in it’s most republican and 
 
1:2 
 
uncorrected state – – & without the preface – which you will recollect was the best part of it perhaps. – 
Now – was this a trap of the indignant M’s for Hunt? to give him another chance of an indictment? Be 
it negligence – he is still culpable – for a publisher ought to take as much care of his author’s M.S.S. as 
a lawyer of his Client’s title deeds. – He must be trounced for this – and so tell him – and get all my 
papers out of his hands – except those sold to him by Moore. – I do not know what to suggest about the 
new Cantos – and suppose one must give up the notion of turning them to advantage – but you will turn 
this in your mind. –— 
I am however not at all sorry to be rid of him – for he was a sad shuffler. – 
 
1:3 
 
So you see one part of the Budget has evaporated – let us hope better of the remainder – which rests but 
on a frail tenure however. – It will be better to carry the insurance to fifteen at least – or – I should say 
– twenty thousand pounds. – I have very much retrenched my expences – and will justify to you my 
assertion that I shall have three thousand pounds of this year’s proceeds – still in hand at the beginning 
of the other – I have now two thousand nine hundred in your notes (not counting your letter of credit 
which is superfluous) and 630 pounds in Messrs Webbs – bank of Leghorn. this makes three thousand 
five hundred & odd don’t it? – now I shall hardly (I trust) spend five hundred before the close of the 
year. – If it had not been for this Contre=temps about the Cantos – I should have had a sum sufficient 
 
1:4 
 
from them only to liquidate my remaining debts – as you state them – which has really surprized me – 
for I had no notion so much had been paid, – & can’t make out – even yet – how it has been done. – 
Who is Maddison?92 Baxter93 I recollect of course – but thought that he was ought 2000 – & not one 
thousand only – Mealey’s bill must be taxen – he is and was always a rogue – – – 
Do you really mean to say that those three and the impudent Attorno are the only outstanding claims? – 
– If you can settle anything (I don’t mean with Murray) about the M.S.S. now in your hands with some 
publisher – – or with John Hunt – (I leave all this to your wisdom however – in pecuniars you are a cut 
above most people) so as to render them productive – let me know – something they may possibly 
produce – though greatly 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) than a regular price from an established Publisher – and perhaps much longer in realizing. – I 
suspect that our fantastical friend M. is either out of pocket – or afraid of the parsons – or of his 
Quarterlyers – or of the politics – or of losing – – or some other exquisite reason.94 – But his conduct is 
equally strange about “Werner” & the other poem – which he has not published – although terms were 
left to time – and the chances of success. – I do not understand the fellow – but enclose two of his 
letters – from which you can judge for yourself. 

ever yrs. 
N.B. 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, November 6th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 27-8) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers / Pall Mall. London. 
Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
 
[at top of first side:] 

                                                 
92: K.’s answer: “Maddison is the man from Watier’s Club”. 
93: Baxters of London had built B.’s Napoleonic carriage. They still haven’t been paid, and interest is 
accumulating on the bill. K. pays it in 1824, by which time it has doubled from £500 to £1000. 
94: Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, II iii 134-5. 
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P.S. – If Murray has delivered up the papers in their 
perfect state the enclosed 
is unnecessary; if not, he 
deserves it. – 

Genoa. Novr. 6th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas – 
 Will you have the goodness to deliver this yourself – – Mr. Murray has no right to be 
at once insolent & dishonest. – – – 
I have written to you three times lately – (with two Cantos additional of D. J.) about the six of which 
[Ms. tear: “I”] crave your opinion – and how they may be least disadvantageously published & by 
whom. – You can Judge from circumstances – though profit is of course (like Honour –) when it comes 
reasonably95 – – yet it is not the sole object of yrs. ever & truly 

N. B. 
 
P.S. – – You will let Mr. J. Hunt have such pieces as are mentioned in my letters to him [vertically up 

right-hand side:] as “Werner” & “Heaven [Ms. tear: “& Ear”]th” &c. 
 
1:2 
 
[above address:] P.S. – You will recollect that you yourself delivered into Murray’s hands the preface 
and carefully corrected copy of the “Vision &c.” which I transmitted to you – I have [below address:] 
your letter stating that you had done so96 – and another of yours stating the preface and the corrections. 
– If Murray plays these tricks purposely – he is a villain – & shall be exposed accordingly. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, November 13th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; 1922 II 232-3; BLJ X 33) 
[To, The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. / Bankers / Pall Mall. / London] 
A single sheet. In the address, Byron forgets to specify which country London is in. 

 
Genoa. 9bre. 13th. 1822. 

My dear Douglas – 
 The papers say that you have met with a serious accident.97 I hope that they lie – or at 
least exaggerate as usual. – But pray let me know – I shall not be easy till I hear that you are well. – – – 
I had written to you lately on business two or three letters and sent a packet – but it is no time to be 
bothering you now with such matters. – Only let me know how you are – or tell some one else to write 
to say how you are going on. 
 yrs. ever 
  very affly 
   N. B. 
 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, November 15th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456: not in 1922 II; not in Kinnaird’s hand) 
[A Milord / Milord Byron / en son hotel / à Genoa / Italie] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of November 2nd. Shopping around for alternative publishers, he has 

contacted James Ridgway as well as John Hunt. This really is the end for the Byron / Murray 

relationship. 

London – Nov. 15th 1822 
My dear Byron 
 I am still obliged to write to you in another’s hand.98 I have your letters up to the 2d of Novr. I have 
since seen Mr. Murray & Mr. Henry Leigh Hunt. I have given my best attention to the subjects on 
which you have invested me with a certain discretion. I do not believe that Mr. Murray gave to Mr. 
Hunt any wrong copy intentionally of the “vision of judgment”99 – This is my conviction – He had no 
interest in so doing. The fact is – having sent the MSS both of the preface & the poem to Mr Davison 

                                                 
95: Shakespeare, Henry IV I, V i, last speech: Yea, but how if honour prick me off when I come on? 

96: K. may not have delivered the TVOJ Preface to Murray, who thus could not have delivered it to Hunt: hence 
the poem’s faulty first edition. 
97: KK..  hhaadd  bbeeeenn  iinnjjuurreedd  iinn  aa  rriiddiinngg  aacccciiddeenntt. 
98::  KK..  iiss  rreeccoovveerriinngg  ffrroomm  hhiiss  rriiddiinngg  aacccciiddeenntt..  
99::  TTVVOOJJ  wwaass  ppuubblliisshheedd  iinn  TThhee  LLiibbeerraall  oonn  OOccttoobbeerr  1155tthh  11882222,,  bbuutt  ffrroomm  aann  uunnccoorrrreecctteedd  pprrooooff;;  sseeee  BBLLJJ  XX  2244--55  ffoorr  
BB..’’ss  ccoorrrreeccttiioonnss,,  wwhhiicchh  wweerree  mmaaddee  iinn  aa  sseeccoonndd  eeddiittiioonn  ooff  tthhee  ffiirrsstt  nnuummbbeerr  oonn  JJaannuuaarryy  11sstt  11882233..  
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his printer, he invested me with full authority over them & he was so frightened at having a copy of 
either in his house that I recollect applying to him some time afterwards & he had none. In 
consequence of an interview with Mr. Henry Leigh Hunt this morning I have given him a letter to Mr. 
Davison desiring he may be furnished with the copy corrected by yourself & the preface. I recollect 
thinking the latter excellent. Werner & Heaven & Earth have been for some days advertised to be 
published by Mr Murray.100 Availing myself of the discretion allowed me & of the best reflection, I 
have sanctioned Mr Murray’s proceeding with the publication of Werner alone. He states that the one 
will clog the sale of the other – not only from the subject being so entirely different but that the fanciful 
public buy more readily a single poem than two together – He mentioned 
 
1:2 
 
he had thrown off 2000 copies of the two together but that of Werner, if printed separately he would 
throw off 5 or 7000 at once. I had likewise a further reason in my wish to avoid drawing the attention 
of the public to the singular circumstance of the sudden withdrawal of <a> {one of your} poems <by> 
advertized by Mr. Murray – By this plan I was enabled to meet your wish expressed in a letter to Mr. 
Hunt which has been shown to me that the Liberal should be the channel for introducing one of those 
two poems to the public. I shall therefore <f> obtain it from Mr. Murray & place it in Mr. Hunt’s hands 
for his next number of the Liberal, which, he says, will appear about the 1st of Jany,101 – but I have 
made this condition, that he is not to consider himself at liberty to publish it, untill <I have your> my 
proceedings are sanctioned by your reply to this letter. With regard to Don Juan, I have received the 
two last cantos & read them with infinite amusement. Immediately after transmitting to you Mr. 
Murray’s letter declining the publication of the 6th, 7th. 8th. & 9th. I had an interview with Mr 
Ridgway.102 I asked him if he would like to become the purchaser of the four cantos at about the price 
you seemed by your letter to expect. I communicated to him Mr. Murray’s refusal & allowed him & his 
son to 
 
1:3 
 
read the MS, but I distinctly apprized them, it was a proceeding unauthorized by you & this answer, 
however favourable, might lead to nothing. The MS was returned to me accompanied with an 
intimation that he would like to be the purchaser, taking it for granted however you would not object to 
pruning a little <particularly> particularly in the 6th. Canto. Since the receipt of your letter of the 2d inst. 
in which you authorize me to dispose of the MS, I have <since> {seen} Mr Ridgway – placed the four 
cantos in his hands – desired him to point out specifically any lines or words which he would think it 
advantageous for the sake of the poem to be altered. He is to return them in three days & I shall then 
judge whether they are of a nature to submit to you or not. I <told> mentioned the other two cantos, but 
if you publish the six together, I do not think you must expect much increase of price beyond that 
offered for the four. I anticipate no difficulties with Mr. Ridgway – the politics, which frighten Murray, 
put him in ecstasy. I have requested Mr. Murray to place your MSS in my hands. Mr. John Hunt, who is 
out of town, has through his son desired me to say that if you publish through him on your own account 
he will do it upon the usual terms, rendering an account of profit & loss to you. I do not hesitate 
 
1:4 
 
to advise the sale of the copyright as a measure far preferable to publishing on your own account & at 
your own risk. 
 Since writing the above I have received {the enclosed} <a> note from Mr. Murray together with the 
M.S. preface,103 which I shall transmit in 5 minutes to Mr Henry Leigh Hunt for a 2d. Edn. of the 
Liberal. I am proceeding with the increased <assurance> insurance – the prudent course is to increase it 
to 20000. Mr. Maddison is the man from Wattier’s club. I feel pretty confident I have not misled you in 
the amount of your debts – If I have, I know the consequences. I am glad to find you so accurate a 
financier – none of the expected sources will, I hope, fail. ———— At this moment I was interrupted 

                                                 
100::  MM..  ppuubblliisshheedd  WWeerrnneerr  oonn  NNoovveemmbbeerr  2222nndd  11882222;;  iitt  wwaass  tthhee  llaasstt  BB..  ttiittllee  hhee  ppuubblliisshheedd..  HHee  ddiidd  nnoott  ppuubblliisshh  
HHeeaavveenn  aanndd  EEaarrtthh,,  wwhhiicchh  ccaammee  oouutt  iinn  tthhee  sseeccoonndd  nnuummbbeerr  ooff  TThhee  LLiibbeerraall  oonn  JJaannuuaarryy  11sstt  11882233..  
101::  OOnn  JJaannuuaarryy  11sstt  11882233  HHuunntt  ppuubblliisshheedd  nnoott  oonnllyy  tthhee  sseeccoonndd  nnuummbbeerr  ooff  TThhee  LLiibbeerraall,,  bbuutt  aallssoo  aa  sseeccoonndd  eeddiittiioonn  ooff  
tthhee  ffiirrsstt  nnuummbbeerr,,  wwiitthh  pprreeffaaccee  aanndd  eerrrraattaa  ffoorr  TTVVOOJJ..  
102: James Ridgway was the radical publisher who had been imprisoned for publishing The Rights of Man. He had 
also published H.’s Letters. 

103::  TThhiiss  iiss  tthhee  pprroossee  pprreeffaaccee  ttoo  TTVVOOJJ,,  tthhee  mmaannuussccrriipptt  ooff  wwhhiicchh  hhaass  ssttiillll  ((22001111))  nnoott  bbeeeenn  ffoouunndd..  
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by the arrival of Mrs Mealey Widow104 – She has just buried the old boy – decently, as she says – & at 
some cost. I really think you ought to pay the widow – Mr. Orme – Coll. Wildman’s & Ld Rancliff’s 
Steward, whom I know for an upright man, says he has examined all the books & that there does not 
appear anything overcharged in amount. I never could learn on what distinct ground Hanson advised 
you to object to paying this bill – His own negligence in not discharging the man sooner has 
occasioned you a useless increase of expense & he wishes you to visit this upon the poor devil, which 
is unfair. Let me have your sanction for paying this. They ask for no interest, [so] that ten years {are} 
one – pay it & have done with it. If you do not, I must be at charges for an extra porter to keep the Wo. 
out of my house – She has a tongue like a mill. 
   Believe me my dear Byron 
    Yours faithfully 
    Douglas Kinnaird [signature in Kinnaird’s hand] 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, November 18th 1822 (i): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 35) 
[To, The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers / Pall Mall. / London. 
Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
A single sheet. 

Genoa. 9bre. 18th. 1822. 
My dear Douglas – 
 As I hear no further of yr. accident – I trust that all is well, and you also – I enclose an 
{open} letter for Mr. Deardon of Rochdale105 – which I request you to forward – and after perusing it to 
do all you can to forward an accommodation – I want the lawsuit concluded or off my mind. – I will be 
guided by any thing you think fair on the subject. – Pray – weigh this well – you can easily get the 
requisite information. I enclose also a letter from Murray – who does not even allude to yr. accident – 
which confirms me in the notion that it is not dangerous. – Both the epistles will explain themselves. –  

yrs. ever 
N. B. 

 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, November 18th 1822 (ii): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 35) 
[To, The Honble. Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers / Pall Mall / London / Angleterre 
//  Inghilterra.] 
A single sheet, which enclosed the previous item. 

9bre. 18th. 1822. 
Dear Douglas, 
 Since I wrote the enclosed I have received another letter from Murray106 – which he had 
directed to Pisa. – Of the truth of both you can judge as well as any one. – To me publication is a 
matter of no great importance – and no outcry or diminution of popularity or extinction of it – will alter 
my way of thinking. – The Juans shall either be published or not as you think proper. – I sent you six 
Cantos in all – four first – and two since – between M. & the Hunts – I am in a dilemma – as a Man 
always is – who wishes to do a good action. – You see that M. is frightened or pretends to be so107 – so 
– the truth comes out at length – – – 
With regard to the letter to Dearden – I will act according to your advice. 

yrs. ever 
N. B. 

                                                 
104::  OOwweenn  MMeeaalleeyy  hhaadd  bbeeeenn  tthhee  ddrruunnkkeenn  aanndd  uunnppooppuullaarr  eessttaattee  mmaannaaggeerr  aatt  NNeewwsstteeaadd..  
105: B. to James Dearden, 9th November 1822; published Henry Fishwick, F.S.A., History of the Parish of 

Rochdale in the County of Lancaster, James Clegg, Rochdale, and Elliot Stock, London, (1889), pp.29-30. 
106: Mu. to B., November 5th 1822. A hysterical letter (“I have received your Letter of the 24 Octr in reply to wch 
& to every other of the same kind I shall only reply that your suspicions are as groundless as they are unworthy of 
you”). 
107: B. has sent K. Mu.’s letter of October 29th 1822: “Mr Kinnaird sent me the 3 Cantos of Don Juan and with 
them, very ungenerously I think, your angry Letter – <a> having read it – I returned the MSS unopened – I 
refrained from writing you expecting to find by a subsequent letter that nothing but momentary irritation could 
have induced you to have penned it But, though I did before, the Preface & many extracts from the Poem – and I 
declare to you, these were so outrage // ously shocking that I would not publish them – if you would give me your 
estate – Title – & Genius – For heavens sake revise them, they are equal in talent to any thing you have written, & 
it is therefore well worth while to extract what would shock the feeling of every man in the Country – & do your 
name everlasting injury …” and so on. 
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P.S. – I hope that you will carry the insurance of Ly. B’s life to, 15 – or 20000 £.S.D. 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, November 20th 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 37) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Pall Mall. / London. // Honoured by Miss Kent.] 
A two-sided sheet. 

Genoa. 9bre. 20th. 1822. 
Dear Douglas, 
 The enclosed draft will be forwarded to you with this note of advice – by Miss Kent a 
young lady who sent a draft for twenty five pounds to some of her relations in this Country. As they 
had not occasion to use it – they wished to return it – but having some apprehensions of the post – 
requested me to receive it and give a draft on your house for the amount which I have accordingly 
done. – I yesterday received the value in cash from my banker here – so that it is money strictly due to 
Miss K. – and I request that you will have the goodness to reimburse that lady – and place it to my 
account with Messrs. Ransom. – – 
I have written to you lately on various subjects – some important – and one {on the Rochdale business} 
particularly so. – 
As neither the papers nor the letters I have received speak further of yr. accident – I trust that is as 
trifling as 1 hoped it would be. 
 believe me yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 
P.S. – Pray let me know how you are 
as soon as possible. –  
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, November 21st 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43453; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 38) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers / Pall Mall. / London. 
Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 

Genoa. Novr. 21st. 1822. 
Dear Douglas – 
 I trust that you are up again & well. – You will find loads of letters from me to amuse 
your convalescence. – I see that the funds are falling (I always told you that it would be so) and war 
impeding. – Because that if they fall below the point [Ms. tear: “at”] which I bought in – I won’t sell 
out for all that is come and gone yet with Lord Despenser; – I can’t afford to throw away thousands to 
please anybody. – Pray write – I have written to Hanson to=day – to repeat what I here say. 

yrs. ever & truly 
N. B. 

 
1:2 [above address:] P.S. I hope you won’t deem this unreasonable – recollect – that I am selling out to 
obtain perhaps no higher interest – and of course cannot afford to lose thousands for such a paltry 
compensation. – I have written to you on [below address:] various subjects – but all my affairs – 
literary – personal – or pecuniary – appear to be out of luck – though I do all I can – by economy on 
one hand – and urgency on the other (as far as the distance will permit) to reestablish them – and the 
mean time you (my sheet anchor) contrive to [inverted parallel to address:] get laid up! – This would 
not have happened to any other man’s trustee – Remember to carry the L. B. insurance to 20000. 
 
November 22nd 1822: Werner published by Murray. 

 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, November 22nd 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / en son Hotel / à Gênes / Italie] 

London 22d Novr 1822 
My dear Byron 
 I am now in much pain, & cannot therefore dictate any more than my acknowledgement of your 
Letter containing an Inclosure for Mr Murray,108 which you will approve of my not delivering. It turns 
out that Mr Murray did send the corrected copy of the Vision to Mr Hunt.109 There may have been 

                                                 
108: BLJ X 28. 
109: But in the next letter K. reverses his opinion. 
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neglect on his part – but I am satisfied of no male fides towards you. It was very unbecoming on his 
part to be so ready to take offence at Mr Hunt or any one who came from you. But I think Mr Hunt may 
have been equally disposed to brusquer Mr Murray. This day Werner is out. Murray has a Sale, & a 
Dinner, & ere this has probably sold some thousand Copies. 
  Yours faithfully 
  Douglas Kinnaird 
The Lord Byron 
 
[1:2 and 3 blank.] 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, November 26th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / en son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie] 

26 November 1822 
My dear Byron, 
 You will already have receiv’d proof from my letters that the Papers have not lie’d – I 
am going on well. Murray – whom I saw yesterday says he had sold six Thousand Copies of Werner 
and he sacrificed the Two thousand copies he had printed to Werner and Heaven and Earth. I have just 
received from him a packet of your Manuscripts – it turns out that the Copy of the Vision he gave to 
Mr Hunt was not the copy corrected by you. wether the fault of its not forthcoming lie with him or me I 
cannot determine. I am fully impress’d with the belief that he is only to be charged with slovenliness.110 
I send you the enclosed choice extract from the [  ] [  ]111 – is it not Blasphemous? it is difficult not to 
be so in our own days – 
     Yours ever 
      Douglas Kinnaird 
[1:2 and 3 blank.] 
 
December 2nd – 17th 1822: Byron writes The Age of Bronze. 

 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, November 28th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 233-4; BLJ X 41-3) 
 [To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers / Pall Mall. / London. 
Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of November 15th. 

Genoa 9bre. 28o 1822. 
My dear Douglas – 
 Yrs. of ye. 15th. arrived yesterday. – It is the first I have heard of yr. accident from 
yourself though you seem to refer to a prior letter. Will you please to recollect that I have few friends 
and only one potestas of Attorneo – and that I cannot afford to lose you in either capacity. – Why will 
you ride impracticable cattle? you are, or used to be, an excelling horseman – and therefore must have 
sought out the brute for his bad qualities – unless indeed he fell with you – which may happen to any 
horse or man. – Now to your Yepistle. – – 
Of Mr. Maddison – I know nothing – my subscriptions at Watier’s were paid up to my departure from 
Englonde – and I thought – that being abroad – neutralized further disbursements during absence. – 
 
1:2 
 
What is the amount – or what is the excuse for it? – a large demand is impossible – I never dined at the 
Club – but once with Hobhouse to meet Gl. Sebastiani & Flahaut – and I paid my conscription 
regularly. – It is a mystery to me – except that nothing in the impudence of mankind ought to surprize a 
philosopher.  – – – 
It is my intention when assetts are at a certain height – to liquidate the remaining debt but it is best to 
have double funds in hand first. – – About June – if you have three thousand pounds of mine in hand – 
you can pay five or six hundred – and so on – in proportion – till the whole two thousand – or 
thereabouts (you seem to think that it is {the remaining debt} not more) are liquidated. – The three 
thousand four hundred – (which with yr. circulars and six hundred at {Messrs.} Webb’s Leghorn 
 

                                                 
110: K. seems to be accepting responsibility for the confusion over TVOJ. 
111: This proper noun is indecipherable. It looks like “Mnu Tiagiozi”. 
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1:3 
 
<which> I have at present disposal) I reserve for<y> the expence of living &c. – and hope to make it 
last me a year – and perhaps two – and peradventure three. – How far the Noel and the funded property 
are likely to render an addition to be depended upon – you who know what the funds are – and land is – 
can tell better than I. – In the mean time till the landed part at least produces something more 
substantial than it hath hitherto exhibited – – the few remaining claimants must wait for some months, 
methinks they might and may. – 
With regard to any literary products – they are so fluctuating and uncertain – that I can make no near 
calculation. – – 
I shall trust the management of those as of other affairs of more importance 
 
1:4 
 
to your discretion – only requesting that you won’t settle them on horseback. – – 
I leave it to you to decide between Messrs Ridgeway and J. Hunt; – what Ridgeway is disposed to 
advance you do not say – but as I doubt not – you will do what is best – I am not very anxious to 
enquire. – – 
The publisher must send me proofs (by a Canto at a time) of <all> the whole. – – 
Does R. publish the four or the six – if the four only I can add a (12th) new Canto to the remaining two 
– which would form another volume – i.e. two in the whole of the new publication – of about the same 
size as the two former. – – 
I have no objection to re=consider any passages – and to alter several – though I cannot promise very 
largely – being obstinate on such points. – About Werner – you are to decide also – I mean as to letting 
Murray publish – for as to any profit from 
 
2:1 
 
2.) it – our friend of Albemarle Street would sacrifice even his own – (far more mine) to gratify his 
unintelligible spite against the Hunts – and me for having assisted – or endeavoured to assist them. – – 
– 
The Copy of the thing – which is to go into Hunt’s new Journal112 – ought to be the corrected proof – 
with Murray’s – or Gifford’s pencil marks around one passage – near the close – which G. thought had 
better be omitted – and I am of his opinion – as a point of expediency for the publisher to avoid piracy; 
– I am not aware of anything unorthodox in the rest. – You need not send me any Circulars from fee at 
Xmas – (the funds I mean) but merely let me know from time to time – as any=thing drops in from 
whatever quarter. – – I have carried 
 
2:2 
 
my own economy into effect hitherto – even better than I expected – I have laid up my Schooner in the 
Arsenal – (which stops that expence of wages &c.) reduced my establishment – sold some horses – and 
mean to sell another – <meaning> thereby keeping five – instead of ten – – and I wish if possible – to 
live as simply as need be – for some years – though not sordidly. – – Now I wish to know – when I 
have got a few thousands together say two or three even – how I could invest it in exchequer bills or 
otherwise – – at a low but secure interest – so as to be convertible to immediate use if wanted – and so 
on with my further monies that might accrue; – – You see that the whole of the year 1823 {incomings} 
– ought to be disposable product – since I have reserved the three 
 
3:2 
 
3.) thousand and odd hundreds surplus of 1822. for my maintenance &c. – – – 
The debt remaining can be liquidated in proportion to our receipts – – if you receive on my acct in the 
course of the current year – £6000 – or above – pay off one thousand of debt – if £8000 – fifteen 
hundred of debt may be liquidated – then recollect – that the expence of insurance is to be deducted and 
is heavy – (20000 as we agreed) and pray however keep it – regular – without the loss of a day – and 
do not let any of the insurances (as they are at different offices) expire without immediate renewal. – 

                                                 
112: The Liberal (B. neither names it, nor claims any part in its setting-up). 
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You will smile at all this tirade upon business – but it is time to mind it – at least for me to mind it – far 
without some method in it where or what is independence? the power of doing 
 
3:3 [above address:] good to others or yourself. 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  N. B. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, November 30th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 46-7) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers / Pall Mall. / London. 
Angleterre // Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided sheet. 

Genoa. 9bre. 30o 1822. 
My dear Douglas, 
 Enclosed are two letters from young Hanson – with my answer – will you read the 
reply – wafer113 – and forward it. I think that you will not disapprove of the Contents. – – 
I desired him to take Bell’s opinion on the Noel Business – but will not act upon it without the maturest 
reflection – and in my case – not without hearing you fully on the subject. – What you wrote to me has 
altered my opinion considerably on that topic. – I have lately written to you reams upon business. 

yrs. ever & truly 
N. B. 

P.S. – How much has Hanson 
had in all? and how much 
ought he to have? can’t he give in the accompt? 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, December 1st 1822: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 234-5; QII 710-11 (in part); BLJ X 47-9) 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of November 15th. 

 
1.) 

Genoa. Decr. 1o 1822. 
My dear Douglas – 
 The best way to settle Mealey’s account – – will be to pay Mrs. M. a hundred pounds 
per quarter till the whole is liquidated. – Till I know what my actual receipts are to be (and I can not till 
you have transferred from the funds – and we have something more palpable from the Kirkby 
property). I cannot approve the paying away of considerable sums at once – which might leave me out 
of cash – and consequently liable to incur new debts. – 
As they are sure in any event of being paid (the Creditors – that is) there can be no objection to the 
gradual extinction of the remaining claims – which are not or ought not to be very large. – 
I enclosed you young Hanson’s letters with my answer – if his father has had – (or 
 
1:2 
 
both between them) “nearly eight thousand pounds of my money” (your own phrase in a recent letter) I 
should be glad to know what he would have further – or what he is really entitled to have? otherwise 
there seems to be no end to his demands. – Had he not Claughton’s balance? – – I do not object to his 
having the 500 from the Market tolls – but I must & will have a regular account of the whole of his bill 
audited by a professional man of your choosing. – It may not be my interest – and it is not my wish to 
quarrel with him – but better do anything than have thousands asked for yearly – without a bill or 
account to show for it. – Master Charles too is a purchaser of bonds at a discount – and made a pretty 
thing probably of mine to Claughton since paid by me some years ago. – – 
 
1:3 
 
I have just seen the illustrious James Wedderburne Webster – who came to visitate me here. – I had not 
seen him these ten years. – He had a black wig on – and has been {made} a knight for writing against 
the Queen. – He wants a diplomatic situation – and seems likely to want it. – – – – – 

                                                 
113: “to wafer” – “to seal”. 
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He found me thinner even than in 1813, for since my late illness – (at Lerici on my way here) I have 
subsided into my former more meagre outline – and am obliged to be very abstinent by medical advice 
– on account of liver & what not. – I found him increased rather – {but} not much; – looking redder – 
but tolerably fresh – and no wiser than heretofore. – He talked a deal of skimble skamble stuff114 – and 
is gone to Florence. – But to the point – or at least my point in mentioning this 
 
1:4 
 
new Chevalier our old acquaintance.. – – 
Ten years {ago} I lent him a thousand pounds on bond, on condition that he would not go to the Jews. 
– He took the money and went to the Jews.115 – Hanson has this bond – and there is ten years interest 
due upon it. – – 
I have never dunned him – but I think that he might at least have paid some of the interest. – The Bond 
(though a good bond –) is – I presume – valuable according to the possibility or probability of 
recovering said monies. – Now a Mr. C. Hanson is a purchaser of bonds – (it hath a judgement 
probably to it) will he purchase this of me? or will any body else at a discount – somewhat 
considerable? – What effects the Grantor of said bond may now have I know not – but 
 
2:1 
 
2.) I presume – some still – though he has parted with his wife who was the best of them. – He had 
(besides her) a considerable property at one time. – He might have repaid me out of Wellington’s 
money – or Petersham’s.116 Now what shall I take for said bond? or rather what is to be got? – Perpend 
– pronounce. Hanson will perhaps want it as “part of his account” – but he shan’t have it – nor shall he 
have any more “parts” till we know the Whole. – – – 
I have never pressed Webster – but to say truth – he has behaved shabbily about it – and had the 
impudence to ask me the other day – whether “my heirs could act upon it”. – I feel disposed to save 
them the trouble – but should I not – I trust they will require their due – I am sure that 
 
2:2 
 
3.) all my creditors have been a good deal less patient. – You will have had quantities of letters from 
me lately – which is natural in the uncertainty of every thing at this time – and indeed at all times. – I 
sent you also a conciliatory proposition for Deardon117 – in a letter to that personage – to be forwarded 
by you – and the business to be treated of <by> {with} you – I give you full powers on my part to open 
a negociation to end that lawsuit – if lawsuits ever do really end. – Better sacrifice – any remote 
contingent or possible advantage – to close at once the jargon of the Courts. – – 
In that case – we might dispose of the unlitigated part of the Manor also – for what it would fetch – and 
then we should know more exactly what to trust to. – Ensure and assure Ly. B’s life for £20000. – 

yrs. ever & truly 
N. B. 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, December 5th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En son Hotel / à Genoa] 
Kinnaird answers several Byron letters, up to November 21st. 

London Decr 5 – 1822 
My dear Byron 
  I have your letters up to the 21st Novr – that to Deardon is advisable  – I have lost no 
time dispatching – It is excellent – & cannot do harm – may do good – It pains me to write – But none 
of your affairs are or have been neglected – Be not afraid of the Funds – I fear much there is a 
difficulty in making Lord le Despencer’s118 title good – I am keeping something else in my eye for you 
if they fail – We will not sell out below the price at which we bought in – you send me two letters of 

                                                 
114: Shakespeare, Henry IV I III i 154 (“a deal of skimble-skamble stuff”). 
115: B’s 1813 account with Hoare’s has “[October] 15/ To Wedderburn & Co for Fns Wedderburn Webster 500 / 
21 / To W Webster / 500”. 
116: Webster had won suits over his wife’s honour involving both Wellington and Viscount Petersham. 
117: See B. to James Deardon, 9th November 1822. 
118: Lord le Despencer (sic) was the son of Sir Francis Dashwood, friend of Wilkes and founder-member of the 
Hellfire Club – but B.’s comment about him being “dreadfully dipped” (July 23rd 1822) is cryptic. 
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Murray119 – The long one I really think to be worthy your attention – I do believe he speaks the truth – 
I pretend not to 
 
1:2 
 
judge, or obtrude any opinion of my own between you & Mr Hunt – But I certainly have not heard a 
good word of the liberal – The Vision is not felt as it deserves – I mean its talent – The reason of this I 
really believe to be that the Public is sick of religious disputes – & – blasphemy & all that stuff – <X 
Xxx> Ridgway declines Don Juan – What is to be done? Is it to be published? Canning is taking a 
decided line of his own in foreign Politics – good I hope – He is making a commercial treaty with 
Spain – This I know – He will do his utmost to acknowledge the independent States in South America 
– No war – 
 Adieu 
 Yours [  ] 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
[1:3 blank.] 
 
December 7th 1822: Byron finishes Don Juan Canto XII. 

 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, December 9th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 51) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird, / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall / London / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Genoa. 10bre. 9o 1822. 
My dear Douglas – I address to you a line of advice that I have received – signed – & will forward to 
you the deed for the Rochdale Tolls’ purchase. – You can, if it seems fitting pay the money to Messrs. 
Hanson – when their account is duly examined and audited by the proper persons chosen for the 
purpose. – In the mean time – methinks the amount (i.e. the five hundred pounds) are quite as well in 
your hands as theirs. – I shall send the deeds by the diligence – or {some} <though> of the Esh 
Minister’s <Couriers> {<some of the>} Messengers – to avoid postage which is heavy upon 
parchments. – – I have also to tell you that I have completed the 12th. Canto of D.J. & will forward it 
when copied {over} fairly.120 – – 
With the three first (6th. 7th. 8th. i.e.) in one volume – (as being the longest –) and the 9th. l0th. 11th. 12th. 
– in another – the whole 
 
1:2 [above address:] may form two volumes – of about the same size as the two former. – But – I will 
correct {the} proofs of the whole when you send them to me. – Perhaps you had better publish one 
with one publisher and the other with another – it would be [Ms. tear: “a”] [below addresss:] new 
experiment – or one {in} one month – & the other {in} the next – or both at once? – what thinkest 
thou? – There are some good things in them, as perhaps may be allowed. – – – – 
Are you not quite well yet? – I hope so. – I am selling two more horses – and dismissing two 
superfluous servants. – My horses now amount to four instead of nine – & I have arranged my 
establishment on the same footing. – So you perceive that I am [up left-hand side:] in earnest in my 
frugalities. – 

yrs. ever & affectly. 
N. B. 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, December 10th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / en son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s long letter of November 28th. 

Pall Mall Decr 10 – 1822 
My dear Byron 
 Your letter of the 28th Novr is before me – I will attend to your wishes with regard to the 
payment of your debts – But Mr Hanson has this day acquainted with the existence of some of which I 
was not aware – Firstly there is a Butcher’s Bill near Newstead – but that does not exceed £40 – 2dly 
There is the Principal Sum (several hundred Pounds) of an Annuity which you raised before you came 

                                                 
119: Mu. to B., November 5th and 18th. 
120: B.’s copyist is Mary Shelley, though he never mentions her to K. 
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of age, & for which a servant of your mother was Security121 – He redeemed it – Hanson was to have 
sent ye Particulars to-day – but he has not – I have paid him about £50 for the Seals &c order’d by you 
– Mr Maddison shall not be paid till You are satisfied of the correctness of the 
 
1:2 
 
claim – I am really & sincerely glad that you are taking the trouble to look after & understand your 
own affairs – Exchequer Bills are as good a means of procuring an interest for your surplus monies – & 
at the same time having the principal at Sudden Command without the risk of any but a trifling loss, as 
any other security I know – the interest they yield is a little less than 3 per cent – I shall be delighted to 
see you accumulate – I have sent the letter to Mr Deardon – Ridgway,122 I have already written to you, 
has declined to publish Don Juan – A true Bill has been formed against the Publisher of the Vision of 
Judgement123 – My opinion is that Mr Scarlett124 shd be retained & be employed – I suppose the 
expence of the Defence will fall on you – This should be understood – Mr Hunt, whom 
 
1:3 
 
I saw to-day thinks highly of the four Cantos of Don Juan – Do you not think it were better to suspend 
their publication till after the trial of the Vision? – I anticipate a triumph to you if proper Counsel be 
employed – Murray will of course account to you for the profits of Werner – I know it has sold well 
from his hands – I have only insured for £15000 – I shall proceed to effect the remaining £5000 – 
 Yours truly 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
Recollect I write to you in a public office, & am confoundedly bother’d & interrupted – Let this 
account for many queerities in my letters – 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, December 11th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 52-3) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird, / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers, / Pall Mall, / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Genoa. 10bre. 11.o 1822. 
My dear D. – Yrs. of ye. 29d.125 to be acknowledged. – I am more glad to see your handwriting again – 
and to hear that you are doing well – than sorry for any hitch about the D.J.’s – of which by the way – 
there is a 12th. {Canto} ready – and to be forwarded when copied {out} fairly. – The three first in one 
vol. and the four next in another would form two vols of about the preceding size of M’s post Octavo’s 
or foolscap Octavos – I forget the exact technicals. – 
You ask “what is to be done”? – I really do not know. – Hunt has no capital and can’t purchase a 
copyright – and as a matter of business it is always better to sell the Copyright. – Besides I would not 
come upon him – in case of his failing and therefore it is at a disadvantage that 
 
1:2 
 
we {should} negociate with him. – As to division of profits, and reserving the Copyright – I never yet 
heard of this answering – <at> {at} least to a writer. – The publishers generally contrive the Contrary. – 
– – 
You can perhaps at leisure try amongst one or more publishers – for the purchase – and if we do not 
have an adequate & {secure} proposal – we will not publish at all. – In the latter case – keep the M.S.S. 
carefully – Murray has sickened me of mislayments – & bickerings about M.S.S. carelessly thrown by. 
– Three years ago – a certain Fairman of Bond Street proposed of himself – to publish (on a 
misunderstanding with M. being supposed) the D. J.s – who <xx> {or} what he is I know not – except 
that he is of the profession yclept <the> the trade. – I suppose that he is obscure. 
 
1:3 
 

                                                 
121: On December 23rd B. denies this. 
122: James Ridgway and Son, publishers, had considered taking the new Cantos. 
123: John Hunt had published TVOJ in the first volume of The Liberal on October 15th 1822 
124: James Scarlett (subsequently Attorney General under Canning) did indeed defend John Hunt; but the case 
was lost, and Hunt was fined £100, which B. paid. 
125: May be “22d”. No Kinnaird letter of November 29th has survived. 
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You can perpend – & look about – and if ever anyone is finally agreed with – the proofs must be 
carefully sent for correction to me wherever I may happen to be – supposing {me} in life, that is to say. 
– 
I have written to you on a good many subjects of business lately – and am anxious as ever to hear of ye. 
conclusion of ye. Mortgage – and ye. extrication from ye. funds. – Also what you think of my pacific 
legal proposition on the Rochdale law=suit enclosed to you some time ago. – 
I can not make a lawyer’s defence for H. – he must get that done by the technical people – there is 
ample scope for it. – 

yrs. ever & affectly. 
N. B. 

1:4 [above address:] 
P.S. 
 {1st.} If a fair proportionate price for the 7 Cantos (in two vols) is not to be obtained – they can 
be kept back – that is all – after a fair trial, you will be able to judge – I have ceased to be sanguine on 
[below address:] the subject – but do not on that account choose to throw things away altogether. – – 
As to “Werner” there is no hurry – and M. will doubtless still less be in any – you can see by and bye 
how it succeeds (or not sells) and settle accordingly – if he loses I am willing to bear my part. – – – –  
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, December 14th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 58-9) 
Enclosed with Don Juan XII (in Mary Shelley’s fair copy). 

Genoa. 10bre. 14o 
1822. 

My dear Douglas / 
 Enclosed is the 12th Canto of D. J. – the 6. 7. 8th. will make one volume – the 9th. 10th. 
11th. 12th. – another – both of about the same size with the two former published by Murray. – 
“What is to be done?” you say – I do not know – at the worst we are but where we are as far as regards 
these things – and luckily are in no violent hurry. – – 
Murray long after the “piracies” offered me a thousand pounds – (guineas) a canto for as many as I 
chose to write – you know how he has since shuffled out (not of that proposal – for it was too much – 
and I would not take advantage of it) and this not from fears about the sale – but bullied by the priests 
and the Government. 
 
1:2 
 
He is a dirty fellow as you will one day find out. – – You recollect how he kept back the 4. 5. 6th.126 and 
published them at last in a slovenly manner. – And yet they succeeded and are as good as the former – 
and as for these latter – I am clear that they are in no respect inferior. – Take care in showing them 
about that copies are not taken before publication – or we shall have some underhanded doings of the 
kind. – – 
With regard to Hunt – he has no Capital – and what {are} his bills worth without a guarantee? – As to 
accounting – it never yet answered that ever I heard of. – There is a mystery in the craft of which these 
publishers only know the key. – 
You can try and obtain a fair proposal 
 
1:3 
 
from some of the trade – if none is offered – it is but not publishing – or publishing on the half and half 
account at last. – – That Murray will intrigue and do all the mischief {he can} from hatred to the Hunts 
– and pique at me – is certain – & has been already seen – but I’ll weave him a web before I have done 
with him. – 
You can keep the M.S.S. by you and be careful not to lose or mislay any part of them. – If anything is 
agreed upon I must revise and correct the proofs myself – they can be sent by the post as usual. – 
I am confident that you will like this as well as the others. 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
1:4 
 

                                                 
126: B.means “3rd, 4th, and 5th.” 
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P.S. I should be glad to know how H. proposes to counteract the effect of the piracies – and as to 
accounting – the difficulty is that no one can understand a bookseller’s accounts – when Crabbe 
published with M. – M. showed <More> Moore an account proving that he had lost two thousand 
pounds by Crabbe – now – I fancy it is pretty well understood that in fact he cleared a good deal by 
Crabbe. – – 
You call use yr. own Judgement and let me know what you think – presuming always (what may be but 
a presumption) that the 7 new Cantos are on the whole equal to the 5 former. – – – – 
Suppose he (H. or somebody else) was to publish one Canto a week – of the same size and paper to 
correspond with {the various} former editions; but this is merely a vision – and may be foolish enough 
for aught that I know. – – – 
 
[“Please to wafer ...” placed here by BLJ, is in fact at the end of Byron to Kinnaird, December 23rd.] 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, December 16th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 59-61) 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of December 5th. 

Genoa. Decr. 16 o 1822. – – 
My dear Douglas, 
 Yours of ye. 5th. 10bre. – – 
I am glad that you approve of the letter to Deardon – and think that it can do no harm. – If he is not 
indisposed – I am willing to refer the matter either to Arbitration – or to settle it (on your Judgement) 
between ourselves – that is by his in person or by a confidential friend treating with you as my 
representative. – – 
I greatly regret the hitch about Lord Le Despenser’s mortgage – are we never to get out of these 
tremulous funds? – – 
I sent you answers at length upon the D.J.s – also another Canto. – {the 12th.} Canto – it would be 
preferable to have them published – if practicable – on many accounts – but how far you will meet with 
a favourable proposition is another and a doubtful question apparently – you can try – I do not think it 
would be advisable to publish with H. – 
 
1:2 
 
because firstly he has no capital – and 2dly. I would not come upon him if he failed. – As to “the 
Vision” never mind – they will find out its’ merits by & bye – at present they are “tired of hearing 
Aristides called the just” – and besides the English are no great Athenians. – – – – 
You will perhaps – (when it is generally known amongst the trade as they call them<)> that you have 
the seven new Cantos to dispose of –) have a proposition of some kind or other – and may choose 
which you think best – if we have not – why – we are but where we were. – – Of the ensuing half year 
in Jy. – (from the funds) I do not require any notes (besides I have a superfluous letter of Credit of yrs. 
which I have no occasion to use) but merely let me know that you have this sum in bank – or any other 
from the Kirkby Estate 
 
1:3 
 
(of which by the way you say nothing further i.e. upon Crabtree’s report) and I will tell you what to 
reserve and what to pay – of course carry the insurance to £20000 without waiting to hear from me. – – 
I have saved as I told you – this year three thousand three hundred pounds – that is to say – there is that 
surplus from what I received in the course of it – and there would have been much more – if I had not 
been a fool – and thrown away a thousand on a Schooner – and five hundred (whereof <(> more than 
three on Mr. L. Ht) on needless expences. – 
I sent you last week the deeds (signed) for the Rochdale tolls – which please to forward & receive {the 
amt} – or {rather} on receiving the amount concerned for the purchase of said purchasers. – When 
Hanson gives {in} anything like an account you can let him have it – but I wish to 
 
1:4 
 
know at least what he has had so many thousands for. – 
Also as I said before – on ye. 14th. {inst.} I sent you the 12th. Co of D. J. which perhaps is equal to the 
former. Even M. in the letter which I sent to you – allows that “in talent they have not been heretofore 
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exceeded by me”127 that is something. – Of “Werner” I hear nothing except that you say {that} M. has 
sold six thousand copies. – I have no wish to press him – nor is there any hurry – the price of the book 
and the extent of it’s circulation will be yr. proper Guide whenever you come to an arrangement on that 
topic. – I hope that he did not omit the preface and dedication to Goëthe – the preface was essential – 
as explaining the story from which <the> {my} work is taken.128 – I am living very economically – 
have sold five horses – retain four <disc> {have} laid up my Schooner in the Arsenal and – dismissed 
some superfluous servants. – 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) I had calculated – that with the surplus of this year (now in Coffers) the 6000 and upwards (your 
computation) of the Kirkby and funds productions – {that} could you have sold the D. J.s tolerably and 
“Werner” bore a decent value – I should not have had less on the whole then twelve or even fourteen 
thousand pounds – as <this> as it is there are 9000 – aye nearly ten – i.e. 6465 (your own account of 
the year {1823} and quarter of 1822 from Kirkby added of course to my own from the funds) also five 
hundred pounds from the Rochdale tolls – and my saving of three thousand three hundred pounds. – 
From this of course must be deducted {first the insurances} – the remaining debt – and Hanson’s 
remaining account – but I cannot decide what or how much I shall pay – till I know what we have to 
receive. – I will do my best to live on a thousand or twelve hundred 
 
2:2 
 
pounds per annum till I have realized. – My present ordinary expences do not in fact amount to half 
that sum. – – – 
Can’t you sell – Webster’s bond – (Hanson has it) with ten years interest due – (an excellent 
recommendation!) principal a thousand, interest five hundred pounds. – It hath a judgement – or a 
“Vision of judgement” to it. – I would take almost anything for it. – After all the D. J.s must bring 
something even if less than expected – rating them by the former ones, – and “Werner” (in a few 
months) be not altogether unproductive – as it will be added by former purchasers to the {former} 
works. – – 
Much of all this must be casual – & may be chimerical – but it is worth attending to – <m/>Mind the 
insurances – if it is a good year – I would carry them to 25000 even. – – 
I shall be very willing to settle with Deardon – if he is at all practicable – but in all cases 
 
3:1 [NOT YET FOUND: text adapted from BLJ] 
 
the will of the Gods must be obeyed. – Send me a good Cocker129 – or the best Simplifier of Arithmetic 
– I cast up my household accounts – & settle them daily myself – and you cannot imagine the 
difference. – – Enclosed is a slip of a note which please to present to Hobhouse – tell him also that I 
have written to Whitton. He thought proper to send Lady M.’s [book?]130 to me here from Turin – & 
has nearly gotten me into a scrape – although I positively desired him not. – I pray you to accelerate – 
or rather facilitate these subjects which I submit to your experience – and it is not impossible (if they 
are adjusted) that we may meet in England some years sooner than we think. 

ever yrs. & truly 
N B 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, December 17th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / en son Hotel / à Genoa] 

London Decr 17 – 1822 
My dear Byron, 
 On the other side, I send you the copy of Mr Deardon’s answer to your letter – You shall 
know the result of our interview – Do not be afraid of our Funds – never mind Russia & Turkey if 
Spain & France keep quiet – 
What are your feelings about Hunt & the Vision & the Prosecution – 

                                                 
127: What Mu. says (on October 29th) is in fact “For heavens sake revise them, they are equal in talent to any 
thing you have written …” 
128: See Cochran, Harriet Lee’s The German’s Tale, The Hungarian by Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire, and 

Byron’s Werner, Keats-Shelley Review, 2004, pp.175-87, for the suspicion that B. may not be truthful here. 
129: Edward Cocker’s Arithmetic was the standard Do-It-Yourself calculating book. 
130: Lady Morgan, Italy (1821). 
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My opinion is that I should say to Mr H. thus – “Mr H. is a friend to the liberty of the Press, as your 
well-wisher, & as Lord Byron’s Friend I must wish for a Verdict – I think Mr Pearson or Mr Scarlett shd 
be employ’d as Counsel with that in view – Now I offer on behalf of Lord B to defray the expence of 
Counsel” – you observe 
 
1:2 
 
you will thus be left without responsibility – It is his own choice – I hear the highest character of 
Pearson & am assured he is the best man – I take it for granted you do not in any manner feel yourself 
call’d upon to come forward ostensibly in the matter – I do not think you are – You write – You say to 
Mr H. that he may publish what you have written if he likes for his own Profit – Thus it is – By next 
Post I shall have to tell you of monies recd from Kirkby – I think the plan of paying Mealey £100 per 
quarter will do very well – I shall by next Post to make a very pleasant communication from Goethe 
who is delighted with yr dedication of Sardanapalus to him – What you say about Hanson is all right & 
shall be attended to 
 Your’s truly 
  D K. 
 
1:3 [in secretarial hand:] 

Rochdale 14th. Decr. 1822 
Sir – 
 I had the honor of my Lord Byron’s letter by favour of you, to whom his Lordship refers me 
regarding the subject of it, and I am free to admit that I am desirous of obtaining a release from the 
long Litigation in which his Lordship and I have unfortunately for us both been so long engaged; and in 
that spirit I propose [Ms. tear: “to call”] upon you on or about the 19th. or 20th. inst. to see if an object 
so desirable (I trust to both parties) can be affected, without for the present adverting to such errors as I 
may think his Lordship labours under with respect to any decisions in the suits, avowing and declaring 
that my wishes all along have been either that I had his Lordship only to deal with or that his Lordship 
thoroughly understood the business 
   I am Sir 
    Your most obedt Servt. 
   signed   James Deardon 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, no date, 1822(??): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En Son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie // via France] 
 
My dear Byron – 
 You have done well in resolving to send me the signed Deeds, & of avoiding payment to 
Hansons till the accounts are audited – They have, in consequence of your last letter, at last named a 
Gentleman, to whom I am to send the account to be examined – I have had two interviews with Mr 
Deardons Son & Brother in law – Mr Deardon is unwell & could not Come up – They have met your 
letter {which was admirable} in the best manner – Luckily Crabtree was in Town, & they all met at my 
House this morning – The result was, that Crabtree who knows the whole neighbourhood from his 
Childhood, is to go down & see what the Property disputed & not-disputed is worth – I have not 
mentioned any of this to Hansons in conformity with your letter – This very day They have sent me 
your Bill for work Done in the year 1821. to 1822 in the Deardon Cause alone of £590 – Their Bill for 
getting the £500, is £130 – These be charges with a vengeance – This proves your wisdom in getting 
out of law – In the mean time, I recd last night a letter from Messrs H. inclosing 2 papers (copies of 
which are on the other sides) 
 
1:2 
 
& intimating that they had forwarded them to the arbitrators – I immediately wrote to protest & forbid 
they taking such a Step without your previous consent – Their object is & must be to get the Estate 
thrown into Chancery, now that they have lost the opportunity of pillaging you as the Receivers of the 
estate – To you it can be of no service, but of much dangerous responsibility to be put into possession 
of the estate – Should ever you be tempted to [  ] yourself by litigation, you may take the Steps at any 
time – In the mean time, if I had to chuse the position of all others I could wish you to be in, it is 
precisely tht in which you now are with regard to the Kirkby Estate – Crabtree told me this morning 
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that the law expenses & the management of the estate shall be henceforth diminished to a mere nothing 
– He is a great enemy to law Charges – Two thirds of the half year’s rent due at Michaelmas have been 
collected, & the Bill for the acct. (£2000) is`in our hands, but not yet due – The remaining third is in 
the course of collection – & will be recd in six weeks at the farthest – But henceforth no arrears need by 
lookd for, as punctuality will be insisted on – 
 
1:3 
 
Crabtree is always to be present, as he was, at the Audit or Rent-day – In short Dr Lushington pays 
implicit attention to all that Crabtree directs – The Cunning Rogue (I mean the Crab) got hold of a 
former ill-used steward who has let him into all past doings at once – we are vy lucky in him – Indeed 
but for such a man, I should feel a vy unpleasant responsibility towards you – Crabtree will have a 
complete & most detailed report of all [Ms. damage: “the”] estate & any thing about it in six weeks – 
A Copy shall be sent to you – Crabtree says he shall not be satisfied unless you make yourself 
acquainted with all your Property – I have agreed for the insurance of another £500 of Lady Byron’s 
life – which will make up £20-000 – the permission to bear the name & arms of Noel from the Herald’s 
College together with the Seals <have/>will cost £250 – a fearfull sum – you may count on £3000 pr 
ann: for insurance of Lady B’s life – Crabtree will not be able to go to Rochdale for six`weeks – 
I will send you by next Post 
Mr Deardon’s statement of his Yours most truly 
Case  Douglas Kinnaird 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, December 19th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 238-9; BLJ X 61-3) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

10bre. 19 o 1822. 
My dear Douglas, 
 As you are convalescent – that is to say not quite well – but not ill enough to find 
yourself not ennuyè – I have less hesitation in writing frequently – because after having yawned 
sufficiently over present friends – you can fairly go to sleep over an epistle from the absent. – When 
you are once abroad again – haranguing – galloping – banking – and prospering – I shall have less 
chance of attention – but nevertheless I pray you – to “ride gently over the testicles” as Mrs. Matlock131 
of Cambridge memory was wont in her improvement of language – to direct her Coachman in driving 
over the Stones. – One would think you had been breaking in my Pegasus – by the falls you have 
undergone. – Prithee – be careful – after a Man 
 
1:2 
 
is turned of thirty – why should he ride a mad horse – except in case of war or woman? in all other 
respects a hackney – or other Coach – is more becoming his age and station. – I have been pondering 
over the late vicissitudes of our D.J.s – I am not quite clear that if we had a proper security for the 
accompts being as correct as Cocker – it would not be the best plan of the two. – As for M.’s intrigues 
– and R.’s demons – they are not worth a thought; – I tell you that the two most successful things that 
ever were written by me – i.e. the E. B. and the C. H. – were refused by one half “the trade” and 
reluctantly received by the other. There are two or three ways to proceed. – – – 
1stly. – You can cast about and see if any proposition is made by these tanners of Authors; – the 
Calf=skin and Morocco – and 
 
1:3 
 
Muscovite132 publishers. – If eligible – you can decide; – when it is known you will probably have 
proposals. – – 
2dly. – If not – we have always the option of stamping (an Italic phrase)133 upon the “touch and go” 
own account score – – which is only objectionable in as much as it never yet succeeded – but it may – 
as Steam has – and balloons will. – – – 

                                                 
131: Could be “Mortlock”. 
132: Refers to “Russia paper”. 
133: “Stampare” – “to print” (Italian). 
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3dly. – If so concluded – we must have securities that said publisher or Author & Self’s account – shall 
have his Arithmetic summed up and checked by the skilful in such affairs. – 
4thly. – Are the D.J.s subject to any laws? that is your laws? – which are somewhat of the queerest – 
and is my compact respecting them binding to the contracting party? – – – 
 
1:4 
 
5thly. – If Mr. J. H. publishes them eventually – his Son (if of age) ought to be comprized in the 
stipulation to render a fair account of “meum et tuum” quarterly to persons appointed by the Author for 
such purpose. – 
6thly.  – Some other ought to be bound – not for the assetts – but merely in case of nonfulfilment – to 
see and guarantee that the account (be it good – bad, or indifferent) is a fair and true one – for it is a 
difficult piece of Antiquarianism to decypher the Hieroglyphic of a publisher’s balance – pro – con – or 
otherwise – or anywise. – 
I venture to throw out these hints to yr. Honour’s Convalescence – but how far they may merit attention 
in yr. sickness or your health is left to your consideration – – “and your petition shall ever &c. &c. &c. – 
 
2:1 
 
2.) I am not very well – I suspect worse than you {are} – at least I hope so. – Ever since the Summer – 
when I was fool enough to swim some four miles under a boiling Sun at Via Reggio134 – I have been 
more or less ailing. – – 
First my Skin peeled off – Well – it came again. – Then I had a fever and a portentious Constipation 
and inflammation which confined me to my bed in a bad Inn on a worse road. – Well – I thought I was 
well quit for the winter at least – but lo! – I have within this last month {had} eruptions and the devil 
knows what besides – so that I have called in an English Physician – who hath decocted and concocted 
me “secundum artem” so that I am turned inside out but the malady still continues – 
 
2:2 
 
and is very troublesome. – I should think that it was the itch – but {that} it don’t infect anybody – and I 
might think that it was something else – were it not for the same reason. – – I am as temperate as an 
Anchorite – but I suspect that temperance is a more effective medicine at twenty than at thirty and – 
almost five – Oh Parish Register! – <and> Oh Peerage why? – 
 

Record those years that I would fain deny? 
I shall not trouble you further – and I merely do it now – as a sleeping draught to your Collar=bone. –  
You will have seen Hobhouse by this time – with his relations – who I hope returned safely.135 – I had a 
letter from his brother dated 1821 introducing an Overland Gentleman <an> from India – whom I 
wished back again. – However I mounted on “tit=back for to ride” paid him a visit up four hundred 
 
3:1 
 
3d.) pair of stairs at a Genoese Inn – and came back again half=frozen from politeness to an Equinoctial 
new acquaintance. Pray – make this a merit to the Demague,136 – it is all <of> out of deference to the 
M.P. who I hope gets on and neither suffers from Oligarchy – nor that more severe Aristocracy – 
Polly=garchy – 
I don’t mean from “πολλοι” – to recur to the tondapemoibom<esity>{enosity}137 of our Alma [Ms. 

tear: “M”]ater (with her sour Milk) but the regular petticoat regency of all wearers of that magic 
garment. – – I do believe that if women did not wear it – their sway would be less – for few C —— s 
come up to the previous preconception – or pre=deception – while the <Misterious> Drapery is floating 
about them like an Admiral’s flag. – – –138 
 
3:2 [above address:] Here is a long letter – but you make the reading as short as you like. – – – 

                                                 
134: After Shelley’s cremation (which B. doesn’t wish K. to know that he attended). 
135: H. does not return until January 28th 1823. 
136: B. means “demagogue”. 
137: BLJ glosses, “To him in answer spake” (from Homer). B. can’t spell it at first. 
138: B. hopes that H. is not unduly under the influence of women (as if there were any such risk). 
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yrs. ever & truly 
N. B. 

P.S. 
Insure! hast thou? 
at the Pelican? the Phoenix? – and all life assurances whatsoever? 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, December 23rd 1822 (i): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 239-40; BLJ X 65-7) 
[To The Honble / Douglas Kinnaird. /&c. &c. &c.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of December 10th. 

Genoa. 10bre 23d 1822. 
My dear Douglas – 
 I enclose to you as my “adviser behind the throne” the enclosed letters from Messrs. 
Hanson & Mr. J. Ht. – I also acknowledge yours of the 10th. – And firstly of the first. – With regard to 
the minority annuities I must observe that Mr. Bellamy was never security on my account – the whole 
was a gross extortionate transaction – the principal has been more than paid by the interest {for several 
years} – and the fact is that the fellow was the lender (behind hand it is supposed) and not the Security 
– he never was servant to my mother – and I never saw him ten times that I know of. – Miss Md’s claim 
is in the same predicament – they had share and share – 
 
1:2 
 
(she and her Mother that is) and I paid & paid till I had no longer the wherewithal to feed the Usurers – 
but “did thou not’st share? had’st thou not eighteen pence? as Mr. Shakespeare says,139 – what do they 
mean by starting up of a sudden at the end of ten years with a Cock and a Bull story? – You know well 
what all Minors’ transactions of that sort must be and the hands into which they fall. – Legal claim – 
they have none nor {any} indeed in point of equity; – to settle with them on their own rascally terms – 
I will never agree – and to settle with them at all for some time to come is also not to be acceded to – 
till all other claims whatsoever 
 
1:3 
 
are liquidated. – Then – perhaps – I may consent to some advance – but not till I have had a fair and 
equal statement – and balanced it with my own knowledge of the transaction. – – 
With regard to Mr. J. Ht. you may by all means retain Scarlet or other able Counsel – With regard to 
how far I am called upon for the expences – I propose to you the following considerations. – I 
advanced to Mr. L. H. two hundred and fifty pounds in January or February 1822 – & since about one 
hundred & fifty – nay nearly three hundred more – if I include furniture which I bought for him – the 
expence of his Journey (which he would take against 
 
1:4 
 
my wish) to Genoa – & a bill I paid for him at Leghorn. – The day after his landing He came to me & 
Shelley on his brother’s account – I could not furnish further cash at the moment. – He then asked for 
an M.S. – and I <particularly &> reluctantly acceded – particularly cautioning them to omit any 
actionable passages from “the Vision &c. – – I even proposed to them to give up the notion of the 
Journal – L. H. agreed – but J. H. would publish it. – For my own share of “the Liberal” I have declined 
taking anything whatever for the present – and I have furnished them with “the Pulci” and “the new 
Mystery” – However I will be 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) guided by what you please – and will even come to England – if that will remove the prosecution 
from his shoulders – and have desired his brother to say so. – The prosecution will at least help his 
Sale. – – – 
As to the D. J.’s – he seems to hint – that you do not like them – you said to me that you did – & I 
remember you did not like the three 3 – 4 – 5 – but you see that they succeeded as well as the first and 
second. I sent you the 12th Canto the 14th. {inst.} – You have now seven cantos – which will make two 

                                                 
139: Shakespeare, The Merry Wives of Windsor, II ii 11 (““Didst thou not share? Hadst thou not fifteen pence?”) 
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volumes. – If you think it can be done with Mr. J. H. (the publication I mean) you can come to an 
agreement with him – he giving 
 
2:2 
 
securities – that he and his Son Henry (if of age) will submit their accounts {of the profits} to proper 
referees of our choosing. – 
As to my writing a defence – that is lawyer’s work – and I desired him to consult one before he 
published the vision &c. – – As to the D. J.’s they ought to be published immediately – that is – (after I 
have revised the proofs which should be sent accordingly) we must not allow ourselves to be bullied by 
gangs – whether of Admiralty or Bridge=Street – “Arcades Ambo”140 “Murrays both”. – – – – 
With regard to me – I am reducing my establishment – have sent away for sale two more horses – and 
am about to dispose of a superfluous car= 
 
2:3 
 
=riage or two – and various other useless books and furniture – such as Snuff=boxes – trinkets &c. &c. 
– 
I repeat to you that no proposition on the Jew annuities can be listened to till all others are discussed –  

yrs. ever & affectly. 
N. B. 

 
2:4 [below address:] Please to wafer and forward my letter to Mr. Hanson. – – 
By the way, fifty pounds is a large sum for two seals! you {have} seen the size by the impression – 
they are handsome to be sure – but let us have the items. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, December 23rd 1822 (ii): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 67) 
[2d.) To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Genoa. 10bre. 23d. 
1822. 

Dear Douglas – 
 As the packet would have been too large I divide it into two – i.e. two letters in each. – 
Remember to increase the insurance and assurance to twenty thousand forthwith. –  
 yrs. ever 
  & truly 
   N. B. – 
P.S. 
The Seven Cantos will make two vols – never mind M. & R. – we know the one’s motives – and the 
other is no great things. – – I tell you that E. B. and the 1 – & 2d. of C. He were refused by half the 
Craft and even Crafty in London – although no demand was made. – Decide for yourself from such 
premises – they know nothing. 
 
P.S. from Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, December 25th 1822: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.42; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 70-1) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A three-sheet postscript with the letter missing. Postmarked “DE 25, 1822”. 

 

P.S. 2d. 
 Since I wrote ye. enclosed I have seen Leigh H. who knows no more what to think than I do – 
best for his brother about the D. J.s – – – 
I enclose you a letter from Mr. J. H. at the risk of double postage – which of course (as on all business) 
will be right to be charged to my banking account. – – You may “try back the deep lane”141 of Pater 
Noster and other rows – and – at any rate – we can but not publish. – and not publish as well without a 
fair prospect. – If there were any Guarantee for H – or any other Man’s keeping a true account <of> in 

                                                 
140: Virgil, Eclogues, VII, v, 4 (“Arcadians both” – ironical). 
141: “double back and hide” (foxhunting term). 
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the mysteries of publication I would say well – and good – but there is no instance in their annals – & 
without precedent we may distrust the future of those regular “on account of the Author”. – J. H.’s 
Copyright {offer} – we cannot accept – because he has no capital, and if he could not pay – 
nevertheless I would not persecute a poor man to make him poorer. – As to Murray’s intrigues – and 
Ridgeway’s paltriness – they may 
 
1:2 
 
surprize you – but not me. – – Murray will exert his whole chicane to ruin all publications of mine in 
which he is not concerned – but I’ll fix him before we have done. – As to the rest – when I tell you that 
two or three booksellers – refused the lst. & 2d. Childe Harold – and no less than ten or twelve E. Bards 
– it will show you what their Judgement is worth. – When it is generally known that you have seven 
Cantos of the Continuation of a popular work to print in hand – mark – that this “will raise the waters.” 
– At the worst it is but publishing on “own account” or not publishing at all, at least for the present. Is 
the prior part of the work read and re-read or no? – You can ascertain that – if it is – let it be merely 
understood that the remaining Cantos (supposing these as good in composition) will be for the fairest 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) and you will have offers. – If not – I will set up a printing office of my own – and publish them in 
my own way. – Do not be discouraged – you see what a juggle the whole thing is – Murray selling 
6000 &c. of Werner and struggling to prevent all other sales. – But I am sick of the subject and you will 
be more so – and rightly. – – – 
I pray you do not neglect my various requests on the subject of business – especially as I only require 
my own – & not another’s. If we still dispose of these M.S.S. – well, – if not – patience – but all’s well 
still. – – 
I have as I said – a balance of three thousand three pounds142 clear still of my own – at the end of the 
year i.e. two thousand seven hundred in your bank – and six hundred & thirty pounds in that of Messrs. 
Webb of Leghorn. – Of my own you will have some= 
 
2:2 
 
=thing to receive in Jy – and of Lady B.’s I know not – when – but something something – – some time, 
or other. – – – 
Of this or these I want only the account – and that the surplus (however small) may be laid out at low 
interest – but safe security. – –The remaining debt (but small by yr. statement) may be liquidated by 
degrees – according to the proportion received. – I can make my present surplus of three thousand three 
hundred last two years – perhaps three – so that the whole of this year – – (i.e. 1823) may be allotted to 
liquidation of debt – or saving of income. – – I have reformed my establishment – reduced my horses 
from nine to four – and will go still further if necessary. – Servants & Sundries have been reduced in 
proportion – it is my wish to keep floating in bank about a thousand 
 
3:1 
 
3d.) or two for any exigency – and to devote the rest to the acquisition of independence. – I will 
discharge the remaining bet143 only at the rate of two hundred {paid} per thousand {received;} – – this 
year {1823} if all had gone properly – I should have had between twelve and fourteen thousands – (the 
three thousand {& odd} surplus of this year included –) This would have discharged all debt and left a 
surplus of several thousands – as it is I will retrench – {and may} starve – perish – but – as far as 
human means can go in retrenchment – I will have – the proper over=plus – and enough to put out at 
interest as it should be; low but safe, – so as not to look to paltry contingencies. – To this I entreat yr. 
attention – but first get well – I would rather be 
 
3:2 [above address:] out of cash than out of the few friends I retain; the former may be replaced – but I 
have no funds which can re=instate the latter. – So Get thee well144 – and look to your concerns – also 
when at ease [below address:] don’t forget those of yrs. 

                                                 
142: B. means “three thousand three hundred pounds”. 
143: B. means “remaining debt”. 
144: BLJ reads B.’s decorated “w” as “we”, and has “weel”. 
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 ever & truly 
  N. B. 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, December 26th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 72) 
[To, The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / &c. &c. &c. / Honoured by Mr. J. Hunt. –] 

10bre. 26o 1822. 
My dear Douglas, 
 Since I wrote to you on ye. 23d. I have thought further over the matter – and am of 
opinion that Counsel should be retained (at my expence) in behalf of Mr. Jno. Hunt. Choose whom you 
& he think best – Scarlet – or Denman (my personal friend the latter is or was) or any other fit 
Advocate. – – 
This will be delivered to you by Mr. John Hunt – I am further of opinion 
 
1:2 
 
that the seven new Cantos of D.J. ought to be published immediately – (the proofs however to be sent 
first to & corrected by me) but who the publisher is to be or on what conditions – I must leave to you to 
decide – as it may perhaps be already settled before this arrives. If it should not – pray – decide in some 
way – – Mr. H. and his Son (if of age) ought to give guarantees that the accounts shall 
 
1:3 
 
be subject to all pro[Ms. tear: “per”] investigation previously [Ms. tear: “to”] their being past, – the 
[Ms. tear: “Copy”]right to remain with the author – and the profits to be settled on a fair basis. 
 yrs. ever 
  & affectly. 
   N. B. 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, December 30th 1822: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 245-6; BLJ X 72-5) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of December 17th. 

Genoa. 10bre. 30o 1822. 
My dear Douglas – I have received the enclosed letter from young Hanson – and shall refer him to you 
for an answer. – If you think the proposed mortgages eligible – we can agree. – I have also yrs. of the 
17th. – I am willing to retain Counsel (at my expence) and the best going – for Mr. J. Hunt. – – 
I am also willing to be both ostensible and responsible for the poem – and to come home and face the 
consequences on the Author – though I did not wish the publication of the V. and indeed particularly 
warned him to pause – or erase passages likely to be obnoxious.145 – But I never said nor say – that he 
is to have “the profit” of what I have written – meaning I suppose the unpublished D. Juans – on the 
contrary I have particularly prescribed to you the terms on which it is to be pub= 
 
1:2 
 
=lished. – All this outcry is merely temporary – its’ very violence will defeat itself – and shows the 
alarm & weakness of those who use it – but be this as it may – I will not be bullied – and I would rather 
come home to be calumniated & persecuted than receive the adulations of a dastard and slavish people. 
– Such I think you. – With regard to “the Liberal” – I merely said that I should not call on him for any 
accounts on my behalf – till the profits (if ever) became sufficient to make him and his brother 
comfortable – but that then I would or might receive a decent proportion, according to the value of the 
articles contributed. – I also reserve to myself the copy=right 
 
1:3 
 
of my own articles – that they may afterwards form a volume – (if I like) to class with those published 
by Murray – for which Mr. H. may or may not treat – as hereafter may seem good. – 

                                                 
145: B. nowhere expresses a wish that TVOJ should not be published. 
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With regard to the D. Juans I wish them to be published – and soon (now {that} they bully, the Slaves!) 
but with all due precaution that the publisher accounts for the profits periodically and fully and fairly – 
including the 12th. Canto sent on the 14th. They will form two vols. – Three in the first – and four in the 
second. – 
For “the Liberal” as I said – I have no present call on Mr. J. H. and I will fee Counsel in his behalf – 
choose the best – & I repeat that {if} he will give me up instead – I will come and face it. – 
 
1:4 
 
I am very glad of old Goēthe being pleased having a great esteem and admiration of that illustrious 
patriarch of European Letters. – I am also pleased that Mr. Deardon will come to some explanation on 
the Rochdale business – if he will go to Arbitration – I choose Burdett – which I presume is the highest 
Compliment which I can pay to my opinion of his conduct on the late Arbitration. – My anger with the 
the lawyers & trustees had nothing to do with the Arbitrators. – If Burdett will accept – it will save time 
– that he should do so without my writing {to him} – as a month <is> {would be} lost by the post. – If 
he will not – I know not whom to choose – you are my trustee &c. &c. Hobhouse is just & shrewd – but 
he has too little 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) sympathy for any thing but politics – to enter into private affairs heartily – and I have no other 
friend able or willing that I know of. – As I said before – I am very willing to terminate the suit – Mr. 
D. will perhaps give a fair explanation of the value of the points litigated – which you may verify by 
other means – – is there no way – by which either in disposing of my part of the Manor – or of having 
it surveyed – and working the whole in partnership with him – he making some sacrifice also on his 
part – of uniting the concern – & healing all differences? I should be willing to make some outlay – 
were there any prospect of the collieries (of the unworked portion) being a 
 
2:2 
 
safe and moderately profitable concern – I hope that you will do all that you can to bring the matter to a 
termination – I assure you and Mr. Deardon also – that I am “bona fide” in earnest – and would rather 
have him for my friend than triumph at his material expence. – – 
In the mean time I am reducing my expences – selling horses carriages &c. &c. – I have (as I told you I 
should probably) saved rather better than three thousand three hundred pounds to begin the year with – 
which is three hundred more than I calculated upon – and probably three thousand more than you did. – 
This with the new year’s income (if realized) will be upwards of <n/>Nine thousand pounds – add five 
hundred pounds for the Rochdale tolls 
 
2:3 
 
which I transmitted to you lately – and say – I know not what – but something surely for Werner – and 
the 7 Cantos of the D.J.s – & we ought to be able to face the current expences. – – 
Of the new Jew claim started by Bellamy & Massingberd – as was said before – I neither recognize the 
legality – nor the equity – whenever all other and just claims are settled – I may be disposed to make 
them a moderate advance by way of arrangement – they have already had more than the principal. – – 
And why start up now at the end of eight or nine years? I remember their telling me that If I would 
make a certain advance – I should hear no more of Miss M. – old Fozard of Pimlico 
 
2:4 
 
was her envoy; – I did make the advance – and now they are trying again. – I will allot a portion 
according to our net receipts for the gradual extinction of the just claims – Baxter’s as a bond debt is 
first – & the whole or a portion should be liquidated this year. – Also a portion of {each} of the others 
– I mean those you stated – & not the new Jews – – – – 
As I have more money here than is actually required – if you will invest a thousand pounds for me in 
Exchequer bills or on other low but safe and easily re=convertible in to Cash Security I will return you 
Circulars for the amount. – Your letter of Credit I shall not use except in case of some unexpected 
emergency. – I have still at 
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3:1 
 
3d.) the present writing two thousand seven hundred pounds of your Notes in my hands – and six 
hundred and thirty pounds in bank at Mr. Webb’s Leghorn. Thus – if our receipts (including what I 
have saved i.e. three thousand three hundred pounds) be nine thousand pounds for the ensuing year – 
adding the income of this I can pay off debt to the am[Ms. tear: “o”]unt of two thousand – spend 
twelve or [Ms. tear: “fourteen”] hundred – (I hope less) and save the rest – and invest it as it arrives in 
Exchequer bills at interest. – You see that neither the Rochdale tolls – nor Werner – nor the D. J.s are 
included in this estimate. – I am particularly anxious that you should begin immediately to invest some 
of my monies – the interest however trifling – would be something – and the bond debt is my only debt 
bearing interest – 
 
3:2 [above address:] and can be reduced or liquidated in the course of the year. – Of course the 
insurances are first to be considered – carry them up to twenty thousand or twenty five thousand. – And 
pray [below address:] do what you can with Deardon – I am ready to refer the affair to Arbitration – or 
settle it on amicable terms without – as soon as I know the real state of the case. 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  N. B. – 
 
1823: Lord and Lady Blessington, together with Count D’Orsay, visit Genoa, from April 1st to 

June 2nd. Byron is elected a member of the London Greek Committee, and agrees to go to 

Greece to investigate the situation there and to help negotiate the Greek loan. He departs for 

Greece on July 16th, arriving in Cephalonia on August 3rd. On August 11th he visits Ithaca. He 

remains on Cephalonia until December 29th, when he sails for Messolonghi. 

 
January 1st 1823: Heaven and Earth published in The Liberal No 2, and a corrected text of The 

Vision of Judgement published in a second edition of The Liberal No 1. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, January 1st 1823: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.45; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 75-6) 
[To, The Honourable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A single sheet. 

 
P.S. – I have written to 
you lately a good deal 
on business – which I hope arrived safely. – 

Genoa. Jy. 1o. 1823. 
My dear Douglas – 
 The enclosed letter from Mr. Hanson – with the Counsel’s opinion which it contains 
is for serious consideration. – The business must, I doubt, go before the Chancellor. – Of course you 
conceal nothing from me – but it is strange that you have never lately even alluded to Crabtree146 – 
although your letters before yr. accident were full of him and his promised report – and promising 
statement – neither of which have appeared. – – May I hope that we can settle with Deardon – I am 
willing to go to Arbitration – (Burdett being mine if he accept – or if not – Sir William Grant – the 
once Master of the rolls) or by some arrangement so as to unite the manor and collieries – in 
partnership 
 
1:2 [above address:] with Mr Deardon – (on proper guarantees) and work over or rather under the 
whole – after a proper survey. – – It was surveyed some years ago – & favourably [below address:] 
reported upon, if money could be advanced in outlay. – Or I would sell the remainder of the Manor – at 
a Valuation – on Deardon making some sacrifice on his part. – Or – what you think fair. – Let me have 
proofs of the 7 D.J.’s. I shall greatly extend the preface – and say some grand [vertically in left-hand 

margin:] things. – Retain Counsel for Mr. J. Ht on my guarantee – believe me yrs. ever and truly N. B. – 
 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, January 3rd 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
Pall Mall Jany 3d 1822 

                                                 
146: Mr Crabtree was an agent whom K. had sent to Lancashire to sort out the problem of the Rochdale collieries. 
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My dear Byron – 
  Heaven & Earth, (which appeared on the 1st inst as the leading article in the 
Liberal)147 has delighted every body (except Moore I presume)148 – It’s success is perfect – Hunt sent it 
to me three days before the publication of the liberal, & I had taste enough to anticipate vociferously in 
all quarters it’s great success – I cannot say more of it’s success than this – the Public seems fairly to 
have appreciated it’s merits – I am quite delighted – What will John Murray Esqre say? – Surely he will 
bite his fingers off149 – I send you inclosed a copy such as Hunt would propose to print of the Juans at 
the same time he printed the good copies, in order to defeat the Pirates – the volume thus printed would 
cost one shilling – you will receive the Cantos successively for correction – he will do something good 
with these 7 Cantos150 or I am mistaken – But you must at least hear me before you decide any 
 
1:2 
 
thing – Being on the spot, I am better able than you can possibly be to judge when & how to strike – if 
the Iron be hot – We will have all the Cantos ready to fire off at a moment’s notice & in what way we 
like – I keep you & myself perfectly free with Mr Hunt – By the bye, I hear John Hunt universally well 
spoken of as an upright honest & honourable man – and all that has passed between him & me tends to 
make me believe he merits his Character – But it is my duty as a man of business to put implicit 
confidence in no man – We will not publish if you please till after the Vision is judged – But I let it be 
generally known that I have got seven Cantos – Mr Murray’s known wish not to publish Heaven & 
Earth will take away all weight from any refusal of his to print any of your works hereafter – your 
M.S.S. shall no longer be mislaid – I can confide in Mr Hunt’s not taking any copy – I have come into 
 
1:3 
 
close contact within this week with Mr Davison, Mr Murray’s Printer – They are not the best friends – 
He is within a week to give me an insight into the mystery of Mr Murray’s profits &c with your works 
– He is to look out for a purchaser of Don Juan – I am inclined to think he would like to Speculate 
himself – He is a good man on Change – In the mean time we are beforehand with time – I lose sight of 
none of your affairs – & they are multifarious, God knows – I shall receive your fee on the 6th – & will 
write to you by next Post – I send you Mr Deardon’s statement on the receipt of your letter – I have 
prevented Lord Dacre & Sir F. Burdett151 noticing Mr Hanson’s intrusive & improper Communication 
to them – You had distinctly told me you would not act on any opinion till after mature deliberation & 
consulting with me – Had I happened to have been abroad, these men would have had your Kirkby 
property in Chancery too – They have sound Mr Metcalfe – & I have sent their accts to him to be 
examined – I see that from 1817 
 
1:4 
 
they amount to £2400 – a fearful & horrible sum to throw away in law – However I trust in God & in 
Crabtree we shall put an end to all future lawsuits – I shall not be at ease till you cease to spend £50 per 
an: on your Solicitor – I write in great hurry of business & of Spirits – for the Horizon is bright – I shall 
have the delight of seeing your soar majestically above all your wretched Detractors – 
Your Heaven & Earth is worthy of you – 
 Adieu My dear Byron 
 Yours most truly 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
 
Do you wish to take a mortgage at 4 per cent? I fear we shall get no [  ] on good landed Security – 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, January 6th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.46; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 77-8) 

                                                 
147: Published January 1st 1822, together with the second edition of the first number, which included the 
corrected version of TVOJ. 

148: Moore’s Loves of the Angels was on a theme similar to that of Heaven and Earth. 

149: Mu. had at first expressed willingness to publish Heaven and Earth. 

150: Cantos X and XI had been sent to K. on October 27th and Canto XII on December 16th 1822. 
151: In the deliberations over the division of property at the death of Lady Noel, B.’s mother-in-law, Sir Francis 
Burdett (1770-1844) well-known rich radical (friend of H.), had represented B., and the twentieth Lord Dacre 
(1774-1851), former Whig MP, had represented Annabella. 
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[To, The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Genoa. Jy. 6o. 1822.152 
My dear Douglas – 
 You are “a broth of a boy” for business. – – I do not see how or why the reference of 
the Counsel’s opinion to the Arbitration should necessarily conduct to a Chancery Suit – because it 
may or may not happen that I should have no wish to act upon that opinion – but I have a natural 
curiosity to have all possible information on the subject. – – – 
I am very glad to hear that anything has been done with Deardon towards an adjustment. – But please 
to recollect that They {& We} should be speedy – as the Cause will come on next Session – what is to 
be done – or proposed to be done should be in train therefore without further delay. – You have not 
sent me the promised communication from Goëthe which I would 
 
1:2 
 
willingly see. – You talk of the half years’ {rent} due at Michaelmas – that is three thousand pounds – 
of this do we receive half – or only a quarter – or what? – The ensurances are heavy – but these are 
paid now – for nearly a year I believe – it is a heavy but expedient deduction. – I trust that Hansons’ 
bill is not to be taxed – by a Gentleman of his nomination only. – I trust that you have all the receipts & 
necessary documents of all payments made since the Sale of Nd. – that <they> {<no one>} {{we}} 
may not be come upon twice – by the same claimants of any kind. – – – 
I have so far succeeded in my economy as to have saved three thousand three hundred of the year 1822 
– and of 
 
1:3 
 
this I think of remitting a thousand back to England – – I wish my superfluous 
<m/<<xxxx>>xxxxxs>

153 (however inconsiderable) to be placed at interest – on some safe but 
convertible security – at a moderate interest – on condition of the principal being readily recoverable. – 
– – 
I have reduced and am reducing still further my establishment and expences – I presume that “Werner” 
will be worth something – and even the D.Juans – be it small or great – I do not feel disposed to 
relinquish whatever may arise from them. – – – – 
If you will put a thousand of my present money – (i.e. of 1822. the three thousand so often alluded to) 
out at usance – I will remit {to} you the Circulars of your bank – for the amount – untouched. – – – – 
 
1:4 [above address:] You may depend on my using every exertion short of sordid – to continue the 
temperate system which I have lately adopted – and I hope that you will [below address:] second me at 
home. – I think you will allow that the better half of the year 1822. – I have been not unsuccessful – 
thus far at least. – Believe me ever 
 & truly yrs. 
  N. B. – 
 
P.S. – I am much pleased with what 
you say of Crabtree – but I trust 
that he will not delay on account of the Suit. 
 
January 11th – 14th 1823: Byron writes The Island. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, January 16th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, ff.51 and 69; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 84-7) 
[To, The Honourable, / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of January 3rd. He is thinking of going to Greece – before the London 

Greek Committee contacts him. This letter is sent with The Age of Bronze manuscript. 

 

Genoa. Jy. 16o. 1823. 

                                                 
152: B. forgets the new year has started. 
153: One illegible word written over another. BLJ hazards “moneys”. Probably “monies”. 
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My dear Douglas / 
 Your letter is very kind (of the 3d.) and full of what Braham calls “Entusimusy” and I 
need hardly say how sincerely I feel it. – – I trust that I can bear their applauses (if they can be called 
so in the bloom of a three days dawning) no worse than their opposite – perhaps both are of equal value 
– though it is difficult for a man to think so – and folly to pretend it if he does not. – I am afraid that 
Prosperity is likely to prove a man’s greater temptation of the two – especially on Authors. – – 
I have perused Mr. D’s statement with some attention. – Of course it must be taken “cum grano Salis” 
particularly on coming from an Adversary – and being quite contrary to other accounts. – But this does 
not diminish my wish to accommodate 
 
1:2 
 
the business – by ending the litigation. – Neither he nor I can be proper Judges of the value – nor fit 
Surveyors of the part in or out of litigation. – – The value of the unlitigated part – a Manor of 40-000 
Acres – over uninclosed ground – depends also in some measure on the part to be alloted to the Lord of 
the Manor – in case of enclosure – and you know that they cannot enclose without his Sanction. – –
This has been represented to me as not an inconsiderable consideration. – – 
The Statement of the Suits is also garbled – I beat him – at Lancaster – and in the Court of King’s 
Bench out and out. – He says he offered to give up the property on being repaid his purchase money 
(about two thousand pounds more or less) would he do so now? – He has uniformly refused to account 
for or state the profits of 
 
1:3 
 
the last twenty five years – the time from which the claim relates – as the years prior to 1798 (i.e. from 
1794 to 1798) are not litigated on our part. – But as I said before – I merely state this “en passant” – 
you can get some accurate information – have the whole honestly surveyed by chosen people, and put 
an end to the lawsuit if possible – – I repeat that I would rather take Mr. Deardon by the hand – (at 
some expence) – than go on with bickering lawsuits – which embitter every thing – and every body. – – 
– 
As to Hanson account – I trust that the Mr. Metcalf of his choosing – is not to be the sole referee – and I 
also expect that his whole account from 1812. is to be submitted to strict investigation. – 
 
1:4 
 
It is strange that he never names his bill – but always payment – when he writes to me – what can I 
think of this? a careful man would be anxious to have his items canvassed – or at least inspected. – – – 
– 
As to the Kirkby referee – I have written to you about fully – enclosing Hanson’s letters &c. &c. &c. – I 
have come to no decision on the subject but would rather settle it amicably. – – – 
Besides I have enough of regard for a friend’s advice and my own interest to prefer good counsel (not 
at law) {and almost any Chance} to a Chancery Suit at any time. –  – 
Also, in literary and copy=right matters – you are the lad to deal with the worldlings – and I do not 
recollect that I have ever appealed from your advice on those points either. – I may have stated what I 
thought points for consideration – but 
 
[The next two sides are at NLS TD 3079, f.69:] 
 
2:1 
 
2d. perhaps I am refining too much – for I suppose both Murray and the Kirkby Proceeds are likely to 
prove sufficiently illusory. – Of this you should be the best judge – is the deceased Lady Noel also to 
eat up a whole year? as well as a half year? – She died in January and supposing her Appetite to last till 
August there ought still to be 1500 in January – for the remaining half year – this would make added to 
the former 
 
 Kirkby  3168. 
 My own  2715. 
 From Murray 2100. 
 Supposed Surplus} 
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 of my own of this } 
                       year} 2000 
 Half year not  
 devoured by the  
 defunct  1500 
    11483. 
 
Indeed by rights – Murray ought to pay more than 2000 gs. it ought to be three – or two {thousand} 
five hundred – but as this may depend upon a 
 
[Horizontally, next to the calculations:] What has been done with Claughton’s and with the Rochdale 
Money! and if I mistake not a four hundred pounds (to keep down interest or otherwise) at the time of 
your remitting to me in the beginning of the year. Is Hanson nearly liquidated – you said yes before – 
but is it so? – [calculations intersect, at right angles:] You also kept up 81.. pounds for sundries with 
which please to balance accounts for books &c. with Murray – as I want no more of his long bills – at 
the end of three or four years. – – – – 
 
2:2 [above address:] mere caprice of the public or the bookseller – and the other upon Lady B’s life – it 
would be idle to calculate upon either. – – 
Suppose I were to sell to them or others [below address:] my interest in the moiety of the Kirkby 
estates? what would they give me? – it would at least pay my <doublets>

154 debts – I presume – but let 
me know what you think of these matters – & believe me 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. – 
Address to me at Genoa – 
Villa Saluzzo. I wish to have these things 
settled as I think of going to Greece perhaps to America. 
 
3:1 [Ms. NLS TD 3079 f.51 continues:] 
 
P.S. Will you just say if you have received the Rochdale Market deed &c. and the 7th. (i.e. 12th. from 
the first inclusive) Canto of D. J. – You do not positively say that you have – though the Context 
indicates about as much. – 
I should be glad to know if (supposing I could now save a few thousand more or less within the year) I 
could not invest in land & good security for an annuity on my own and Sister’s life – (she to have it if 
the Survivor) and would like to know how much per Cent we might expect – I am nearly thirty five – 
she about two or three years ahead – though I suppose that she don’t own so much. – Or perhaps it 
would be better to retain any surplus principle and invest it on safe and readily convertible security at a 
reasonable interest. 
 
P.S. – 
 I have stated in all my letters that I am willing to invest in a mortgage on good security at four 
per cent if better cannot be had. – – 
With regard to the R. business you will recollect that Farebrother told you what sum was offered (a 
pretty good one) of “bona fide” bidding at his former auction for even the unlitigated part of the Manor. 
– – The various contradictory statements so entirely opposite of even indifferent persons – shows that 
there is something uninvestigated and odd about the whole thing. – As for D.’s statement – however he 
may really believe it fair – it must naturally be partial, and mine the same. – Two Surveyors of Skill 
and integrity should go over the 
 
3:2 
 
whole – (of his part with his permission) that is – and I am then willing either to settle it by arbitration 
– or by contract – or by partnership over the whole – or any other honourable method or mode of 
proceeding. – You will please not to forget – that in case of enclosure – a large allottment of land must 
come to the Lord of the Manor – as is the usual claim and custom on such occasions – the Manorial 
rights are over nearly forty thousand acres. – There are also some other privileges and pickings (besides 
the right of sporting &c. &c. &c.) as the Rochdale Market toll payment shows. – – – 

                                                 
154: This is what the word looks like – if so, it is its only use in Byron’s writing. 
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I hope that you received the deed and the other parcels of ye 12th. of D.J. and that you will safely 
receive the packet accompanying this155 also. [wavy line.] 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, January 18th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. Lady Charnwood Collection, B. L., unseen; not in 1922 II; text from BLJ X 87-8, 
adapted) 

Genoa. Jy. 18th. 1823. 
My dear Douglas, / By ye. post of yesterday – or rather of ye. 16o – I forwarded a packet to you 
containing a letter – – the revise of J. and certain poeshies for any ensuing number of “the Liberal” be 
transmitted by you to Mr. J. H. in time. – This is merely a line of Advice to your Honour. – I have 
already written more than once to express my willingness to accept the – or almost any mortgage – 
anything to get out of the tremulous funds of these oscillatory times. – There will be a war somewhere 
– no doubt – and wherever it may be the funds will be affected more or less – so pray – get us out of 
them with all proper expedition – It has been the burthen of my song to you these three years and better 
and about as useful as better Counsels. – With regard to Chancery – Appeals – Arbitrations – 
Surveyings – Bills – fees – receipts – disbursements – copy-rights – manorial ditto – funds – land – &c. 
&c. &c. – I shall always be disposed to follow your more practical – and practicable experience. – I will 
economize – and do as I have partly proved to you by my surplus revenue of 1822 – (which almost 
equals the ditto of the United States Of America – vide – – President’s report to Congress – in 
proportion) & do you second my parsimony by judicious disbursements of what is requisite – and a 
moderate liquidation, – also such an investment of any spare monies – as may render some usance to 
the owner because however little – “every little makes a mickle” as we of the North say with more 
reason than rhyme. – I hope that you have all receipts &c. &c. &c. and acknowledgements of monies 
paid towards liquidation of debts, – to prevent confusion and <prevent> hinder the fellows from 
coming twice – of which they would be capable – particularly – as my absence would lend a pretext to 
the pretension. –  
You will perhaps wonder at this recent & furious fit of accumulation and retrenchment – but – it is not 
so unnatural – I am not naturally ostentatious – although once careless and expensive because careless 
and my most extravagant passions have pretty well subsided – as it is time that they should on the very 
verge of thirty five. – – I always looked to about thirty as the barrier of any real or fierce delight in the 
passions – and determined to work them out in the younger ore and better veins of the Mine – and I 
flatter myself (perhaps) that I have pretty well done so – and now the dross is coming – and I loves 
lucre for one must love something. At least if I have not quite worked out the others – it is not for want 
of labouring hard to do so – but perhaps I deceive myself – At any rate then I have a passion the more – 
and thus a feeling. However it is not for myself – but I should like (God willing) to leave something to 
my relatives more than a mere name; and besides that to be able to do good to others to a greater 
extent. If nothing else – will do – I must try bread & water – which by the way – are very nourishing – 
and sufficient – if good of their kind. 
yrs. ever 

N B 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, January 21st 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En Son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie] 
Kinnard answers Byron’s of January 1st, 6th, and “8th” (which we do not have). 

 

Pall Mall Jany 21 – 1823 
My dear Byron, 
 I have before me your letters of the 1st, the 6th & the 8th of this month – The latter I 
receiv’d to-day – It is full of good sense & to the point – It inclosed one to Hanson which I return to 
you, as by it’s re-perusal you will best comprehend my views & following observations – I am led to 
these remarks by the recent consideration & in part discharge of Messrs Hanson’s Bills – 
If you correspond directly with Messrs Hansons, who take care to write to you without consulting me, 
recollect you are incurring a large Annual Bill – I will venture to say, that your letter directing them to 
take Counsel’s opinion in the award156 will cost you from fifty to one Hundred Pounds – I can have no 
wish but to save your money from being thus squandered – I assert positively that Mr Cha.s Hansons 
letter to you contains a direct untruth – He says that both arbitrators 
 

                                                 
155: The “packet” includes The Age of Bronze, which B. does not mention. 
156: I can find no such letter. 
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1:2 
 
mutually agreed they meant to give you the Controul over the property – That is not true – for Lord 
Dacre on being shewn Shadwell’s opinion, declared he consider’d that the Deed gave them no power to 
take the legal Estate out of the Trustees, viz, Dr Lushington & R. Colbourne – I say again that Mr 
Hanson conveys an erroneous impression to you if he means to make you believe tht the award could 
or would be disturbed by the death of either arbitrator – The matter stands thus – you cannot be better 
off – you may be worse – You have the real control without the impossibility of managing the Estate – 
Whereas the moment you stir a step, the Court of Chancery takes the management – & at an enormous 
expense – if you go into court, you may get the point of right, which is now open to dispute, <may be>  
decided against you – & if  it were decided in your favour, (which I consider to be out of the question,) 
you cannot be better off but must be 
 
1:3 
 
worse off than you are – for you would have to account for any act done, to the Court of Chancery & at 
a great trouble & expence – but at a great profit to your lawyers – 
Suppose that at any time hereafter the award should be attack’d by Lady Byron; on acct of any 
informality, the Court of Chancery would immediately give you relief, & Counsell the execution of the 
award – {or all that is attainable from the Deed}    On all legal points & questions I beg you distinctly 
to understand I write after consulting with legal heads, well qualified to advise – This costs you nothing 
– I would not incur the responsibility of giving you advice, nor undertake to defend you from yor 
lawyers of Chancery Lane, if I had not strong support at my back – I will shew your letter to Dr 
Lushington, who will be much pleased with the candour, gentlemanly liberality 
 
1:4 
 
& good sense of it – if I find that the putting the arbitrators’ seal to the award will do you any profitable 
good, it shall be done – but without the expence of Messrs Hansons’ interference – Now read your note 
to Mr C. Hanson, which I return – You will see tht out of it, he will extract an authority from you to run 
up a Bill for another Hundred Pounds or two; If not involve you in some cursed proceeding in 
Chancery – If you wish to save yourself from lawyer’s Bills, I make this distinct proposal to you – I 
propose to you to receive all the Messrs Hansons’ letters – never to do More than acknowledge their 
receipt – & refer them to me – Write to me your opinions & wishes, & send me their letters – My 
almost continual residence in 
 
2:1 
 
London enables me to offer you this service – I assure I cannot157 offer you a greater proof of my 
regard – But let me add tht by so doing my trouble will be much less than it now is – & my vexation 
much less – for it stirs my bile cruelly, to see such base attempts to wrong you – if Messrs Hansons had 
your interests at heart, why do they not consult with me? If you adopt the above plan, I can check your 
Bills, & I know no reason why you should pay twenty Pounds a year for law – 
I send you a copy of the continuation of your acct from the time it was last sent you to the present time 
– The insurance is now fully completed on £20.000 – That is Surely sufficient – You will see I have 
bought an Exchequer Bill for you for £1000. – 
 
2:2 
 
according to the wish express’d in one of your last letters – But your account is overdrawn – It will 
however be replaced in Cash as soon as the Michaelmas Rents are in cash – Some of them are already 
so – I send another Canto of Don Juan for correction – I have no heard from Mr Davison {the Printer} 
since I last wrote – Scarlett is engaged – Your Preface to Don Juan158 is admirable – I also send you an 
instrument for you to sign – which do & return to me – It is the re-conveyance to me of the 5 D. Lane 
Shares which I lent you – 
By the bye Kean is`still admirable – 
 Believe me My dear Byron 

                                                 
157: K. omits “assure [you]”. 
158: The Preface to Cantos VI, VII and VIII. 
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  Yours’ vy faithfully 
  Douglas Kinnaird 
 
Goethe by the next Post – 
 

P.S. to Byron to Kinnaird, January 21st 1823: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.48; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 78) 
[To, The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] Postmark “JAN 21 1823” 
Another postscript for which we do not have the main letter. Probably it was only enclosed with 

the Hanson letter it mentions. 

 
P.S. – Please to read and forward the enclosed to Charles Hanson. – I think you will approve of part of 
it. – I pass everything through you – that you may know it – as it is useless to consult a friend – and 
conceal anything at the same time. – – – 
 
Byron to Charles Hanson, from Ravenna, January 11th 1821: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.49; BLJ VIII 62) 
[To, John Hanson Esqre / Solicitor / Chancery Lane / London.] 
It’s possible that this letter is from 1823, and is the enclosure mentioned in the previous item, 

which is why it is at this point in the collection. The Ravenna dating would however militate 

against such an idea. 

Ra. January 11th. 
1821. 

Sir – 
 By the intervention of yr. good offices – Lady B’s trustee has declined to ratify the mortgage. – I 
shall content myself with observing – that <know> knowing my wishes so well upon the subject, 
knowing also how frivolous the objection is in fact – whatever it may be in law – that whether as my 
friend – (and I have always shown myself the friend of yr. family – in circumstances even where others 
condemned you) you ought to be ashamed of yourself, for having suggested the objection. – My object 
in writing to you at present – besides to reproach you for this piece of conduct 
 
1:2 
 
is – to desire that Mr. Claughton may be made to pay off his money, and that an English mortgage – 
(since it must be so) may be sought for. – – 
I have the honour to be 
  yr. obedt. Sert. 
   Byron 
[1:3 blank.] 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, January 22nd 1823: 

(Source: Ms. not found; quoted in catalogue; not in 1922 II; this text adapted from BLJ X 88-9) 
 
Enclosed is a letter from Mr. Deardon with my answer,159 which I trust that you will approve and 
forward to the address. I could wish something to be arranged that the suits may be expedited <word 
torn out with seal>. The lawyers (slow as they are) may get the start and push them forward. I put a seal 
to the letter, but leave it open, the wax being a little above the puncture, where you may place a wafer. 
You will have had several epistles from me lately, rather for your attention, than an answer. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, January 23rd 1823: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.55; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 89) 
[To, / The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Genoa. Jy. 23d. 1823. 
My dear Douglas, 
 By yesterday’s post I sent you a letter from Mr. Deardon – with my answer – both for 
your perusal and one for your transmission. – As he seems very eager for an interview – I have said 

                                                 
159: See B. to James Deardon, January 22nd 1823. 
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that I will meet him in April – that is – – if it be absolutely requisite to conclude the negociation. – I 
would rather not have the expence of the journey – but will keep the appointment if need be. – What do 
you think; I  referred – & still refer him to you (as my letters show) all along – – as to myself; – and I 
see little difference – –for I should in the event of meeting Mr. Deardon – – take no step without your 
advice and approbation. – –You may state this from me – adding that if it be necessary – (as to sign and 
seal for instance –) I will nonetheless come as I have said. – Recollect – that I shall come (if at all) as 
strictly incog. – as is possible in an age of tittle tattle and newspapers. – – Let me have your answer and 
opinion thereanent. – It would be towards the close of April that I should set out – –There is also 
another business or two of a different kind – which I can settle at the same time – and which have been 
on my mind this many a day – and lately re=imprest by some circumstances which there is no leisure to 
detail here at present. – I do not know whether you will approve what I mean to do though I think that 
you will – when you know all; but if you don’t – I must find somebody that will – at least so far as to 
do a common office on such occasions. – You will write to me – as – with regard to Mr. Deardon’s 
business – something should be done to stop the lawsuits – Believe me 

yrs ever & truly 
N B 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, January 27th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 90-1) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A two-side sheet with text in many places. 

Genoa. Jy. 27th. 1823. 
My dear Douglas – 
 Yrs of the 13th. – Has Hanson’s bill since 1817 received any liquidation – is it the 
2400 – that I have to pay? – – or the balance of 6–– or 700 – as mentioned in yr former letters as about 
the whole now due. – Pray clear up this – an important point. – I enclose you a letter from young 
Hanson on whose Contents you will have to decide – as I am always willing to go along with yr. 
opinions, on that and other matters. – you see there will be a Spanish war. – As to publishing matters – 
you can decide on them too – I shall not appeal from yr. tribunals – “to Philip fasting.”160 – – – 
 Remember me to Hobhouse – – whose letter I have – he will have had a second from me by this time. 
– ever yrs. 
 N. B. 
 
Decide for me about the Kirby reference to the Arbitrators. I will abide by yr. [curls up right-hand 

side:] decision – am I not tractable? [crosswise on left-hand side:] Will you ask young Hanson what 
this Scotch discharge is? and what money is to be received upon it? he will tell ye fast enough if it is to 
go to his bill. – 
 
1:2 [above address:] I have not answered Hanson – and he knows nothing from me of our negociation 
with Deardon. – This Spanish war will be preventive to selling out of the funds which I [below 

address:] greatly regret, – as you may well suppose. – – – 
Before investments you will of course deduct all you have paid for insurances &c. let me know what 
half year’s fee exactly is – since the four thousand of Sir R. N. was placed in the funds also – Would 
we were well out of them! – – 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, January 29th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 92-3) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron offers Kinnaird a political analysis of the way Don Juan is developing. The tears in the 

P.S. manuscript seem to have occurred since Leslie Marchand’s time. 

Genoa. Jy. 29th. 1823. 
My dear Douglas, 
 By this post (in a packet separate from this letter – and insured at the office here –) I 
remit to you the sum of twelve hundred pounds in your own circulars of August – which are untouched. 
– Of this I would request you on receipt – to purchase Exchequer bills for one thousand pounds and 
apply the other two hundred to liquidate the remaining claims. – This will make with the thousand of Jy 
6th. from the funds – which you state as invested in Exchequer bills – two thousand. – – 

                                                 
160: Valerius Maximus, Memorabilia VI 2.ext.1 (adapted: “‘ad Phillipum’ inquit, ‘sed sobrium’”). 
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You do not say what the actual halfyear’s amount from the funds – really is – the whole year was (or 
(ought to have been) £2515 – – and since then – Sir R. N.‘s – payment of the four thousand must have 
added something to the interest – how much in all I know not – but not to mistake – let us say – 2600 
for the whole year – half year – 1300. – – The 
 
1:2 
 
balance then of the sum now remitted – added to that from the funds – will be after the exchequer 
investments – five hundred pounds – the whole of which may go to pay off any debts of mine still 
extant – i.e. of those you have stated – {as} Baxter – Hanson – or Mealey’s relict, – the very names of 
the others are strange to me – nor will I recognize their claims till fully proved. – – 
You mention two thousand now in your hands (from the trustees) from Kirkby – and a thousand to be 
paid shortly. – Am I to understand by this – that fifteen hundred pounds of this Michaelmas rent of 
1822 – comes to me? – or what – or how much? – If it be so – I could wish a thousand to be invested in 
a third exchequer bill or other safe and easily reconvertible security – and the five hundred pounds 
 
1:3 
 
to go to liquidation also. – These two Sums of five hundred pounds – added to the like sum for the 
Rochdale Market tolls – make fifteen hundred pounds to be applied in re=imbursement for the 
insurances effected and in liquidation of debts. – – – – 
Of course I speak hypothetically as to the Kirkby receipts – which are not clearly stated – as far as 
regards 1822. – – – 
I shall still have (at this present writing) besides the twelve hundred remitted to you for the purpose 
specified – fourteen hundred pounds of your circulars – for my expences here – besides the six hundred 
pounds in Webb’s hands of Leghorn – which latter pays four per cent – and I have now a half year of it 
due – and ready to be paid. – – All these details will seem trifling to a large dealer in Assetts – but they 
are “great to little men”,161 I can 
 
1:4 
 
not afford to let a few thousand pounds float about without rendering interest of some kind – – and I 
think when I assign fifteen hundred pounds – at the very beginning of the year 1823. to the payment of 
outstanding debt – &c. – I may be allowed to invest the three thousand mentioned (including the 1200 
now sent) in such a way as to obtain me at least a trifling increase. – I do not despair of being able to 
remit even more from hence – – for the same purpose – (when I hear from you in reply) and I will live 
– or starve – {on the rest,} for starve I will – rather than go on longer in this vexatious labyrinth of 
{lawyer’s bills} – Besides this I have a letter unused of credit for Leghorn &c. – for two thousand 
pounds, – shall I return it? as it is quite gratuitous – and you have no funds for it – at least will not – 
when the monies are invested in Ex. bills. – – –  
 
2:1 

Jy. 29th. 1823. 
P.S. 
 You will perhaps be surprized – that after the enclosed epistle – somewhat lengthy – I have not 
re=manded the subject {(the Circulars of August)} on which it treats. – But on second thoughts – or 
third – I have postponed {their mission} till I hear from you {again,} – as I wish to know whether you 
think my scheme of investment proper? – or whether the sum ought not to be applied otherwise? – or 
whether I had better <t> keep it by me – as a fund in case of unlooked for emergencies? – You will 
therefore not suppose that the Circulars are on their tour {as yet} a second time – as when [Ms. tear: 

“originally”] transmitted by your house in August, when [Ms. tear: “they described”] a circle of their 
own, before arriving at their address. – When I hear from you – I shall probably do – what you think 
most requisite, i.e. forward or retain them. – 
With regard to the D. J.s – in addition to what I have stated within – I would add that as much rolls (in 
them) upon the White Bears of Muscovy – who do not at present dance to English Music – it is an 
appropriate moment to introduce them to the discerning public – in all their native 
 

                                                 
161: Goldsmith, The Traveller, l.62. 
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2:2 [above address:] intractability. – – Besides – they and the Turks form at the present the farce 
{after} the Congress melodrame upon Spain. – Their names & qualities are become more familiar 
household words – than when the D. J.s were written. – I am aware of no inferiority in the four 
succeeding cantos i.e. the 8th. 9th. 10th. 11th. 12th. [below address:] but all these things – like most things 
are a lottery – it may be as well at least to have the ticket withdrawn. – It is true – the adventures are 
kept in abeyance – but if I err not – – – there is some morality and perhaps poesy – and it may be wit – 
to keep them as fresh as salt can make them. yrs. ever N. B. 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, January 31st 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En Son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie // via France] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of January 16th. 

Pall Mall Jany 31st – 1823 
My dear Byron 
 I have just rec’d the Packet per Consegna with your letter of the 16th inst – It contained 
also the Poem for the Liberal,162 & the corrected Don Juan – I saw Mr Hunt to-day – He says the trial 
cannot come on before <m/>May, if then; for this dilatoriness looks like backing out – Scarlett is 
retained – He will send for the Carmen to-morrow morning – He is to send you the third i.e. the 8th 
Canto of Don Juan for correction to-day – I have heard nothing from Mr Davison the printer Since I 
last wrote – I now distinctly & for the first time understand you are willing to take a Mortgage at 4 pr 
cent – The Funds have fallen under a panic – We must wait therefore till their resurrection of which I 
entertain no doubt whatever – & in the mean time your income from them is the same – As for 
Rochdale, we must let that rest till Crabtree has had an 
 
1:2 
 
opportunity of looking over & into it – All your observations are vey sensible & shall be well attended 
to – Mr Metcalfe told me that he expected to have found Hanson’s Charges exorbitant, as he had on 
former occasions – & was prepared to milch accordingly – but tht these charges he was quite certain 
any man in the Profession would admit – I read to Dr Lushington the part of your letter relating to the 
arbitration – He was much pleased with it – He says he is ready to adopt your suggestion & formalize 
in any manner the award, if that will give you any satisfaction – 
  Your’s faithfully 
  Douglas Kinnaird 
[1:3 blank.] 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, February 1st 1823: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f. 56; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 94-5) 
[To, The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron sends some new lines for The Age of Bronze. He “assumes” that as The Liberal is finished, 

it cannot be published there. 

Fy. 1st. 1823. 
My dear Douglas – 
 On the 16th. Ultimo. I sent you a packet containing the corrected proofs of D.J. Canto 6o 
– and also a poem of seven hundred and forty lines or so entitled “the Age of Bronze” – will you please 
to have inserted in the latter the following lines after the line (which closes the paragraph on the 
Country Gentleman) 
 
 “And share the blessings which yourselves prepared” 

(Continuation) 
 “Thou sold’st thy birthright Esau! for a Mess, 
 Thou shouldst have gotten more, or eaten less – 
 Now thou hast swilled thy pottage, thy demands 
 Are idle, Israel says the Bargain stands! 
 Such landlords! was your appetite for war, 
 And gorged with blood you grumble at a Scar. 
 What would ye spread your Earthquake even to Cash? 

                                                 
162: The Age of Bronze. 
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 And when land crumbles must even Paper crash! 
 So rents may rise bid banks and nations fall 
 And <Change becomes> {found on} Change a Foundling Hospital! 
1:2 
 
 Lo! Mother Church while <true> {all} religion writhes, 
 Like Niobe, weeps oer her firstborn, Tithes, 
 The <Bishops> {Prelates} go to – where the Saints have gone, 
 The proud pluralities subside to one – 
 Church, State and Faction <wrestle> {wrestle} in the dark – 
 Tossed on the Deluge in one common Ark 
 Shorn of her bishoprics and dividends – 
 Babel begins indeed, but Britain ends. – 163 
 

[swirl] 
 
By the way – this poem was intended for a third <not> number of H.’s publication – but as that will not 
be published – and this is a temporary hit at Congress &c. – (as you will have seen by the poem if you 
have received it) perhaps it had better be published now alone – it is long enough about 760 lines or so 
– (as long as the first edition of E. Bards was) but this is for your consideration164 – let me have a proof 
 
1:3 
 
to correct. – – 
You perceive that there is a War and a fall of the funds – notwithstanding your pacific prophecies; – as 
the funds are below my par – I can not afford to sell out {now} – with a loss perhaps of thousands – for 
the sake a paltry four per cent interest, – and must run the risk {of remaining} – with this proviso – 
[Ms. tear: “for”] Bland and Cobourne – {trustees} – i.e. – th[Ms. tear: “at”] as for four years – I have 
done all in my power to get out of the funds – and they by their opposition have placed my property in 
the common peril – and they only – whenever the Crash does happen – and mine goes by their 
obstinacy –  – I will as assuredly blow out the brains of one or both of those two persons – as they 
deserve it – it is hard to be 
 
1:4 [above address:] injured on all sides – through the agents of that fiend of a woman. – – – 
  yrs. ever 
   N. B. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, February 6th 1823 (i): 
(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.59; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 96) 
[1st) To The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Genoa Fy. 6o 1823. 
My dear Douglas – I return you your D. Lane warrant signed I sealed I hope correctly – if not return it. 
– I have no intention to renew my correspondence with Messrs Hanson except through your medium – 
as you knew before never have I – {nor shall I communicate with them through any other channel.} – I 
wish to know the exact balance now due to them – after the Rochdale advance. – I perceive in the 
accompt (Banker’s i.e.) Griffith’s and the devil knows who – who was not in the list of Creditors sent 
by you in Novr. – I Suppose the Scoundrels will swallow up what little there is one way or the other, 
but pray don’t pay {them} too readily – for I suspect some of their <poten> {pretensions} [Ms. tear] or 
double what they ought – of this I am sure at least that I see “Banger” and “Madison” and names that I 
never even [Ms. tear: “heard”] of in my existence – not even as duns and that’s strange. – With regard 
to Kirkby – what is the Michaelmas payment? is the sum to be received on our part 1500 – or 700 – {or 
l00} – for on this I am quite in the dark – or even if it be three – or two or one – if it be like the last – it 
will be hardly worth a Chancery Suit. – – I must positively remit some <of your> {of your} Circulars 

                                                 
163: AoB 615 and 633-51. 
164: B. has no evidence that there will not be a third number of The Liberal, for which AoB is styled: his intention 
is to sabotage The Liberal by publishing no more in it: but he leaves the decisions to K. 
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back and convert them into cash – or we shall never get on with lawyers or other rogues or 
{Creditors}.165 – This was 
 
1:2 [above address:] proposed in a recent letter – and I only wait your answer to send you 1200£ in 
your own paper – I return the D.J. corrected – I say that it is good – and will do, – if M. is playing 
tricks – through Davison – or there is any further [below address:] difficulty – publish boldly on my 
own account – I feel no fears as to the circulation at least. – The whole 7 Cantos – publish, I say. – Call 
Murray to a reckoning for Werner – and please to recollect – that it is not upon present sales <you> 
{we} are to account with him altogether – but that the fellow has eight and twenty years to treat for of 
Copyright – if he has already sold six thousand (as you say) he will perhaps sell some more within 28 
years. yrs. ever N. B. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, February 6th 1823 (ii): 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.58; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 97) 
[To – The Honourable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided sheet. 

Genoa. Fy. 6o. 1823. 
My dear Douglas – – I have found the enclosed166 – and signed and had it witnessed. – It must go to the 
Hansons directly – as it must be returned to Scotland within sixty days of the Signature. – – – 
The money to be received upon it is £133 – 12. – 4. – – 
I also enclose two old letters of the Hansons – as they may perhaps let you into some of their affairs 
with me – The enclosed could not be signed till yesterday – as it was mislaid – it ought to have been 
signed three years ago. – You will receive the money & place it to our Items. –  
The first witness is William Fletcher my Valet. – 
The second John Dray167 an English Gentleman at Genoa – he is of Burnash {in} Sussex. – 
The place Genoa – the Date Fy the sixth 1823. 
You will see by the instructions that this statement of the witnesses’ derivations are exacted 
particularly. 
 yrs. ever 
  N.  B. 
P.S. – I have returned your D.L. paper 
and the D.J. by another packet. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, February 12th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.60; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 98-9) 
[To. The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

Genoa. Fy 12th. 1823. – 
My dear Douglas – I have received yrs. of ye 31st. Jy. “You have heard nothing from Davison” you say – 
and {you} will hear nothing. – He is a mere Spy of Murray’s depend upon it – think a little – is it likely 
that he should be otherwise – connected as they are? – He was merely sent to see what we were about – 
that M. might be as mischievous as he could. – You had better publish the Cantos on my account – 
taking such precautions as may be eligible against piracy. – I am not at all clear that the poem is not a 
Copy right – – at least {all but} the two first cantos – it is not sedition – it is not blasphemy – if Murray 
chooses to try the question before a jury with the former cantos – I will with the present ones – indeed I 
should like to have a legal opinion on that point at any rate – as I am disposed to try it at any rate. – If 
they pretend that they are indecent – let their Counsel read the passages from Fielding – Smollet – and 
the Bath Guide – i.e. Miss Blunderhead’s hymn – Earl’s Strutwell’s defence of Petronius – and 
Fielding’s night Scene of Slipslop and Adams – and Mrs. Waters and Molly Seagrim in the thicket – 
and Square in 
 
1:2 
 
the garret168 – all these are quotations for a Jury it is useless to go to the Chancellor – better to a jury at 
once. – If the Bridge Street Gang169 fail – then the Vision becomes a Copyright – and Hunt should then 

                                                 
165: BLJ reads “of fechting”, but “or Creditors” is clear. 
166: Described on March 20th 1823 as “a Scotch deed for 133 pounds &c. signed in order to receive the money”. 
167: Could be “Davy”. 
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prosecute the pirates. – In the mean time – let the Cantos be published on my account – it is hit or miss 
– and may as well be tried. – You say “as for Rochdale wait for Crabtree” – but if Crabtree waits – the 
Cause will be heard in the appeal – and where are we then? – The House is now met. – 

                                                                                                                                            
168: B. is an expert in eighteenth-century bawdy: he refers to Anstey’s New Bath Guide, Smollett’s Roderick 

Random, and Fielding’s Joseph Andrews and Tom Jones. “Earl’s [sic] Strutwell’s defence of Petronius” goes thus: 
“So saying, he put into my hand Petronius Arbiter, and asked my opinion of his wit and manner. I told him, that, in 
my opinion, he wrote with great ease and vivacity, but was withal so lewd and indecent that he ought to find no 
quarter or protection among people of morals and taste. “I own,” replied the earl, “that his taste in love is generally 
decried, and indeed condemned by our laws; but perhaps that may be more owing to prejudice and 
misapprehension than to true reason and deliberation. The best man among the ancients is said to have entertained 
that passion; one of the wisest of their legislators has permitted the indulgence of it in his commonwealth; the most 
celebrated poets have not scrupled to avow it. At this day it prevails not only over all the East, but in most parts of 
Europe; in our own country, it gains ground apace, and in all probability will become in a short time a more, 
fashionable vice than simple fornication. Indeed there is something to be said in vindication of it; for, 
notwithstanding the severity of the law against offenders in this way, it must be confessed that the practice of this 
passion is unattended with that curse and burthen upon society which proceeds from a race of miserable and 
deserted bastards, who are either murdered by their parents, deserted to the utmost want and wretchedness, or bred 
up to prey upon the commonwealth: and it likewise prevents the debauchery of many a young maiden, and the 
prostitution of honest men’s wives; not to mention the consideration of health, which is much less liable to be 
impaired in the gratification of this appetite, than in the exercise of common venery, which, by ruining the 
constitutions of our young men, has produced a puny progeny that degenerates from generation to generation. Nay, 
I have been told, that there is another motive perhaps more powerful than all these, that induces people to cultivate 
this inclination; namely, the exquisite pleasure attending its success.” The Earl is, however, only testing Roderick 
out. 
“Miss Blunderhead’s hymn” goes thus: 

Miss Prudence B—R—D informs Lady Betty, that She has been elected to Methodism By a Vision. 
 
 HEARKEN, Lady Betty, hearken, 
  To the dismal News I tell; 
 How your Friends are all embarking, 
  For the fiery Gulph of Hell. 
 Brother Simkin’s grown a Rakehell, 
  Cards and dances ev’ry Day. 
 Jenny laughs at Tabernacle, 
  Tabby Runt is gone astray, 
 Blested I, tho’ once rejected, 
  Like a little wand’ring Sheep; 
 Who this Morning was elected, 
  By a Vision in my Sleep: 
 For I dream’d an Apparition 
  Came, like Roger, from Above; 
 Saying, by Divine Commission 
  I must fill you full of Love. 
 Just with Roger’s Head of Hair on, 
  Roger’s Mouth, and pious Smile; 
 Sweet, methinks, as Beard of Aaron 
  Dropping down with holy Oil. 
 I began to fall a kicking, 
  Panted, struggl’d, strove in vain; 
 When the Spirit whipt so quick in 
  I was cur’d of all my Pain. 
 First I thought it was the Night-Mare 
  Lay so heavy on my Breast; 
 But I found new Joy and Light there, 
  When with Heav’nly Love postest. 
 Come Come again then, Apparition, 
  Finish what thou hast begun; 
 Roger, stay, Thou Soul’s Physician, 
  I with thee my Race will run. 
 Faith her Chariot has appointed 
  Now we’re stretching for the Goal; 
 All the Wheels with Grace anointed, 
  Up to Heav’n to drive my Soul. 
169: The right-wing vigilante group called The Constitutional Association (patron: Wellington). 
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I sent you some time ago – a letter of {Mr.} Deardon’s to me – with my answer – {the letter} to be 
forwarded. – 
I am willing to take what the Manor may fetch – and he seems disposed to purchase though at a low 
estimate – let us hear his offer – it will at least be an Index for us. – – Hanson in the mean time is 
pushing on the appeal – and I want something to be done – that I may order him to stop. – You do not 
say what I owe him still – nor whether it be seven hundred 
 
1:3 
 
or fifteen hundred – or any hundred that we are to have from Kirkby {of} present payment. – – 
With regard to the [  ]170 – if lawyers say that it is not legal – only let it be made so – so that I be not 
involved in present or future litigation – – Lushington and the others may be all very well – but 
suppose anything happen to them – and there succeeds to them a truculent trusteè. By the way could 
you not get sold (at any discount) Wedderburn Webster’s bond with interest of ten years due upon it – 
it is in Hanson’s hands – and has a judgement and is good against property or person – and it seems 
that he has the former still – I’ll tell you who would buy it – his own Attorneys or mine? – The Youth 
is here – has been [  ]171 Diddling his landlord &c. – and wanted me to endorse a bill for seventy pounds 
– I refused – but at last he bored me into the endorsement of a smaller one for thirty pounds of which I 
know not what will be realized – it is on Hammersley’s house. – And all this time 
 
1:4 [above address:] the fellow owns to the possession of twenty thousand pounds – and the receipt of 
many thousand – since I lent him the thousand in 1813 – and now there is <five> {ten} years interest 
due – try what it will fetch (his bond that is) I will take what it will bring. – – – – [below address:] I 
wrote to you by an address of the Consul General’s here the other day enclosing your D.L. paper – 
{D.J. Canto 7th. corrected} and a Scotch law paper of my own – which if properly signed – entitles me 
to £133. 12{S}. 0{d}. of good and lawful money of Great Britain. – 

yrs. ever 
N. B. – 

 
P.S. – Where is Goëthe’s letter twice promised? – is not Murray to give anything for Werner? As it is a 
farewell transaction it may be as well to conclude it. – My letters from and to {Mr.} Deardon were sent 
on the 23d of Jy. yrs ever again. – I would rather not come to England if it [up right-hand margin:] can 
be helped – but let me know. [beneath and parallel to address:] The 8th. Co {of D. Jn} announced to be 
sent by this post is not yet arrived. – – 
 
February 12th-19th 1823: Byron writes Don Juan Canto XIII. 

 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, February 14th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / en son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie] 

Pall Mall Feby 14 – 1823 
My dear Byron 
 Ere this you will have rec’d a Copy of the continuation of your account up to the 19th 
Jany – since which there has been paid to your credit £600 by Dr Lushington – 
That account will tell you what has been paid & what has been receiv’d – Amongst other items it will 
tell you that your half year’s fee from the Funds is now £1337-6-10 – or annually £2674-1-8 – It will 
tell you how much has been paid for the year’s insurance of Lady B’s life for £20.000 – The annual 
Sum to be paid hereafter will not be so large for these charges, because in the payments already made 
the non-appearance fine was included – The future annual sum will be about £560 pr ann: to be paid – 
If you are not likely to make use of your own circular notes for twelve months, it were as well to send 
them back – You are yourself as good a judge as I can be if the value of having the means in your own 
hands of immediately procuring a considerable sum of money at a day’s notice in 
 
1:2 
 
these strange times – That is the only advantage I am aware of in keeping them by you – And that is to 
be balanc’d against any interest they could purchase for you here – I strongly recommend your paying 

                                                 
170: BLJ reads this illegible word as “arsenal”. Could be “account”. 
171: BLJ reads this illegible word as “Jewing”. 
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off Baxter wholly (the only Bond creditor that I am aware of) in preference to investing money in 
Exchequer Bills – because you are paying 5 pr ct to Baxter for his £1000, & you are receiving less than 
3 pr ct for your Exchequer Bills – There is also a possible variation in the price at which they are 
bought & sold independently of their interest – Tht variation is only a few shillings on each hundred 
Pounds, & may be for or against you as it may happen – Any Exchequer Bills that are bought for you, 
are held in safe custody for you by this House, & not by me personally – As the purchase or sale of 
them is necessarily recorded in your account, that will at all times tell you what is their amount, & once 
bought, it is for us to shew you & your Exors where they are & what is 
 
1:3 
 
become of them – As to all receipts & valuable Papers belonging to you, my Partners would know 
where I keep them, all distinct & separate by themselves – I have ever regarded your unacquaintance 
with business as making it my especial duty to keep your affairs so clear as to speak for themselves shd 
any thing happen to me – 
I cannot reply to your query as to the amount you will have to receive shortly for your last half year of 
the Noel Property – But you shall have it fully next month – I do not like to bother Lushington before 
the day of Audit arrives – Recollect that one of the attendants of being a landed Proprietor is delay of 
Rent at times – 
By the acct in our books it appears tht there has been receiv’d by the Trustees up to this time in the 
whole £4314 – and it has been thus distributed – 
 
 To Lady B. Manners – £500 
 To Exors of Lady Noel  – 950 
 To Lord Byron – 900 
 To Lady Byron – 900 
 To Ford – 543-7-2 
   £3795-7-2 
 
What the last item means Lushington will explain 
 
1:4 
 
when we meet – The first item will be repaid – I explained to you some time ago that it has gone to pay 
the interest of a mortgage to which the estate is collaterally liable, but from which it will be henceforth 
<liable/>free – We must wait till we shall have had an opportunity of auditing one whole & complete 
year’s receipts & disbursements on the estate before I can give you the simple satisfactory statement 
which you naturally look for – in order that you may be able to calculate correctly both & the precise 
sum you will have to receive annually from the estate, & at what periods of the year the payments will 
probably be made – Absolute punctuality is out of the Question on this latter head – But when I assure 
you that Crabtree tells me he will undertake to promise the rents shall be as punctually & as well paid 
as S F. Burdett’s, you may I think rest pretty easy. 
The balance due to Messrs Hansons & all their Bills of any description does not exceed £600 – The 
£500 from the Rochdale Market your account will shew you has been paid 
 
2:1 
 
to them – I consider that the elder Hanson will never be able to shew, if he ever should make a claim 
against you – He never has deliver’d an account, & has confess’d he could not make one out against 
you – He has to my knowledge rec’d about £3000172 from you without any account – If you permit me, 
I will sell your Exchequer Bill & pay Baxter off at once – you will perceive it is for your advantage so 
to do – I bought it at once as you seemed to wish it – But I shd have preferr’d applying the money to the 
discharge of your Bond – I wish to pay Mrs Mealey – I assure you I think she ought to be paid – It was 
Mr Hanson’s fault tht he was not discharged earlier; but till he was discharged, he was your servant & 
fully entitled to his wages – I have, from every source I have probed, found reason to believe that the 
articles in Mealey’s Bill were really furnished, & are not overcharged – You say you are 
 
2:2 

                                                 
172: Figure conjectural. It looks like “£D000”. 
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content with 4 pr cent on mortgage 
The present price of the Funds forbids immediately acting – Mr Hanson has, I perceive, mentioned 
Lord Mountnorris173 as wanting to borrow £40.000 – He adds that Lord M. is a client of his – 
This in my humble judgement is an objection – for how can Mr Hanson in the event of having to 
enforce payment at any time do his duty to both his Clients? You & Lord M. – It is for you to judge; 
but I would rather <borrow> {lend} of to174 some person who is not Mr Hanson’s client – 
This is for your private ear & consideration – 
I have seen Miss Massingberd to-day – I hope you will never be troubled on that head any more – But 
she seems not clearly to know her own story – 
You may as well return the letter of credit; if you are not likely to want it – <As a matter of form it is 
limited to a fixed period> – 
But it is of no great matter – 
I hear tht Murray says he is a loser by Werner – 
 
2:3 
 
I shall attend to your hints about Davison – But I do not suspect him for an agent of Murray – I like the 
age of Bronze very much indeed – & when, in compliance with your instructions I placed it in Mr 
Hunts’ hands I express’d every regret it could not come out immediately – I shall lose no time in letting 
him know your wishes – 
 Your’s faithfully 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, February 15th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of February 1st. 

Pall Mall Feby 15 – 1823 
My dear Byron, 
 I write this (late on Saturday night) having rec’d your additional lines for the age of 
Bronze – I have transmitted them to Mr Hunt with your instructions – I presume you mean him to 
publish the Poem – It were well to keep his name out of it, to give it a fair chance – I am delighted at 
your attack on the Country Boobies & half-witted rogues – 
I saw Dr Lushington yesterday – The payment to Ford is a second half year of the Mortgage interest – 
So that there is £1000 to be paid back to you after the appeal is decided – 
A pretty exposure this of the Hanson’s in the Portsmouth matter – Your’s faithfully 
  Douglas Kinnaird 
I leave town in a few hours for a week – 
 
[1:2 and 3 blank.] 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, February 20th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 104) 
A single sheet with no address (enclosed with the proof of Don Juan VIII). 

Genoa. Fy. 20th. 1823. 
Dear Douglas / 
 I enclose the 8th. Canto of D. J. corrected. – You will have discovered by this time that 
you have been jouè by Davison a mere Spy of Murray’s to do what harm he could. – – You must have 
them published on my account – by somebody or other – taking such precautions – as may seem 
feasible against the piracies. – I have completed a thirteenth Canto (of 111 one hundred and eleven 
stanzas) which will be sent when fairly copied over. – This will make with the 7 in your possession – 
eight in all. – – When these three are published – you can {have} announced the other five as in the 
press – or ready to be so. – John H. who wrote to me the other day seemed to think the small additional 
edition – a balk to the pirates – or at least some check – you may perhaps know better than I can. – But 
the Season will be over if you do not hasten – it is hit or miss – throw – 
 

                                                 
173: Father of Frances Wedderburn Webster. 
174: K. fails to delete “of”. 
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1:2 
 
and let us see what the dice will offer. – – 
I shall also collect my other stray poesies into one or two volumes in the Spring – and do not mean to 
part with the Copyright – – by and bye [at page bottom, leaving a huge gap:] this will tell. 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. ——— 
February 23rd-March 4th 1823: Byron writes Don Juan Canto XIV. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, February 24th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.62; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 108-9) 
[To, The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers a letter of Kinnaird’s which is missing, in which Kinnaird asks if Byron is (a) 

going to Naples and (b) continuing Childe Harold. Kinnaird has received an offer for Don Juan 

from a “Mr Wright”. 

Genoa. Fy. 24th. 1823. 
My dear Douglas – 
 I am not going to Naples – nor have any intention of continuing Che He. – I told You 
before that it was impossible for Davison to be sincere without involving himself with M. – let them 
say what they please – you know {that} of me – they will say anything. – You do not appear to have 
received – at least you do not notice – two letters {sent a month ago} enclosed to you by me (from and 
for – Deardon – viz. his letter and my answer – in which I stated that if he absolutely required it – I 
would meet him on business in England. – I have no wish for this journey unless absolutely necessary. 
– – You can have the three Cantos published in the way you think securest – but I am inclined to think 
that though not at first – in the long run – the retaining the copyright in my own hands would be the 
best. – Mr. Wright’s offer is inadequate – – there will be no better probably – but it need not be 
accepted. – – – – 
 
1:2 
 
As to the run against me – I fully believe it – but what is a man good for if he cannot face such things? 
– – Whatever motives may be attributed to me on the score of the Hunts – you know the only real one – 
viz. a wish to assist them in their distress. – – – As to the delay you propose in the publication – I see 
no advantage in it – and I shall not write any more Che Hds – in the interim. – Publish them on my 
account – with whom you please – {as likeliest to be honest} – and leave the notion of profit out of the 
question. – I have sent back the three corrected cantos. – 
I am very anxious to hear that you have received and forwarded my letter to Mr. Deardon – (enclosing 
one of his to which it was an answer) as your not mentioning it keeps me not only in the uncertainty of 
its’ arrival – but of whether I am or am not to go to England to meet him. 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  N. B. 
1:3 
 
P.S. 
 The promised epistle of Goethe? – 
Do not forget that the lawsuit is going on – and may come to a head before we are aware – unless 
something is settled that may authorize me to stop the proceedings which I sincerely wish to do – I 
speak of Deardon and the Appeal. – – 
It is my intention to collect my own poems out of the liberal – and publish them in one volume – (I 
have some unpublished by me to be included) the profit upon works already published may be trifling – 
but there is the twenty eight years of Copyright <before> {ahead} – for the bookseller (whoever he 
may be) and they may be worth something to complete the series of my other works. – – – I have now 
in all eight Cantos of D.J. (one completed the other day and not yet copied) the thing in “the Liberal” 
and one or two still in M.S.S. – – If you find any one to hid on the whole – so – if not – no matter. – As 
to popularity – Voltaire was reduced to live in a corner – and Rousseau stoned out of Switzerland – and 
banished France. – I should never have thought 
 
1:4 [above address:] myself good for any thing – if I <were not> {had not been} detested by the 
English. – – You see I know this better than you – for when you wrote {to} me in raptures with the 
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success!! of “Heaven and Earth” I told you that your joy was kind but premature. – You can tell me 
nothing of hostile or oppressive [below address:] from the English – which I have not contemplated – 
and such is my feeling towards their national meanness – that I would not wish it otherwise – except as 
far as it gives my friends pain. – – – 
But Courage! – I’ll work them. – – – 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, February 27th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 110-11) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of February 14th. He refuses to have The Age of Bronze published in 

The Liberal. He hasn’t enough paper to say all he wishes. 

 
[across top of first side:] P.S. – You need not send proofs of the Age of Bronze – only correct them 
carefully – I shall want proofs of the remaining cantos of D.J. – 9 10 11 12. – 

Genoa. Fy. 27th. 1823. 
My dear Douglas – Many thanks for yrs. of ye. 14th. – It is strange that in your three last you never even 
allude to my answer to Deardon (enclosed with his letter to me) which I forwarded to you on the 23d. of 
Jy. and which required particular notice as upon it depends a good deal. – Have they arrived? – I 
insured the letter at the office here? – – – – I should be very willing to pay Baxter175 off – but how? – I 
cannot leave myself bare – all my views have been disappointed. – From the Noel property – only 900 
– in all – as yet – – and of that 600 for insurances. – Hanson and others have had a good deal of the rest 
including the Rochdale money. – Baxter must wait – at least a year – for I see little for my subsistence 
– but my own economy of last year. – From literature – I have derived nothing. – Murray lies – when 
he says he loses by Werner176 – did he not sell 6000? – now make all deductions whatever for trade 
price – to the trade – &c. &c. how can he have lost? – And supposing that he had – are the eight and 
twenty years of’ Copyright nothing? 
 
1:2 
 
Will he say that he will not be able to sell it with my other works? – But he is capable of anything – we 
are well rid of him – but I’ll expose him before all’s over. – – – – 
As to the D.J.s – they must be published and take their chance. – I wish the “Age of Bronze” to be 
published alone and immediately – – and on no account to go into “the Liberal”. – The publisher to 
account to you for the proceeds. – Recollect – it has a copyright. – – I wish also that you would state to 
Mr. J. H. that as long as I thought “the Liberal” could be of service to him and to his brother – I was 
happy to conduce to it – though I opposed it from the beginning – knowing how it would end – but that 
as it answers little to them – and is highly injurious to me in every way – I wish to retire from it. – They 
will carry it on as well without me. – For his next number he has a translation from Pulci of mine 
which he may have if he pleases – but the Age of Bronze 
 
1:3 
 
I wish to appear alone – – you may choose him or what publisher you please. – – – – – – 
With regard to Hanson – if you do not stop the law=proceedings – he will have another bill in no time – 
is it the outstanding balance which is 600 or what? – is this after the payment of the 500 R. Money – or 
before? – Of Lushington’s account I can chiefly understand that out of £4314 – I have received £900 – 
– very equitable I dare say – but certainly a scanty half of 6000 a year. – – – – 
Do not think I blame you. – or indeed any body – but I am out of luck on all sides; – it don’t much 
matter – for my health is far from good – and will not probably last very long. – 
I Confess I could wish {that} something was done with Deardon – what will he give for the Manor? – – 
– It must produce something – I am anxious to get a few thousand pounds together – to pay off 
remaining debt – and invest any little remnant – – 
 
1:4 [above address:] for my Sister’s family – after my demise. – – 

                                                 
175: B. still hasn’t paid Baxter for his Napoleonic coach. 
176: Mu. says this in no surviving letter to B.: in fact he sold 4,900 copies of Werner’s first edition, and made 
£547 2s 10d profit, which was shared £364 15s 3d to B., and £182 7s 7d to himself (Murray ledger p.289). 
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But I can not pay Baxter – till after Kirkby produces something less aerial than is furnished by these 
Sylphlike trustees – or {till} I can sell Rochdale (surely it should produce a few thousand pounds) the 
[below address:] lowest bidding was 7000 – and the highest about 17 – or 18000 – in 1816 – 1817) – 
and it must be an object to Deardon – I speak of the undisputed part. – If Baxter were paid now – I 
should not have a sixpence hardly in your bank – as the money now paid by Lushington merely 
exceeds by a few hundreds – monies paid previously &c. &c. I shall keep the Circulars – and letter of 
Credit [creeps up right-hand side:] for the present – you are quite right on those points – it is as well to 
have a sum in [inverted across top of sheet:] hand; but I have paid largely enough this half year already 
to desire to hear no more of Baxter. [inverted down left-hand side:] yrs. ever N. B. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, March 1st 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 112-14) 
[To, The Honble Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre 
// Inghilterra] 
 
[across top of first side:] P.S. Have you received a packet by a Courier of the English Consul’s (of 
Genoa) – containing a Scotch deed signed – on which we receive £133. 12 {S.} 0 {D.} 
 

Genoa. Marzo 1o 1823 
My dear Douglas / 
 In my letter of ye. 27th. I forgot to allude to the Mortgage at 4 per cent. – I only take it 
because you say more cannot be obtained at present. I agree with you that we must have nothing to do 
with Lord Mountnorris177 – who is a litigant and bad debtor – but if we go on rejecting proposition after 
proposition how are we to end? – – Pray – do not forget to tell me if you received Deardon’s letter with 
[Ms. tear: “my”] answer – I cannot tell till I hear from you – whether I shall have to meet him in 
England or not – I would rather avoid the expence of the Journey – if he will negociate with you 
instead. You can hardly have not received the letter – and you will see the contents as I sent my answer 
to him under cover (open) to yourself. – – – – – 
I always told you 1. that there would be a war – secondly that the funds would fall – and thirdly that 
they would attack public Credit sooner than you expected. – As to my paying off any more debt – 
Baxter or others – at present it is out of the question – till Autumn – or even later. – 
 
1:2 
 
The Noel proceeds have not as yet paid their way through the Herald’s and Insurance offices – 
Lushington’s account shows Lady R. Manners (or Lord H.) – a Mr. Ford – and the Noel Trustees to be 
the proprietors – or at least the receivers of any income from that property. – I shall see the account at 
the Audit – and if it is to go on in this way – I will put the Arbitration into Chancery – the Chancery 
Lawyers may as well have it – as this goodly Company – since it seems that anybody may be better for 
it than the nominal holders. – –  – – – – – – 
When I know what I really can depend upon – – and the exact amount of outstanding debt – I can then 
decide in what proportion and at what periods the debt is to be liquidated. – You will recollect too in 
the present state of the Currency that I am paying at a considerable loss – when that is more equitably 
settled I shall be more disposed to settle the principal. – Baxter can have his interest duly. – Were I to 
pay 
 
1:3 
 
him now – my {present} funds in your bank would be reduced to a few hundred pounds – since {of} 
the recent 600 – 300 must have gone to replace what was already overdrawn. – You forget how much – 
Griffiths – Hanson – Naylor &c. have already received this current year. – It is true I have my Circulars 
(2600.) and six hundred pounds in Webb’s bank – but I agree with you that those {sums} ought to be 
kept available “in these times”. – I shall keep the letter of Credit too in case of emergency – it has no 
fixed period however but is “a volante” but is only for Florence Leghorn – {and} Pisa – – but I could 
cash for it here if wanted. – You may reconvert the Exchequer bill as a fund for that letter of Credit – if 
you choose – and reserve all incoming payments to make it up good to the amount (£2000) for your 
security. – But I particularly request that you will make no further payments till I have a good sum in 
reserve. – 

                                                 
177: Father of Frances Wedderburn Webster. 
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1:4 [above address:] You know the Creditors are safe in any event – – but I cannot leave myself bare – 
I do not calculate {on} any property in England as secure – and must try to save something in case of a 
national convulsion. – If my health gets better and there is a war – it is not off the cards that I may 
[below address:] go to Spain – in which case I must make all “Sinews of war”178 (monies that <)> is to 
say) go as far as they can – for if I do go – it will be to do what I can in the good cause. But these are 
reveries – pray is Sir R. Wilson179 going there? Do not forget Deardon’s affair – time presses – law is a 
tortoise but she gains ground – I wish to know what he would give for the manor? – The very least 
would perhaps pay my debts – but I wish I knew what they really were. – As to the Jews I disown them 
like a good Christian. – – I will have no more to do with the Liberal. – The Age of Bronze must be [up 

right-hand side:] published alone. – The Liberal was a bad business – see what it is to do a good 
action? Had I not assisted Hunt after S’s demise he might have starved in the Streets – and my reward 
has been universal abuse. – Never mind – – we may beat them all yet. 
 yrs. ever 
 N. B. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, March 3rd 1823: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.64; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 114-15) 
[To, The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre // Inghilterra] 

Genoa. – Mo. 3. 1823. – 
My dear Douglas – Another letter and yet no acknowledgement of my letter to Deardon though you 
sent on the 24th. of January! – What does this mean? I shall send you the 13th. and 14th. Cantos of D.J. 
shortly. – They are to be published in this way – 6th. 7th. 8th. one volume – 9th. 10th. l1th. – 2d. vol. – 12th. 
13th. 14th. 3d. vol. – they will perhaps be a little smaller than the former two – but no great difference. – 
– – 
We have now been a year in presumed possession of Kirkby Mallory. – Deducting a £1000 in the 
interim to Master Ford and Lady Manners (which is to be repaid – it seems – but when?) there remains 
5000 and odd pounds – of these Lady Noel’s executors have had 950. – and Lady B. – 900 – and 1900 
 Add 
                <1000> 1000 Ford and Manners 
               <90> 950. Lady N. B.’s E. – 
 900. Lady B. 
 900. Lord B. 
 3750. – 
 
What becomes or is to become of the remnant of the 6000 – and odd? 
 
                   Say 
    From – 6000 
  Substract 3750 
                  2250 – this seemeth the remainder to my simple 
eyes – whereof 1125 Sterling ought to be in <the> our 
 
1:4 [above address:] exchequer – but we shall see. – Since I wrote to you Hunt has been to beseech me 
not to quit the liberal at present – as it would wound him. – I wish to wound nobody – and will do what 
I can – but the “Age of Bronze” must appear alone – I insist upon that – he has a Pulci translation of 
mine for [below address:] his next number. – You must publish the Juans – now is the time for the 
warlike Cantos – especially as we hate the Moscovites. – Publish them taking what precautions you can 
{against piracy} (publish them on my account) and with whom you please. – 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
P.S. – You must postpone further 
payments and liquidations till Autumn or winter 
it will be time enough when Ford repays us to pay others. – 
 

                                                 
178: A phrase from Bacon, On the True Greatness of Kingdoms. 
179: Famous radical military hero, cashiered for ordering troops not to fire on the crowd at Queen Caroline’s 
funeral. 
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March 8th-25th 1823: Byron writes Don Juan Canto XV. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, March 8th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 117-19) 
Byron further sabotages The Liberal by withholding The Island, the fair copy of which (now lost) 

he encloses. 
Genoa. March 8th. 1823. 

My dear Douglas / 
 You will have received by a late post two packets – one containing the Age of Bronze 
(proof sheet) – the other the 13th. Canto of D.J. the 14th. will be sent when copied out fairly. – – 
In the mean time I send another poem in four cantos called the “Island &c.” – it is about 1337 lines – 
and 100 longer than Lara. – It is too long for “the Liberal” – and not in the same style with my former 
stories – not good enough perhaps to publish alone – but too good to throw away – – it will make a 
respectable figure in any future collection of my writings. – – Perhaps you can dispose of it thus – 
firstly – the Age of B alone – and then in a volume with the addition of this story – which will make 
together – upwards of 2100 lines. – As to terms or publisher I know what to say180 – you will think and 
arrange as you can – (subject to a reference to me) but the Age of Bronze should be published alone – 
and immediately. – There is a translation from Pulci in H.’s hands for his Journal – which is quite 
 
1:2 
 
as much as is requisite. – – – – – 
With regard to paying Baxter or others it must be postponed – probably for a year. – Who pays me? – 
Out of £6336 per annum of the Noel estate my moiety for 1822 has amounted to £900! – This has just 
paid the Herald and Insurance offices. – It may be all right – and come right again – but “while the 
Grass grows”181 you know the proverb. – From literature – I have derived nothing – that is to say about 
two thousand a year less than heretofore. – You will say this is not your fault – assuredly it is not – and 
it may most likely be mine – but the diminution is not the less. – From my own income I have saved 
about 3000 or better – but this must be kept in reserve to meet emergencies and usual expences. – – 
 
1:3 
 
As soon as I have realized a sufficient sinking fund – I will pay the remaining Creditors – a great deal 
has already been paid – as you know. – The rest must wait. – I do not choose to leave myself bare. – 
Every sixpence which can be saved (after deducting my requisite credits with your bank) must be laid 
out in Exchequer bills – or at other interest – and that interest again at Compound interest – we shall 
then soon be able to cover the interest of Baxter’s bond. – – Indeed I can already – with the interest of 
the Exchequer bills – and that of {about} 17000 Francs at 4. per cent in Messrs Webb’s bank – which I 
remind you of {so frequently} – that it may be claimed in case of accidents to me. You most 
unaccountably decline saying – whether you have or have not received my letter from Deardon and 
answer – sent Jy. 24th. 
 
1:4 
 
1823 – nearly two months ago – and insured as I was anxious to hear the result. – 
Is nothing done – or can nothing be done in this business? – I am very anxious to get together a few 
thousand pounds – to be at my own disposal – and to invest where I please – {in} America – Spain – or 
any where but in your country. – Rochdale must produce Something – a few thousand pounds – the 
expectations are not great – but in the mean time the lawsuit eats up money – and does no good – and 
nothing is done to stop it. – 
You will soon have the 14th. Canto of D.J. which will make nine in your hands – to be published in 
three parts or volumes. – – 
As to the Noel arrears – I can make out nothing – for deducting the Ford and Manners and Lady Noel’s 
executors &c. – there still remains upwards of four thousand pounds (between the Holders of the estate) 
of which I have received 900 – and what became of the rest? – I am living as frugally as I can. –  

yrs. ever. N. B. 
 

                                                 
180: B. means “I know not what to say”. 
181: Shakespeare, Hamlet, III ii 334. 
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Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, March 10th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.65; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 121) 
[To The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron denies that he is sabotaging The Liberal. 

Genoa. March 10th. 1823. 
My dear Douglas / 
 Enclosed is the 14th. Canto of D.J. – the thirteenth was sent a few days ago – also – 
the Age of Bronze (proof to be compared carefully with the M.S.S. by the publisher) – and a poem in 4 
Cantos called the Island – this makes the fourth packet. – Please to acknowledge arrivals of the same. – 
Mr. J. H. writes to his brother that you desired him to stop the L. – You forget that we have no power to 
stop the publication of a work over which we have no control – there is the Pulci translation for his 
next number if he pleases. – The things I have sent to you – are not to be inserted in the Liberal – but it 
does not follow – that that Journal is to cease – and L. H. says that it will do him great harm if that 
journal stops. – If there must be a sacrifice – I would rather risk myself than other people. – As to the 
D.J. you have now nine Cantos in hand – I sent the proofs of the last six; – I care nothing for outcry &c. 
– they shall be published and that speedily if I were to print them myself. yrs. ever N. B. 
 
1:2 
 
P.S. – I know no reason for further delay of the publication of the 6th. 7th. and 8th. {Cantos} and the 
others need only wait till I can revise them. – Never mind me – and do not allow yourself to be swayed 
by any temporary oppression – if I don’t – why should you? – 
Anything from Deardon? it is very strange that you never did answer whether you received my letter 
and his sent on the 24th. January 1823. – I have asked twenty times. – It was ensured. –  
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, March 20th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 126-7) 
[To The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre // Inghilterra] 

Genoa. March 20th. 1823. 
My dear Douglas / 
 Hobhouse writes that you are in Leicestershire182 – hunting I presume – I pray you to 
have a reverend care of your invaluable neck – and to make the present leap year in your accidents – 
for I think that one has annually occurred to you for the two last. – You have now kept me in warm 
water – by not acknowledging the receipt of Deardon’s letter – inclosed to you with my own answer – 
and tending to advance the negociation – Crabtree who was to go in February does not appear to have 
been – the suit advances – and lo – another lawyer’s bill – and the uncertainty of whether I am to make 
a not very agreeable journey or not. – Hobhouse is very earnest that we should close with Hanson183 – I 
am sure he cannot be more than I am – by the way – why was I not summoned by either party on the 
Portsmouth case?184 – I would and 
 
1:2 
 
still will – if required – give what I know on the subject in evidence. – In my answer to Hobhouse – I 
have stated what he will probably show you. – 
You will – or should have received various packets of M.S.S. – a proof of the Age of Bronze – 
{another} poem M.S.S. in four cantos – and the 13th. and 14th. of D. J. – also a Scotch deed for 133 
pounds &c. signed in order to receive the money – and forwarded by the Consul’s Courier some time 
ago. – I do not want you to write letters beyond simple acknowledgements of packets received. – – I 
have already stated – that I am determined to publish “Coute qui coute” – neither public nor private 
shall alter my course in what I think right on such subjects. – As to more Childe Harolds – and Naples 
– it was a mere hypothetical case – which now that 
 

                                                 
182: H. to B., March 2nd 1823: I shall speak to Kinnaird about it the moment he comes back from Leicestershire 
... this is the letter in which H. relates the horrors of the Portsmouth marriage. 
183: H. to B., March 2nd 1823: I trust that something can be done immediately without a moment’s delay to get 

you out of the hands of the old villain who would be stoned in the streets if recognized – I shall speak to Kinnaird 

about it the moment he comes back from Leicestershire … 

184: The case for annulment of the marriage between Hanson’s daughter and the unstable Earl of Portsmouth. 
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1:3 
 
Murray has thought proper to hint it about – I would not write – at all – and least of all for such as him. 
– He went about saying that “perhaps he &c. &c. – does the fellow think that he is or ever will be on the 
same terms with me as formerly? – I have been unwell – & better – but relapsed after dining with Mr. 
Hill the English [Ms. tear] Ambassador (or minister) here some days ago – my carriage broke down on 
returning – and I walked home – in bleak wind – after a hot dinner – – for some miles (as we live, he 
on one <side> {outside} of the City and I on a high outside the other part) and partly up hill – so that 
being heated brought on some inflammation – however after some days – I am bettering once more.185 
– –  – 
You will have the goodness not to make any further payments of Creditors – till Autumn – or later – 
Alien the Noel arrears are paid up 
 
1:4 [above address:] and the receipts more regular – it will be time enough – as the Creditors are safe 
they must be patient – I have already paid a great deal too much – in proportion to my receipts. – 
[below address:] I have nearly done a 15th Canto of D.J. – I am aware that those about you – discourage 
and disparage that work – but I will “keep my threep”186 – and ten times the more so – for opposition or 
outcry. – I should be very glad to hear that something was settled with Deardon – to suspend the 
anxiety and expences of the Appeal – you might at least let me know the valuation and his offer – 
whatever it may be little or great. –  ever yrs. N. B. 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, March 21st 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie // via France] 

Pall Mall March 21 – 1823 
My dear Byron, 
  The age of Bronze is advertised – I have thought it best to let Mr Hunt print it by way of 
experiment – I believe him to be honest – & we shall have a chance of forming some notion of the 
result of publishing on your own account – The 13th Canto is arrived – Also I have now the three 
printed & corrected Cantos – Hunt has the 9th. 10th. 11th. & 12th. Cantos to set up & send out to you for 
correction – Deardon’s letters have been regularly received & forwarded to him – Crabtree will 
shortly go down to Rochdale – 
   Your’s vy faithfully 
   Douglas Kinnaird 
[1:2 and 3 blank.] 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, March 25th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En Son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie] 
 

Pall Mall March 25 – 1823 
My dear Byron 
 I write this merely to acknowledge the arrival of the 13th & 14th Cantos – and of the 
Island – The age of Bronze is being published without your name – 
 Yours truly 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
[1:2 and 3 blank.] 
 

March 29th-May 6th 1823: Byron writes Don Juan Canto XVI. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, March 31st 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 132-3) 
A two-sided sheet. Mary Shelley’s fair copy of Don Juan XV enclosed. 

Genoa. March 31st. 1823 
Dear Douglas / 
 I enclose you the 15th. Canto of D.J. and am anxious to know what have become of 
the others duly sent to you – by the post – With this there should be ten at your disposal for me. – – – 

                                                 
185: Evidence of how difficult long walks were for B. 
186: “Remain determined” (Scots). 
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I have only had proofs of the three first – – and want the others to correct. – – I expect that those 
corrected already are to be published immediately. I care nothing for what may be the consequence 
critical or otherwise – all the bullies on earth shall not prevent me from writing what I like – & 
publishing what I write – “coute qui coute” – if they had let me alone – I probably should not have 
continued beyond the five first – as it is – there shall be such a poem – as has not been since Ariosto – 
in length – in satire – in imagery – and in what I please. – 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
P.S. 
I say nothing of other affairs – having already written repeatedly and in vain – but I apprize you that 
the exchange being very much in favour of the drawer – I shall in a day or two – convert 1500 of {my} 
Circulars – into Cash – the gain is five per Cent [curls up right-hand side:] at the present exchange here 
– besides interest while it lies at the Bankers – and I have need of some such consolation for the 
various retardments of the Noel payments. – 
 
1:2 
 
I have particularly – to beg – that whatever payments small or great you may receive on my account – 
may be kept in bank by you – and not advanced to pay anybody – until the whole of the Noel arrears 
are paid up, or at all events till the close of the year. – I shall then know a little more clearly what I 
have in hand and what I have to spare for liquidation. – – – – – 
My object is as soon as I have assured a few thousand pounds – to purchase an Annuity for my own life 
and that of my Sister – of course making a provision for the liquidation of outstanding debts – which 
cannot be much now – in England – and I have no debts abroad. – – My health ought to make this an 
easy purchase – and Augusta has two or three years more than me – what would they give me per Cent 
(on good landed security –) and these two lives? – – – – 
 

April 1st 1823: The Age of Bronze published. 

 

P.S. from Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, April 1823 (?): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 134-5) 
Two sheets, each 12.5 x 20 cm. No date, no address. Byron is beginning to doubt Kinnaird’s 

commitment. 

 
P.S. 
It is essential that I should have proofs of all the remaining cantos – and of “the Island” also – to 
correct – and that soon – in {every} case. – I have ascertained from a young Man who was in 
Galignani’s office at Paris – that D.J. is by far the most popular – so much so – that G. always prints 
several hundred extra copies – <wh> of that only – in addition – when he makes a new edition of the 
Whole works. If you mean to hint that the new Co’s are inferior to the old – I say that they are equal – 
and in parts superior – you recollect the {similarly} obliging and erroneous anticipation of worthy 
friends about the 3d. 4th. and 5th. – – – Henry Fox says you are quite alarmed about them – you certainly 
were not so when you first received them. What 
 
1:2 
 
has changed you I do not know – but this I know – that you seem to have got into the very thick of 
Murray’s well known endeavour to destroy every publication of mine – which don’t pass through his 
<on> own medium. – The advice to postpone the publication till I had written a new Childe Harold 
forsooth! – could only come from that quarter and I know it did – for the man gave out – that he 
perhaps would condescend to publish that. – – – 
Lady Blessington says you have been a little alarmed about “John Bull” ever since that paper attacked 
you for becoming the Queen’s banker – are you afraid that he should do as much because you are my 
friend? – If so – I will say in the preface that you did your best to suppress the publication – all that 
remonstrance will ever obtain from me will be Canto on Canto as long as I can write – [crosswise on 

right-hand side:]  do you suppose that I was to sit down and suppress my free thoughts for the 
Edinburgh or Quarterly? they may have enough of that – if I live to repay them. – 
 
2:1 
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2.) I have a word to say about “Werner” Murray pretends you say to have lost by it – how this is to be 
reconciled with the sale of six thousand copies – he best knows – but the question is not the immediate 
gain – but how far the eight and twenty copyright may be worth purchase – as it will always be united 
with my other works. – – – – 
If I go up into the Levant – and any accident happens – these fellows will be sorry enough not to have 
purchased D.J. before – as it would bear a triple price {to the heirs} – as a last and posthumous 
production. – – Murray had the baseness never even to thank me for giving to him the {French} 
copyright for Galignani – which I sent to him gratuitously – refusing to avail myself of it for my own 
advantage – by this he got some thousand francs – and found 
 
2:2 
 
other arrangements with Galignani. – – 
For the letter on Bowles – the Hebrew Melodies – the Ode to Napn.187 – and some other things of the 
kind – he never advanced anything at all – for Manfred he gave but three hundred pounds – and now he 
pretends to talk of losing! Why even the Liberal has paid its’ expenses & put something besides 
(though no great deal) into Hunt’s pocket – with all the outcry against it. – – – – 
I merely throw out these hints for your consideration – because win or lose – I shall publish the same – 
the only question {is} why we need necessarily lose – or what there is to render it inevitable – you 
yourself praised “Heaven and Earth” at first and said that every body did so – Since – you told J. Hunt 
it was a failure; – – assuredly it has not been considered such from what I can hear. – – – – – – 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, April 2nd 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 252-3; BLJ X 135-6) 
[To The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre // Inghilterra] 
A two-sided sheet. Byron answers Kinnaird’s of March 21st. 

Genoa. April 2d. 1823. 
Dear Douglas/ 
 Yrs. of the 21st. Ultmo. duly received. – I am glad of the arrival of the packets so far in 
safety. – – 
I have since sent the 14th. Canto – {and on Saturday {{the 29th.}} the 15th. Canto also –} and a poem 
called “the Island” in four Cantos – which I hope have arrived also. I packet was sent too of a Scotch 
deed – by the Consul’s courier – {and not by post} duly signed – I shall be glad to know of its’ arrival 
– as it regards money matters. – I am about as the Exchange is high (very high) to convert several of 
the circulars into monies of the Country. – You say nothing about in my meeting Deardon – will it be 
necessary? – probably Crabtree’s journey will decide the matter. – I have been unwell after dining with 
Mr. Hill – the English Envoy here – by overheating myself in a long evening walk home (my carriage 
broke down) but am well again. – I dine with your friends Lord and Lady Blessington tomorrow. – On 
monday I saw Henry Fox (Lord Holland’s son) and was delighted with him – he seems to me on so 
slight a glimpse – – the ne plus Ultra of the Amiable – <and> even to the even features of his face.188 – 
Lady Blessington makes a grand eulogium of you – – – and your beauty (a sign {that} you wear well) 
but wishes you would ride quieter horses – so do I. – – – 
Hunt says you consider the 2d. No. of the Liberal a failure – 
 
1:2 [above address:] I suppose you mean in sale – – for I had a letter from you three days after its’ 
publication – in raptures with “Heaven and Earth” and it’s “success” – as not only your own opinion – 
– but of all those whom you know. – You [below address:] can hardly have changed yr. mind so far – 
without some reason – I speak as a composition – not with regard to its’ circulation. 

yrs. ever & truly 
N. B. 

 
P.S. – Please to reflect – that the Appeal – and lawyers’ bills are still going on – and growing – it is 
now four months since Crabtree was to go down – how are we to suspend the lawsuit in time – unless I 
have an answer of some kind or other? – 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, April 7th 1823: 

                                                 
187: But Mu. paid 1,000 guineas for the Ode to Napoleon. 
188: Henry Fox is Teresa Guiccioli’s second lover after B.’s decease. 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 253-4; BLJ X 144-5) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of March 25th. The first mention of Blaquiere, and going to Greece 

for the L.G.C. 

 
[at top of first side:] I open my letter to say that I have 
just seen a young man {who was} Clerk to Galignani 
at Paris – he tells me that of all 
my works Juan is by far the most popular and sells best – especially with the 
women – who send by hundreds slily – for copies. – – – 
now pray what is the fright about publishing? – [crosswise down right-hand side:] depend upon it you 
are taken in by some cursed scheme of Murray’s and his gang to disgust [Ms. tear] and to frighten you 
– what are you afraid of – the Newspapers! 

Genoa. April 7th. 1823. 
Dear Douglas / 
 I have to thank you for ye. prompt acknowledgement of the arrival of the packets – 
since which I have also sent the 15th. Co. – You do not mention the arrival by the Consul’s courier of a 
Scotch deed – which I signed and sent to enable you to receive £133. 12{S.} 0{D.} on my account. – – 
I saw Capt. Blaquiere on his way to Greece a few days ago – and have written to Hobhouse [Ms. tear: 

“by to”]day’s post189 on the result of our conversation which [Ms. tear: “I have”] requested Hobhouse 
to communicate to you. – – If I can in person or <proxy> {otherwise} do anything for the good cause I 
will – as far as my means go – {but I do not choose to intrude till invited.} I have converted £1500 
<of> {in} Circulars into cash – on account of the present great advantage of the exchange here – the 
gain {being} between 50 – and 60 – that is 57 pounds sterling above par – on the whole sum {now 
drawn}. – I have dined with yr. friends the Blessingtons – whom I find very agreeable people – and full 
of your praises. – – If I should have to take a turn in the Levant – {to investigate the state of things 
there} – you must re=convert the Exchequer bill into Cash in your bank – and let me have – by July 
next as extended a credit as my means or assetts will justify – yr. prudence in permitting – since every 
thing will pass through yr. 
 
1:2 [above address:] hands during my absence. – – You see for many reasons how anxious I must be to 
have Deardon’s business settled in some way; – you will keep up the insurances – that is a necessary 
expence. – The Creditors must wait another year or so – which they may well do – since happen what 
may [below address:] to me – they are eventually secure. – As to Literary matters – they seem hopeless 
– though I do not see why you are so frightened – as Henry Fox (Ld. Holland’s son) tells me you are – 
this is to want moral courage – which is strange in <a general> one who has so much physical valour as 
to be rather too temerarious in most things. – – You however might probably dispose of the ten Cantos 
and “the Island” to Somebody or other. yrs ever N. B. – 
 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, April 7th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie // via France] 
Kinnaird answers a Byron letter of March 27th which is missing. 

Pall Mall East 
April 7 – 1821 

My dear Byron, 
  I have rec’d your letter of the 27th March – I am in possession of nine Cantos of Don 
Juan – (the three first of which were corrected by you) – of The Island – & <t/>The age of Bronze as 
publish’d – The Scotch law-paper has been deliver’d to Mr Hanson – I presume I shall receive the 
£153 – 12/– in due time – Nothing has been done; nor can be done in Deardon’s business, until Mr 
Crabtree has inspected the Property – I do not entertain any fear of the Lawsuit making any progress 
<until> in the mean time – With regard to Messrs Hansons I feel anxious to see your affairs altogether 
out of the hands of lawyers – It has been suggested to me certainly that after what has come before the 
Public, it is unfit that Mr Hanson should be authorized to represent you – Many persons would, I 
understand, be 
 
1:2 

                                                 
189: See B. to H., April 7th 1823. 
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transacting business with him professionally – 
If you think proper I can send you out a Power of Attorney for you to sign in favour of myself alone – 
I could then make use of it or not as I found it necessary or proper – 
You know I have always told you that until I could see my way clearly thro’ the Rochdale Business, I 
would not advise an open rupture with the Messrs Hansons – altho’ I have never disguised, (not 
obtruded) my opinion of those Gentlemen in the character of your Solicitors – I have good grounds for 
the opinion I have form’d – But you are equally capable of judging on this matter – The Report on the 
Noel Property Mr Crabtree does not make, until after the Audit which I am expecting daily to take 
place – He will be enabled to check & advise any alterations or savings in the management & 
collection of the Rents – I have 
 
1:3 
 
spoke to Capron about Webster’s Bond, but I can elicit no offer from them – 
What am I to do about the Juans? <Also> <about> the Island? My idea was to wait until after the Trial 
was either bought on or entirely given up, for the publication of the Juans – And also to form some 
idea of the result of publishing on your account from from the result of the age of Bronze – Keep your 
health & believe me My dear Byron 
   Vy truly your’s 
   Douglas Kinnaird 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, April 9th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 146-7) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A single sheet. Byron has been visited by Blaquiere, and plans to go to Greece. 

 

Genoa. April 9th. 1823. 
Dear Douglas / I have received the inclosed note from and seen a Mr. Jones. – I can only say of the 
Messrs Howard and Gibbs and Miss Massingberd – that I have nothing further to do in the business. – 
The letter contains a proposal for me to pay the insurance of Miss Md’s life! – With exactly the same 
equity as if I were to insure your life – and ask you to pay the insurance. – I have paid at one or another 
[Ms. tear: “time”] more than the principal and legal interest of the whole sum – if Miss M. did not 
choose to pay them what she received – that is her affair. – In 1814 she proposed to me by a Mr. Fozard 
– that if I would advance a certain sum – I should hear no more of her – I did advance it – and till 
within this last year – heard no more on the subject. – You are I suppose fully aware what sort of 
people Howard & Gibbs turned out – and I shall listen to no representations of theirs – I never spoke 
with Gibbs – or saw him or Howard that I recollect – since I was one and twenty. – Thomas and Riley 
were my only Jews – and they were paid off in 1818 or 1819. – At least so it was stated in my accounts 
 
1:2 [above address:] from Hanson – which I presume you saw verified. – – 
If Mr. Jones calls upon you – I can only say – that you may repeat what is here stated – and what I 
stated to himself this morning. – – – – – – 
I wrote to you and Hobhouse by Monday’s post190 – chiefly on the substance of an interview between 
Capt. Blaquiere and [below address:] the Greek envoy – and myself on the subject of the Greek cause. 
– It is probable – if they <write> {send to} me (as they seem inclined –) that I may go out there – {to 
the provisional seat of Government} – or at any rate do what I can for them in the way of 
correspondence &c. – – In that case I shall wish you to reserve all monies to supply me with as ample a 
credit as you can furnish me with consistent with the sums you may receive or are likely to receive for 
me.191 – yrs. ever N. B. 

                                                 
190: See B. to H. (not to H. and K.), April 7th 1823: I saw Capt. Blaquiere and the Greek Companion of his 
mission on Saturday. – of course I entered very sincerely into the object of their journey – and have even offered to 
go up to the Levant in July – if the Greek provisional Government think that I could be of any use. – – It is not that 
I could pretend to anything in a military capacity – I have not the presumption of the philosopher of Ephesus – 
who lectured {before} Hannibal on the art of war – nor is it much that an individual foreigner can do in any other 
way – but perhaps as a reporter of the actual state of things there – or in carrying on any correspondence <with> 
{between} them and their western friends – I might be of use – at any rate I would try. – 
191: Is B.’s motive in going to Greece the chance it gives him to realize and spend all his capital at once, and does 
K. go along with it as a way of getting B. off his back? 
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Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, April 14th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 150) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird, / Messrs Ransom and Co. Bankers / Pall Mall, / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 

April 14th. 1823. 
Dear Douglas / 
 I have received a copy of “the Age” from Mr. J.H. who seems apprehensive of piracy – if 
such an attempt is made we must apply for an injunction – as there is nothing illegal that I see in the 
publication. – Tell Hobhouse that I have written twice on the subject of Greece – with a request that 
you should know what I have written on the subject of my interview with {Capt.} Blaquiere. – – You 
will in case of it’s being necessary – supply me with such a credit as my available funds will sanction – 
I suppose. – Do not make any more payments – without letting me know – and pray let us stop these 
Rochdale proceedings. – I suppose that Mr. Deardon would give us something for the Manor – a little 
would be better now – than more at another time. I have now been a year and quarter in possession of 
Kirkby & we have received nine hundred pounds! out of a (stated as available) rental of six thousand 
three hundred and thirty six pounds per annum. – Admitting a thousand for the mortgage – (which you 
say is to be repaid to me eventually) and another thousand for Lady Noel’s posthumous perquisite – 
there still remain 4336. to account for to Lady B. and to myself. – – You have now ten Cantos of D. J. 
(I am writing the eleventh) – and the Island in hand – can you make no arrangement 
 
1:2 
 
[above address:] with Wright or others for the publication? I know that the work {D.J.} is by far the 
most popular of mine. – – – 
You may reckon upon eleven or twelve Cantos being forthcoming (the Gods willing) and I shall 
probably make the work a hundred {in time} – if I live – just to show these fellows that [below 

address:] I am not the boy to be put down by their outcry. – – 
As to the merits – I think that the subsequent Cantos will be found as good as the others on the whole – 
and better in some parts. – You must not mind occasional rambling I mean it for a poetical T. Shandy – 
or Montaigne’s Essays – with a story for a hinge.192 – I hope that you will not let these lawyers {H.} 
and trustees do as they please with my interests in my absence. yrs ever N. B. — — — 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, April 15th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / en Son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie // via France] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of April 2nd. 

London April 15 – 1823 
My dear Byron 
 I have before me your letter of the 2d inst – I have recd the 15th Canto – Mr Hunt has recd from me 
all the Cantos with instructions to send them out to you for correction of the Proofs – I have also given 
him the Island for the same purpose – Shall I give the three Corrected Cantos to Mr Hunt to publish? I 
wait only your directions – I have already acknowledged the receipt of the Scotch Deed – There 
cannot be at any time the least necessity for your coming over to meet Deardon – Your presence is not 
necessary – If I thought any other man would be equally skilfull & trust-worthy with Crabtree I would 
employ him in order to ease your mind of it’s anxiety about the progress of the lawsuit – But I am 
decidedly of opinion it is more for your interest to risk any possible progress it may 
 
1:2 
 
make (& which I anticipate to be little or none) to employing any stranger – I am still of the same 
opinion as I was with regard to Heaven & Earth – nor do I believe Hunt & My have changed their’s – 
The failure was in the sale – & as I think [  ] believe in the remaining articles of the number – 
But that is a matter of opinion – 
Yonng Fox is, I am told, a most extraordinary mimic – & is as amiable as he looks 
   Yours faithfully 
   Douglas Kinnaird 
England will not go to war – 

                                                 
192: This, one of the most revealing things B. wrote about Don Juan, is thrown in to fill up the paper. 
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[1:3 blank.] 
 

April 23
rd

-26th 1823: The Blues published in The Liberal No 3. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, April 19th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 152-4) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom and Co. / Pall Mall. / London. / Angleterre. // 
Inghilterra.] 
A pair of single sheets. 

April 19th. 1823 
My dear Douglas / 
 Hobhouse will have communicated to you my interview with Capt. B1aquiere – and the 
substance of the subsequent letter which I have had from B. (dated Rome) I have not yet sent a copy of 
the letter to H. but merely a summary of the contents. – – – 
If I go up into the Levant – I shall want all the credit you can muster for me – from monies received or 
to be received – that is, as far as you think it prudent to venture. – I should think that you might sell my 
ten Cantos – you had a thousand offered for the seven – which is not a fair offer – but with the adjunct 
of the three new ones – and the four Cantos of the Island – and the permanent copyright of the poems 
(already published) to be collected into volumes – I think you might get a decent value {for the whole}. 
– Firstly – if I go up – there’s some risk of not returning – and in this case – my latest works would 
hear some value merely as such – 2dly. – if I do come back – I shall probably bring some poesy or prose 
worth the looking for – as I know the Country – and it is an interesting time. – Murray ought to pay 
something for “Werner” I have made enquiries 
 
1:2 
 
and find that at Paris at least – the sale of four hundred copies of a work – pays its’ expences – – now 
M. sold <six> six thousand by his own account – then how can he have lost? – – The question besides 
is – – whether the eight and twenty years copy right are not worth something – as it will sell with the 
others – as long {at least} as they sell – What they may do at home – I know not – but abroad – they 
have a great sale – if I may judge by the number of editions – in France and Germany – and America. – 
– Did you get the Scotch deed? – You have never answered about Webster’s bond – (in Hanson’s 
hands) I see similar sales (Ld Moira’s bonds for instance) in the papers daily – and I would willingly 
sell it – for what it may fetch – Rowley – {&} Capron – in Savile Row would be likely to buy it. – – 
With regard to the Noel payments if they are eventually so secure – you could let me have a credit on 
those due (I speak in case of my Greek expedition) and also on the Exchequer bill (reconverting it into 
cash) as well as on my {own} July dividends. – – and I must positively require that 
 
2:1 
 
2.) you do not make any further payments at present either to Baxter or to any one else193 – I have 
occasion for all the floating sums I can collect – and as the Creditors are few in number – not great in 
amount – and {are} eventually secure – as I have property to cover all {their claims} a thousand or five 
thousand times over – whether I survive or not, – you must really not be complying with every 
pretension of these fellows – till I know better whether they are <well> {well} founded. – – – – 
As to Rochdale – as you do not condescend [Ms. tear: “to”] favour me with the slightest information 
on the subject – that I may be enabled to stop the process – I am a good deal puzzled what to say – but I 
have neither time nor inclination to scold about it – and am besides much 

very much yrs. 
N. B. 

P.S. – If the present time is let slip by 
for the publication of the D.J.s – 
it is so much lost; – do not 
listen to the Cabal – that will pass 
by and bye – and they are {only} mystifying you to bully me. – 
 

                                                 
193: K. pays Baxter for B.’s Napoleonic coach just before B.’s death. 
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2:2 [above address:] P.S. I have your letter of Credit for two thousand pounds untouched – and it is 
only for Tuscany – though I could get money on it here. – I have also a thousand in Circulars still – 
Fifteen hundred I converted the other day – as the Exchange was temptingly in favour – and at the 
same time likely to alter. – If you send me an [below address:] extended Credit on Italy and the Levant 
– I shall return you the Letter (for the £2000) untouched as is just and proper. – – I have 17000 – 
Francs {too} – (for the Gold exchanged last year) in Webb’s bank in Leghorn – all this is sufficient for 
my own private expences – and more – but if I go up into Greece – I wish to have as great a command 
of monies of mine as I can – that I might be of some use to the Cause – and you know [curls round and 

ascends the right-hand side:] that Cash is the Sinew of war as indeed of most other things – love 
excepted [inverted around top of sheet:] and occasionally of that too. –  
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, April 19th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie // via France] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of April 7th. 

London April 19th – 1823 
My dear Byron 
  Your letter of ye 7th inst is before me – 
Altho’ no Post-day will occur for three days (this being Saturday) I write at once a reply to its’ 
contents – 
My former letters (if they have not miscarried) must have more than once announc’d the receipt of 
your Packet containing the Scotch deed – My first & principle reason for having wished to delay the 
publication of the Don Juans was & is still the suspended Prosecution of Hunt for the Vision – I 
anticipated & do anticipate not only an acquittal but a triumph, if the trial should take place – Now the 
newspapers would unquestionably find materials in the new Juans to moralize most maliciously & 
play their villainous pranks before the Public (of which the Jury is a constituent part) just at the time? 
– <Secondly> My second reason for the delay has been the difficulty of taking upon myself to advise 
you with whom & how to publish – I shall have great difficulty in finding any Publisher who will 
purchase the Copy-right of the Don Juans – {for any sum worth considering} Many indeed would 
decline 
 
1:2 
 
publishing them – I give no opinion of their merits & do not think myself capable of forming any, as a 
ground for publishing or not – I certainly could wish there were some fewer or less <Loosely> loose 
expressions – I think them abounding in first-rate Talent – But they have to submit to a comparison 
with the first Cantos of the work, & a severer <compare> standard it were impossible to select – You 
have not at any time surpassed them – You must tell me whether you wish them to be published on 
your own account – & whether by Hunt or no – Mr Hunt told me yesterday that if 3000 Copies of the 
Island at 4/6 were sold, it would pay all expences, pay him his Commission & put <two/>three 
hundred Pounds in your Pocket – after that Sale, the profits would increase – By my calculation this 
plan makes the publisher <ready> divide the profits with the author so far {in the Proportion of 1/4} – 
But then the Author retains the Copy-right – I think it were as well tht you did not part with the Copy-
right of any more of your works unless a large & tempting sum 
 
1:3 
 
were given – The remaining Cantos & the Island are in Mr Hunt’s hands to set up & send out to you 
for Correction – Is your name to be prefixed to the Island? of course not to the Juans – it is to be 
recollected tht if the Juans be voted improper for the female part of the Public, you lose a large sale – 
This is, without detracting from ye merit of the work, a sufficient reason for a small sale – & for a low 
price being offer’d by any bookseller – as to danger of prosecution tht is an additional risk – If you 
wish them publish’d on your acct & by Mr Hunt, the thing can be done in a moment – Your wishes 
shall be attended to when you write me you have determined on your Grecian Tour – I communicated 
to Lady Holland your opinion of her Son which pleased her much – Your £1500 circulars are arrived  
& paid – 
 I am my dear Byron 
 Your’s vy truly 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
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A Deed will come by a messenger shortly for you to sign relating to the exchange of some Property 
with Lord Howe – It is vy advantageous for you – The property sold pays £300 pr ann: The sum paid 
for it is £11000 – 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, April 21st 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 154-5) 
[To, The Honorable Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom and Co. / Pall Mall. Bankers. / Pall Mall East / 
London. / Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
This letter is in eight sections: three sides of paper, two sections of the address side, and three 

marginal notes. 

April 21st. 1823. 
My dear Douglas – 
 By all means send the power of Attorney for you sole – or – in case of my going up to 
the Levant – from whence our correspondence must be slow and uncertain – suppose you make it for 
you and Hobhouse – lest any accident should occur (you rough rider you!) when I might be for months 
without any person able or willing to act for me – during my absence. – – Send me also correct 
instructions for the signature – and then you can control and regulate and get me out of lawyers’ hands 
and bills, – you surely know that it is now eight years – I have striving194 to extricate my affairs from 
Chancery Lane – and Hobhouse can tell you the same thing. – – – – 
With regard to the Juans (you will have the tenth by this time) and The Island – and the rest (I mean 
those published – but not disposed of as to Copyright) you could perhaps arrange with Wright 
 
1:2 
 
or some one else – for the purchase of the copyrights of the whole – they would form five – six or rnore 
volumes to rnatch with the former works. – H. writes that he has sold in a week – about 2000 of the 
Age &c. – which will at least pay its’ expences; – you will be able to judge from this matter the truth of 
Murray’s averment about Werner – of which he sold 6000. – He ought to make a deposit <–> {of 
Werner} for the Copyright {of Werner} – recollect {that} it lasts {for} eight and twenty years. – – At 
Paris – 400 copies sold – pay the expence of publishing a work – how this may be in London – I know 
not. – – – 
There is a trickery in these things – no one can understand – though we see and feel it. – 
After the expences of the Age – are settled – the fair way will be for the publisher and author to divide 
the surplus – if any. – – – 
Much they will probably not have to divide – because the work is temporary – and the price 
 
1:3 
 
small – but much or little – we will take our right – living on the Continent teaches a man the value of 
ten pounds – which goes a good way – and cuts an excellent figure in francs – or even in Crowns – 
Ecus – or Scudi. – I had been too long negligent of the “pence” and not very careful of the “pounds” – 
it is time to refine a little on these points. – The 133 – 12 – from Scotland – and any of the small sums 
from 100 to [Ms. tear: “would”] at [Ms. tear: “least”] help to balance the insurances – and pay 
postages – and wages – and to set off the “three pounds for the stamps” – as also some of Hanson’s Six 
and eight pences. – – – If you do not take care however – you will find that whether the Appeal goes on 
or no – H.’s bills will go on the same. – I really think that Mr. Crabtree might have devoted a week to 
the Survey of R. – before now – it would have saved time – and it may be – money. – – – 
I merely want to hear the result – and settle the business – time and disappointments – have made my 
expectations very moderate; but it is hard with Deardon’s wish to finish the affair – and mine also – 
that 
 
1:4 [above address:] I cannot get a statement of any kind – – six months have now elapsed since I first 
wrote – but like the Noel rent days (which occur on the Greek calends –) with the exception of yr. and 
Mr. D.s first epistle [below address:] every day seems to put the period further off – than it was before 
– reversing the usual progress of Time. – You must allow – that the Trustees of the Noels are a noble 
and trusty pair of paymasters – – what would you give me for their arrears? – or what will they give me 
– to give up the whole reversion of my own interest in that property? – I [crosswise in left-hand margin 

                                                 
194: B. intends “been striving”. 
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of first side:] assure you I will sell it to them for a moderate estimate – or put it up to Public sale – 
realize a small sum – and with that {& the produce of Rochdale Manor sale} purchase an annuity. – – – 

yrs. ever 
N. B. 

 
[across top of first side:] Seriously – what would the sale of my interest in the Noel property fetch? – 
two or three years purchase? 
or what? – [down right-hand edge of first side:] We must bring Webster’s bond to the hammer. – – – 
 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, April 22nd 1823 (a): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[No address: by hand] 

London April 22nd - 1823 
My dear Byron, 
  This letter will be presented to you by Mr Alfred Montagu, who presents himself before 
you on the part of Lord Howe’s Solicitor with certain Papers for you to sign, in order to complete the 
exchange of a portion of the Noel Property – I have placed my initials on every Deed you are to sign, 
so that you may sign without fear – I send you the letter which Mr Metcalfe has written to me – the 
exchange is in every respect a most advantageous one – It has been approved by your Trustees, by 
Lady Byron’s Trustees, & by the Old Trustees S Jas Bland Burgess &c – By Lord Wentworth’s Will an 
act of Parliament has been nececcary – As that <b/>will expressly declared that only an exchange of 
lands might take place – But by this act of Parlt we first sell the Property for £11000 to Lord Howe, & 
then we re-invest that Sum in the first contiguous property that shall appear 
 
1:2 
 
to be advantageous – Untill that is done the interest of the £11.000 (£550 pr ann:) is received by you, 
instead of £300 pr ann: which was the rent of ye Property Sold to Lord Howe – Mr Metcalfe, Lord 
Howe’s Solicitor express’d himself anxious to avoid if possible having to bring Mr Hanson’s name 
before the House of Lords as a party to the Bill representing you, if it could be avoided – I therefore 
acted alone; & directed him to consult my Solicitors to take care of your interests – This has been 
done – I had the less difficulty in taking upon myself to do so, as Lady Byron’s Solicitor in protecting 
her interests must necessarily & equally protect your’s – you were therefore doubly guarded – 
Crabtree says it is an excellent arrangement – Crabtree is now in Town – So is Mr Davison – & I 
expect that in a day or two I shall have before me the regular audit account for the half-year which 
ended last Michaelmas – When I have that, Crabtree will make his remarks on it, & then give in his 
complete report – for he is anxious in that report to lay down a plan which 
 
1:3 
 
Shall hereafter admit of as little variation as possible: & prevent all future law expenses of any 
description – So that you may count confidently on receiving the same income every year – 
Besides these Papers Mr Montagu brings with him a Power of Attorney from you to me – This is to 
supersede the Power of Attorney granted to Mr Hanson & myself jointly and severally, in Case I 
should find it necessary for your interests to make use of it in a sudden emergency – Not that I 
anticipate any such necessity – & it is my opinion that until your Rochdale Matters are settled, it were 
as well to go on quietly with the Hansons – After what has passed, I cannot but think you were better 
out of their hands – for their names are not in good repute – I have put my initials also to this Paper – 
Mr Montagu brings with him also a Paper or Papers from Messrs Hansons for you to sign – The 
enclosed letter which I open’d refers to them – They were deliver’d 
 
1:4 
 
Some time ago, as you will see by the date, to a Gentleman who is interested in ye matter, to get them 
signed by you – He having delayed his Journey has requested Mr Montagu to get them signed by you – 
But Mr Metcalfe vy properly would not let this youth carry any thing out for your signature without 
apprizing me of it – & receiving my sanction – They are Papers which you may safely sign – I am, My 
dear Byron,                       Yours truly 
   Douglas Kinnaird 
The Lord Byron 
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&c &c &c 
 
Crabtree says it was quite impossible to make a survey of Rochdale whilst the bad weather lasted – 
He will go about it shortly – The lawsuit is making no Progress – 
 
[in another hand and ink:] Mr. H.M. / Pension Suisse / [  ] [  ] Luca] 
 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, April 22nd 1823 (b): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
Enclosed with the previous item on receipt of Byron’s of April 9th. 

Pall Mall 
April 22 – 1823 

My dear Byron, 
  I have just rec’d your’s of the 9th inst – & I open my letter to insert this 
acknowledgement of it – I had a long interview with Miss Massingberd – I think You need take no 
heed of that matter – Hobhouse will write to you about Greece – The young Gentleman sets off with 
the Papers for your signature to morrow – Hunt has received notice of Trial for the Vision of 
Judgement – I adhere to my opinion tht we should not publish the Juans till 
 
1:2 
 
that Trial is over – But as you know the reason, you can judge for yourself – I do not comprehend 
what you mean by my alarms – I am not afraid of all the Newspapers in or out of England – As for 
Murray (or any of his Folk, I neither see care nor think any thing of or about them for the moment – I 
never told Hunt that Heaven & Earth was a failure – He told me that the number of the Liberal which 
<&> contained it was a failure – He must know 
 
1:3 
 
best – 
 Your’s faithfully 
  Douglas Kinnaird 
 
[1:4 blank.] 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, April 24th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; BLJ X 158-9) 
April 24th. 1823 

My dear Douglas / 
 The only will hitherto found of Mr. Shelley’s is in England. – So inform your Applicant. 
– I have written on the subject which is all that an absent man can do – and I have received a not very 
Clear answer – which is all that an absent man can expect. – – Messrs Hanson and Godwin can inform 
you of the particulars – and whether or not his will is available – or when – if ever – it will be so. – 
This is all I know of his affairs. – – I repeat that I cannot give a clearer account of them – but this is the 
most satisfactory answer I have been able to obtain of his – or of any other person’s – including my 
own – for which latter fact – I refer to your Honourable Worship – who will I presume confirm this 
Eulogy of lawyers and trustees. I return you the corrected proofs of D. J. – and shall be glad of the 
others – I presume that the 15th. has arrived also. – I have nearly a hundred stanzas of the 16th. finished. 
– – Perhaps you can arrange with Wright or some other – for the purchase of the whole – and of “the 
Island” and all poems of mine published in M.S.S. not yet collected into Volumes – the whole would 
form six or seven – – as to publishing on our own account – I suppose it is a “pis aller” – but we can 
form some notion from the “Age of Bronze” though it is a light performance. – The piracy will 
interfere with D.J. probably – but I presume that there is some way of reducing the effect. – –  Murray 
must account for “Werner” – it is nonsense to talk of having lost – even if he had only sold a thousand 
– instead of 6000 – as you and he said. – – Enquire – and you will find the truth – besides – there is the 
time to come (28 years of Copy right) however I desire nothing but what is fair. – Let him account for 
the sale – if he declines the purchase – and we will collect “Werner” and publish it in the ensuing 
volumes of my collected works. – I recommend to you earnestly – Rochdale – Kirkby – and 

yrs. very truly 
N. B. 
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P.S. 
Pray make no payments but keep all in bank – or send to me in credit till you hear from me. I hope you 
have not been wasting my Exchequer bills on other items – on Baxter or anybody else. 
 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, May 1st 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of April 19th. 

Pall Mall East May 1st – 1823 
My dear Byron 
  From the contents of your letter of the 19th April I am satisfied not only that one but 
tht many of my letters have not reached you – I have over & over again acknowledged the receipt of 
your Scotch Deed – & sent it to Messrs Hansons – I have written to you repeatedly & explicitly on the 
Rochdale matter, & yet You complain I do not condescend to notice the subject to you – I conclude 
therefore my letters are stopp’d – altho’ I never write politics least it might occasion their arrest – You 
shall have a letter of credit for any sum you like – your credit with us is sufficient for any sum you 
may need – But I suppose £5000 will be as much as you need – I should think at Genoa you will learn 
on what houses & at what places you wd wish it to be given – & you can let me know – I do not know 
how to proceed to effect a sale of the Don Juans – Shall I hawk them about? They have been refused 
 
1:2 
 
by Some, & appreciated too low by others – 
You are aware I have little or no knowledge of Booksellers or publishers – & you are really mistaken 
in supposing tht I am the dupe of Murray or his friends – I never Come in contact with any of them – I 
see nobody but Mr Hunt – As to Werner I have no communications with Mr Murray – but I can deliver 
him any message you wish 
I have alreadt offer’d Webster’s Bond to Capron – but he makes no sign – I can say nothing about 
Rochdale till Crabtree makes his report – I know of no other way of proceeding – You can tell Hanson 
any thing you like, & desire him to stop the process – But I do not feel authorized to tell Mr Hanson 
any thing after your offer of secrecy to Mr Deardon – Believe me My dear Byron 

Yours vy truly 
Douglas Kinnaird 

1:3 
 
I do not believe that “my public” will put their hands in their pockets for the Greeks – 
 
I shall henceforth reply to every one of your letters on its receipt – But I grudge the expence of the 
Postage to you – 
 
Pray authorize me to pay Mealey – The widow is vy clamorous – Something might be paid – 
 
Last sheet of Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, May (??) 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 162) 
This fragment seems to belong to an earlier date. 

 
1: 
 
fair play on my part – I don’t know what is. – Believe me 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  N. B. 
P.S. 
I hope you have retained the best Counsel for the H.s – have you received the 12th. Co of  D.J. sent on 
the 14th. 10bre. 1822? – I do not know what security we can have for H.’s accounting for the profits – 
but he has a property in the Examiner; – a fair account of profit or loss – would perhaps be the better 
way – supposing it to be accurately stated. – – – – – – – 
I have had a letter from my Sister – wishing me not to leave anything by my will to her children!! I do 
not know, if I mentioned to you 
 
2: 
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a similar circumstance; – when Allegra died I was going to leave the five thousand pounds which I had 
originally bequeathed to <the/her> {that infant} to Madame La Comtesse Guiccioli – which she 
declined in the most positive and, indeed, displeased terms – declaring that she should consider such a 
bequest as not only an injustice to my daughter by Lady B. – and to my Sister’s family – but as a 
posthumous insult to herself – and persisted so – that I have been obliged to leave my will as it was – Is 
not this odd? two women of different countries converging upon the same point! It is true Madame G. 
has <an> {her separate} allowance (by the Pope’s decree) from her husband – and will have a 
considerable jointure at his demise, but it is not unhandsome conduct nevertheless. – – – – – – 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, May 6th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En son Hotel / à Genoa] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of April 24th. 

Pall Mall May 6 – 1823 
My dear Byron 
  I have this day receiv’d the Don Juan & your letter of the 24th April – I am much oblig’d 
by your communication on the subject of Shelley’s will – Do you not think it would be better for you 
to write to Mr Murray expressing your wishes & feelings on the subject of Werner? I quite agree with 
you that the result of the age of Bronze will furnish you with the means of determining as to the mode 
of publishing your collected works – I put out of the question the sale of the Juans – because the risk 
of piracy & trouble from the lawyers, would be made the pretext of offering an inadequate price – 
Hunt is certainly a very honest man by repute, & his manner Confirms that belief – This is I take it, 
the essential matter in publishing on your own account – I attend to your recommendations of 
Rochdale, Kirkby, & to make no payments – The latter I can effectually attend to – The former I 
cannot commend – But I can take upon myself to assure you that your interests are not suffering 
 
1:2 
 
from any delay in these matters – altho’ your patience is tried – The only possible case of suffering is 
in tht of the lawsuit proceeding – You know the promise you gave to Mr Deardon not to mention the 
fact of your meeting to Mr Hanson – But I do not apprehend any progress being made in the law-suit – 
It is unfortunate that I had sent out by a private hand the Power of Attorney for you to sign before I 
recd your letter expressing a wish for the insertion of Mr Hobhouse’s name therein – I wait your final 
directions as to the amount of your letter of credit – You may consult your own wishes – {as to the 
amount} – for your credit with us is sufficient to cover all you can wish – Please also to state the 
names of the places where it should be address’d – I fancy tht in Greece there is no House to which 
we could safely recommend you – But if your letter is address’d to three or four places in Italy, you 
could then obtain money for your Bills on them wherever you might be – You will best know on what 
places in Italy the letter of credit should be given – 
   I am My dear Byron 
    Vy truly your’s 
     Douglas Kinnaird 
[1:4 blank.] 
 

Ransoms and Co to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, May 13th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[Right Honble / Lord Byron / Genoa / Italy / via France] 
Untranscribed. 

 

May 8th 1823: Byron writes the fragmentary Don Juan Canto XVII. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, May 21st 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 260-1; QII 731-2; BLJ X 177-8) 
No address: sent with proofs of Don Juan. 

May 21st. 1823. 
My dear Douglas / 
 I enclose you another corrected proof of D. J. – and also – a note <from> {of} Mr. 
Barry – the acting partner of Messrs Webb – on the proposed Credit – in case I go up – to the Levant. – 
– – 
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I do not quite know what to name as the amount – undoubtedly <th> about 5000 – in addition to what I 
already have in ye. {Circular} notes – and in Webb’s bank – would be more than sufficient for my own 
personal wants for good four years – for my habits are simple – and you are aware that I have lately 
reduced my other expences of every kind. – – – 
But if I go up among the Greeks – I may have occasion to be of service to them – There may be 
prisoners to ransom – some cash to advance – arms to purchase – or if I was to take an angry turn some 
sulky morning – and raise a troop of my own (though this is unlikely) any or all of these would require 
a command of credit – and require my resources. – – You will let me have what you think proper not 
under the sum above 
 
1:2 
 
stated – but there is no immediate hurry – as I shall not sail till about July – if at all. – It is to be 
understood that the letter of Credit for two thousand pounds which I have now untouched is to be 
returned or left to be returned untouched in the hands of Messrs Webb – for your house – – the moment 
I receive the more extended credit. – It is also to be understood – that if I receive this extended Credit – 
and from any circumstances do not go up into the Levant – then that Credit is to be null and void as it 
would in fact then become quite superfluous to my present occasion. I am doing all I can to get away – 
but I have all kinds of obstacles thrown in my way – by the “absurd womankind”195 – who seems 
determined on sacrificing herself in every way – and preventing me from doing any good – and all 
without reason – for her relations and her husband (who is moving the Pope – and the Government here 
to get her to live with him again) and every body are earnest with her to return to Ravenna. – – She 
wants to go up to Greece too! forsooth – a precious place to go at present! of course 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) the idea is ridiculous – as every thing must there be sacrificed to seeing her out of harm’s way. – It 
is a case too in which interest does not enter, and therefore hard to deal with – for I have no kind of 
control – in that way – and if she makes a scene – (and she has a turn that <now> way) we shall have 
another romance – and tale of ill usage – {and abandonment} – and Lady Caroling – and Lady 
Byroning – and Glenarvoning – all cut and dry; – there never was a man who gave up so much to 
women – and all I have gained by it – has been the character of treating them harshly. – – – – – 
However I shall do what I can – and have hopes – for her father has been recalled from his political 
exile – but with this proviso – that he do not return without his daughter. – – – – 
If I left a woman for another woman – she might have cause to complain – but really – when a man 
merely wishes to go on a great duty for a good cause – this selfishness on the part of the “feminie” is 
rather too much. 
 ever yrs. 
  N. B. – 
2:2 
 
I add the enclosed letter from Mr. J. H. which does him credit. – – – – 
Also another M.S.S. for a proof from the same. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, May 24th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; BLJ X 184-5) 
[To – The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers . / Pall Mall East. / 
London. / Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A single, two-sided sheet. 

Genoa. May 24th. l823. 
My dear Douglas – 
 By this post – I have written to Hobhouse – and enclosed him a curious letter from a 
Greek of our acquaintance196 – who first offered – and now declines to give any information – however 
simple – on behalf of his Countrymen – {out of apprehension apparently of the Government but 
whether his own or the Tuscan he does not say} – and then concludes with the demand of a loan for 
himself! – I say that this is not to be a specimen of their general behaviour. – I have heard once from 

                                                 
195: Scott, The Antiquary, Chap. VI (“… he’s more absurd than womankind”). 
196: This was Nikolas Karvellas, who with his brother had been dogging B.’s footsteps since Geneva. See B. to 
H., May 24th 1823, and H. to B., June 11th 1823. 
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Blaquiere from Corfu – and forwarded the letter to Hobhouse. – I also have had (dated March 14th.!) 
the Circular from the Chairman of the G. Committee – which I have answered accepting the 
nomination. – The delay was not my fault. – As I only had the letter two days ago. – I wrote to you by 
last post but shall not hurry for the Credits – – till I hear something more positive – either from the 
Committee or from Blaquiere of what kind of reception I 
 
1:2 [above address:] am likely to have from the Greek Gt. for if it is to be like Karvellas’ 
Correspondence – I may as well wait to hear how far I shall be welcome – before I adventure a large 
sum of money – and my personal safety in [below address:] behalf of those who may not thank you for 
either. – But I am ready and willing to fulfil all that I proposed – so that the Committee think it will be 
of service – – and I would even in that case – put it out of the question how far my presence may be 
acceptable or not to the Greeks themselves. – – 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, May 26th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 186) 
[To – The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom and Co.  Bankers / Pall Mall East / London. 
/ Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A single sheet. 

May 26th. 1823. – 
My dear Douglas – I have to acknowledge a letter of Credit for £4000 sterling received by this day’s 
post. – Last week I sent to you Mr. Barry’s (partner of Messrs Webb here who have been particularly 
attentive throughout – in every respect) Suggestions on the subject of credit on the Levant – which his 
house would undertake as you will see stated. – I shall reserve yr. present letter till I hear further – – I 
think about letters for six thousand would be as much as I should need in any case for some time to 
come – but then I have [Ms. tear: “your”] former letter of credit {on Tuscany and Genoa} untouched 
for two thousand which with the present four thousand makes up the sum – this – (as well as the 
present 4000) I keep untouched – and meant to sent back the former on receiving a similar credit on 
other places than Tuscany – – if any change takes place as to the houses or places – I shall remit the 
present letters of course back to you. – In any case – it is understood between us – that I shall not avail 
myself of them – except in the event of my personally going up among the belligerents. – I state this for 
the purpose of avoiding any mistake as to my object in requiring these letters. – 
 
1:2 [above address:] In case you do not think any change necessary of places – and houses – it is 
possible that I may if occasion requires use the letter for 2000 – as well as the present one – but not 
without yr. further approbation. – let me know; – if you choose to order the payment of the whole 6000 
– to be made through my bankers [below address:] here – then the letters upon other places – for the 
like sum – (viz {for} the [  ]197 – and the 4000) become void – and shall be returned immediately. – – – 
I have heard nothing further (since I wrote lately) from Blaquiere – and a good deal will depend on his 
intelligence – and on what I hear from Hobhouse and the Committee – 
 ever yrs 
  N. B. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, May 28th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 187) 
Written, contrary to Byron’s usual way, with the paper turned through ninety degrees. A note 

enclosed with the proof of Don Juan XV. 

May 28th. 1823. 
Dear Douglas / 
 Enclosed is the corrected proof of the 15th. of D.J. – and a letter for Hobhouse – which 
you are to read of course also. – I have received yr. letter of Credit – which I acknowledged – but had 
written before it arrived to say – that as I know Messrs Webb’s house well – and that it is a strong one 
in the Mediterranean I should have liked my business to have gone through their hands directly – under 
the sanction of your house in London. – But it is much the same – for they say they will give me cash 
on your letters – though not directly addressed to their house. – I am now sufficiently provided – in the 
two letters of Credit – that is; – {but} if you commute them for one on Webb’s and the houses <of> {at 
the places} indicated in their note of directions for the same sums – viz – 6000 – these will of course be 

                                                 
197: This, which BLJ reads as “2000”, looks like “aoic”. 
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returned – let me know that I may not act without your approbation – my going up will depend much 
on what I hear 
 
1:2 
 
from the Committee – and from Blaquiere. – – – – – 
I have no wish to be officious or to invest myself with authority – but merely to do as I am bid – if they 
will merely say – what will advance their object – or gratify their wishes – I can have – (thanks to your 
handsome behaviour) resources enough of my own – without in any way interfering with the direction 
of theirs – and I suspect that I shall not be the most backward in applying them – for the benefit of the 
people. 
 yrs. ever N. B. 

 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, June 3rd 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En Son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie] 
Kinnaird answers a letter from Byron which is missing, in which he asks for corn-rubbers, tooth-

powder, gunpowder, and a canteen. 

London June 3 – 1823 
My dear Byron 
  I have received the sixteenth Canto of Don Juan – Notes for the Island – & a proof of the 
Island – I am out of Town for the benefit of my health, having been lately much troubled with torpor, 
languor & head=aches – I leave town to-day again – I have put the execution of your Commission for 
tooth & Corn=rubbers – & for tooth & Gun Powder & the Canteen – into Hobhouse’s hands – As for 
the private hand to convey the Gun-Powder, he is a very likely person to find it – but I should despair 
of finding one – 
The trial of Hunt is put off till next term – 
Do my dear Byron, let me preach a little patience Still both as to the publication of your M.S.S. now 
in hand, & on the subject of the Noel & the Rochdale Property – I assure you tht I watch with more 
anxiety over your affairs than I could do over my own – all will be satisfactory – I give you 
 
1:2 
 
ample credit for patience already – 
I am right – & Mr Metcalfe is right also – 
This is the explanation – 
I am right that you will ultimately (i.e. when the £11.000 is reinvested in land) receive the full amount 
of the interest produced by the intermediate investment of it in Government Securities – which will be 
a larger sum than you would have recd from the Rent – But untill that period Lord Howe only 
undertakes to pay you from his own Funds the amount of the Rent you would have received – So that 
the increase I spoke of will only come into your hands when the money shall have been re-invested – 
You must look upon it as so much money put by – but which is safe & is your own – So must you 
look upon tht portion of the Noel Estate Produce which has been withheld from you for a time, in 
order to discharge the interest of a mortgage – 
 
1:3 
 
That money is so much of your own put by – 
As you are in good credit, you will not be inconvenienc’d by the delay – & it is safe – 
Mr Capron says he knows of nothing that Webster has except life interest – i.e. he has no property 
which is touchable – He declines purchasing the Bond – The Bill for £50 is paid – That for £20 is not 
paid – Your’s ever truly 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
 
I have recd a letter from the G.P.O. announcing the arrival of a Packet pr Consegna – I presume it is 
from you – But I shall not know till to-morrow – 
 
P.S. In reply to your Queries – 
1st) If Lady B should die, the whole of your Property with the exception of (£20.000) settled on your 
daughter, becomes free for you to make Ducks & Drakes with – 
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2d) You would get little more than 5 pr ct for an annuity payable to the survivor of yourself or your 
Sister 
3d) The income of the £20.000 will be your own till your Daughter marries – as I believe – 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, June 8th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 262-3; BLJ X 195) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom and Co.  Bankers / Pall Mall East. / London. 
/ Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided sheet. 

June 8th. 1823 
My dear Douglas / 
 Enclosed is a true copy of Capt. B.’s letter to me from Zante – this day received. Of 
course if the next communication from the Greek seat of Government – at all resembles the present – I 
shall proceed to join the cause forthwith. – You can communicate as much of this letter of Cn B.’s – as 
you think may be proper – to the Committee. – – 
“Hospital Supplies” – I have already ordered for the [Ms. tear] of a thousand men for two years – at 
least [Ms. tear: “as”] Dr. Alexander states them – in a letter which I forwarded to you some time ago. – 
They did not cost above seventy or eighty pounds sterling. – The Artillery will be thought of – but it 
may be difficult to purchase it in time, to take up with me. – But I will convey them what I can – and 
put my resources at the disposal of the Cause – when there – and this is all an individual can do. – I 
shall proceed to avail myself of your handsome credits in my favour – according to circumstances. ever 
yrs. N. B. 
 
1:2 [above address:] P.S. Address to me at Genoa – my letters will be forwarded – in case I should 
have sailed before their arrival. – You will of course continue the insurances of Ly B’s life – as being 
quite requisite – in other respects you must retain all incoming monies to face the credits with which 
you have furnished me. – – 
I have to thank Hobhouse for his kind and somewhat [below address:] daring quotation from me to his 
Electors the other day. – He must be a bold man to venture during my unpopularity amongst the 
English. – Your brother is here – looking well – dines with me to=day – when we shall drink your 
health and prosperity. – Pray make some arrangement with Hobhouse to include him in, or devolve on 
him the Power of Attorney in case [curls up right-hand side:] of anything occurring [curls round top of 

section below address:] – but I hope you will take care of yourself and do well. – – – –198 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, June 9th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 263-4; BLJ X 196) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom and Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall East. / London. 
/ Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A two-sided sheet. 

June 9th. 1823. 
My dear Douglas / 
 By Saturday’s post I sent you a letter from Capt. Blaquiere to me – and if his next 
confirms it – I shall go up to join the Greeks forthwith. – We cannot exactly make out – what stores 
they chiefly want – but I suppose that money will be the most useful – as they then can apply it as 
occasion dictates. – I would suggest to the Committee’s consideration – to send some Congreve rockets 
speedily – and engineers to instruct the Gks. in their application. – Depend upon it they would have an 
effect – also if Wilson199 quits Spain – send him up – he would do wonders probably. – It is rather 
strange that I hear nothing further either from Hobhouse or the Committee. 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 
1:2 [above address:] P.S Your brother dined with me lately – and went this morning; – tomorrow I dine 
with Mr. Hill – to meet – (I believe) the Marquis of Hastings. – If you write – address as usual to Genoa 
– as the letters can be [below address, inverted at page bottom:] forwarded – if I should precede them. 
– –  
 

                                                 
198: BLJ reads “yrs ever / NB”, but there is no signature. 
199: Sir Robert Wilson, Whig radical and war hero, currently cashiered for ordering his troops not to fire on the 
crowd at Queen Caroline’s funeral. 
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Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, June 10th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / En Son Hotel / à Genoa / Italie] 

Pall Mall East 
June 10 - 1823 

My dear Byron 
  I write this merely to say that I have recd the concluding part of the 13th, the 14th & 15th 
corrected proofs of Don Juan – also the 16th Canto in M.S.S. – together with the two first Parts of a 
Drama200 – the trial is put off till next term – I shall see Mr Hunt to-morrow – I have anticipated your 
wishes by a letter to Messrs Webb which instructs them to consider your two letters of credit (together 
£6000) as address’d to them – 
   Your’s truly 
    Douglas Kinnaird 
 
Hobhouse is indefatigable for the Greeks & the Spaniards – 
 
[1:3 and 4 blank.] 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, June 16th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 264-5; BLJ X 199-200) 
[To, – The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom and Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall East. / 
London. / Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of June 3rd. 

June 16th. 1823. 
My dear Douglas / Yrs. of the third arrived this day. Pray take care of yr. health – – I do not like the 
“torpor” you mention. – Perhaps before I can receive yr. answer to this – I shall be on my voyage to the 
Levant. – I am bargaining for my passage in an English Vessel. – You can address to Genoa. – Mr. 
Barry will forward all letters. – – I sent a copy last week – of Blaquiere’s very pressing [Ms. tear] for 
me to go up to Greece without delay. – As to my affairs – – in anxiety is as much on your account as 
my own – – as I should not like to overdraw – and yet may have occasion for all the means that I can 
muster – as I should not like to give the Greeks but a half helping hand – but rather aid them as much 
as I can. – – As to the M.S.S. – You really must publish them whenever I have sailed – my distance 
will diminish the hatred of my enemies – and the object on which I am employed will do us no 
dishonour – at least it ought not. – – – – 
Mr. Murray ought to give something for 
 
1:2 [above address:] “Werner” – as I before said. – – You are aware how seldom I can hear from you 
for some time; – – I received yr. letter of credit – but shall also be obliged to use the former [below 

address:] one (for two thousand) as the four thousand alone – will hardly be sufficient. – I have also 
some circulars – and shall take up what I have in Mr. Webb’s bank – and sell my furniture books &c. 
&c. &c. and the Schooner and Snuff=boxes – that I may do my best in supplying “the sinews of war”.201 
– I recommend my affairs to you and am yrs. ever N. B. – 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, June 19th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ X 200) 
[To, – The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom and Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall East. / 
London. / Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A single sheet, written on one side only. 

June 19th. 1823 
Dear Douglas / – I have engaged a vessel and expect to sail (if nothing particular occurs to prevent it) 
about the beginning of July. – You can address to the care of Messrs Webb – & Barry – bankers here – 
who will forward any letters or packages. – You can let Ht. have any M.S.S., as they come to hand – I 
suppose that you have delivered to him the new Canto (i.e. the 16th.) which he must print carefully from 
the M.S.S. as I shall hardly receive the proof in time. – 
I recommend my affairs to your care – as it will be months before we can communicate – yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 

                                                 
200: The Deformed Transformed. 
201: A phrase from Bacon, On the True Greatness of Kingdoms. 
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June 26th 1823: The Island published. 

 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, June 30th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / Aux Soins de / Messrs Webb & Co  / à Genoa / Italie] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of June 19th. Given that Byron is about to sail to his death, his 

continuing concern with the value of the Kirkby and Rochdale properties seems sad. 

 

Pall Mall East 2 
June 30 – 1823 

My dear Byron 
  I have your letter of the 10th or 19th of June, (I cannot decipher which) announcing 
your having engaged a vessel & that you are about to sail in the beginning of July – My sole object in 
writing this, (seeing the little chance it has of catching you at Genoa) is to assure you that your more 
remote position shall in no wise affect your affairs – which I consider to be prosperous – & they shall 
have my most unremitting attention – Crabtree has made his report – {on Kirkby} – you may calculate 
securely on £3000 pr ann: for your share of the Noel Property – Whether it comes a month sooner or 
later can & shall be of no possible inconvenience to you – And any part tht is withheld to pay 
mortgage interest will come back to you within a few months for certain, & thenceforth all future 
temporary stoppages will cease – Crabtree is about this time 
 
1:2 
 
at Rochdale – We are looking out for mortgages – 
The Funds are 4 pr ct higher than the Price at which you bought in – Rely on it they will be still higher 
– This is satisfactory – 
The Don Juans shall come out directly after the Trial – Your’s truly 
   Douglas Kinnaird 
I forward you the enclosed202 – which was address’d to me – 
 
[1:3 blank.] 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Genoa, July 10th 1823: 

(Source: text from National Library, Athens M 21, 4 (1); not in 1922 II; BLJ X 211) 
July 10th. 1823. 

Dear Douglas – We expected to sail on the 12th. but it may be a day or two longer before we can put to 
sea – as the wind is at present contrary – and the places for the <embarkation not> {<reception>} 
reception of the horses have some need of alteration. – But by the 13th. or 14th. or even before if 
possible we expect to get under way. – – 
I have to enclose you at the request of Colonel <Slet> <Stel> Stietz – a plan of his for a foreign brigade 
in the Greek Service. – Of its’ practicability I can say nothing – but it is my duty to lay it before you – 
as requested – for your perusal, being addressed to the various Com= 
 
[Written in another, very small, hand:] The funds which he requires are too considerable I doubt. He 
himself is well recommended at least his papers seem to show it. 
 
=mittees English as well as foreign. – – – 
 
1:2 
 
[Written in the same minute hand:] I wrote to you last week enclosing a letter for Mr. Bowring. 
Blaquiere writes that even ten thousand 
 

pounds would be of incalculable service to their cause at present. – – I have other letters from Greece – 
urging the attempt at a loan. – I leave you to state and support these facts (i.e. the loan – and the money 
for them from the Committee) as much as you can. 
  ever yrs. 
   N. B. – 

                                                 
202: “the enclosed” unidentified. 
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P.S. 
 Address to Genoa – letters will be forwarded. – – – – – 
 

July 15th 1823: Don Juan VI, VII and VIII published. 

 

Byron departs for Greece on July 16th, arriving in Cephalonia on August 3rd. 

 

July 30th 1823: The Morgante Maggiore published in The Liberal No 4. 

 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, August 14th 1823 (a): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / aux Soins de / M.M.Webb & Cie / à Genoa / Italie] 

Pall Mall Aug. 14 - 1823 
My dear Byron, 
 I heard from or rather of you from Fletcher off Leghorn – I am happy to tell you that I 
expect to get from £10.000 to £12.000 for Rochdale, & I have ascertained that we shall have done very 
well to get so much – What would you like to be done with the money should we succeed? I send you 
the account which Messrs Hunt have deliver’d of the result of the Age of Bronze – you will see there is 
a result to you of £108 – 4 – 6 – And there is about £50 more to come to you if the rest are sold – But 
he has been put to charges for the 
 
1:2 
 
prosecution for publishing the Vision of Judgement – These amount to above £70 – Do you intend to 
pay this? I think you should at all events pay Scarlett’s Fee & the expences attending on his being 
employ’d – as I thought it right to say for your sake that Mr Hunt ought not to carry<ing> into effect 
his intention of being his own Counsel – Will you tell Fletcher I have fulfill’d his directions – by 
selling his Stock & disposing of his money as he desired – I wish you would write to me with as little 
delay as possible to say that you approve my taking any sum of money not less than ten thousand 
Pounds for the Rochdale Property – Your’s very truly 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
 
1:3 [written in secretarial hand at 90 degrees:] 
 

John Hunt in account with the Honourable Douglas Kinnaird 
For the Age of Bronze 

 
 Printed Three Editions – 3,000    Expences 
       £    s    d 
 To Lord Byron 7 Printing 2¼ Sheets   20.12. 0 
 To Hon D.K.    6 Paper 13½ reams at 45/-  30. 7.  6 
 Stamp Office    1 Wrapper Paper 1½ Reams at 60/-  4. 10. 0 
 Stationers Hall  2 Stitching at 7/- the 100   10.10.0 
 To Editors of Newspapers} 14 Advertisements    29.13.0 
 & Literary Gentlemen       } Pamphlet Duty            3.0 
                                              30 
 Left on Hand                      470 Publishing Commission 15 pr ct }  36. 0. 0 
    On the Sale               } 
                                            500 
                                          2500 
     £  s 
At 9 12 the 100. -              £240.0.0 Balance    108.4.6 
 
———————— } 240      £240.0.0 
 

July 21st 1823 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, no date, (August 14th 1823 b): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / aux Soins del Gio: Domengheni / <Zante> {Cefalonia}] 
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This duplicates the previous item, minus the John Hunt account. The date is from Byron’s reply 

on October 17th. 

Pall Mall East 
My dear Byron 
 Tho’ the distance between us be fearfull I shall continue to transmit to you from time to 
time what I think it may be interesting to you to know – I trust that you will not rashly expose either 
your purses or your person: but live to recollect that you did not let your generous feelings for your 
fellows overpower your judgement in the selection & application of the means to the end – 
I have to congratulate you on the result of Mr Crabtree’s proceedings with Mr Deardon – I have agreed 
to receive (£11250) eleven thousand two hundred and fifty Pounds for your Rochdale Property, & the 
suit into the Bargain – This has been effected, I am quite satisfied, solely by the spirit in which your 
letter was written, & in which the negotiation has been carried 
 
1:2 
 
on between us – the lawyers have had nothing to do with it – At this moment I am writing to Hanson to 
prepare the Title – but he knows nothing of the Price – I previously ascertained from Mr Farebrother 
that there never was a bonâ fide offer of more than £10.000 – nor did he know that any bonâ fide offer 
at all had been made – But Crabtree (who is a jewell) fished out of Deardon’s Brother in law that he 
would at that time have given £10.000 – but not a sixpence more – Hanson did not value it, or expect to 
get for it above £6000 – & told us decidedly that Deardon was worried out of his life by the suit – & 
jumped at an opportunity of closing the suit; of which he never had a hope as long as the Hansons had 
to do with it – These Gentlemen have certainly contrived to hang a charming character round their 
name – 
Please to write me a letter approving of 
 
1:3 
 
this sale for the sum stated – 
I presume you are aware that the Vice Chancellor refused to continue an injunction to prevent a Pirate 
from publishing Don Juan on the ground given in by the Pirate that the book was indictable – at once 
declaring himself a thief & a libeller – This is making a great stir – There is an admirable article on the 
subject in the last No. of Edinb. Review by a Mr Empson a junior counsel – of rather later than our 
standing – Believe me 
My dear Byron, Your’s truly 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
 

August 29th 1823: Don Juan IX, X and XI published. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, October 14th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.67; not in 1922 II; BLJ XI 48-50) 
The gymnastics Byron’s text performs around this letter are without parallel. He answers the two 

previous items. 
 
[at top of first side, on right:] Hanson wrote to propose Ld. Mountnorris as a person to lend money to 
on mortgage – but he is not a customer that I approve of. [upside down, on left:] I desired Hobhouse to 
give you my opinion on that subject. 

Cephalonia 8bre. 14th. 1823. 
Dear Douglas – 
 I received yr. letter of the 14th. August a day or two ago. – I approve of your accepting 
on my account a sum for the price of Rochdale – “not under ten or twelve thousand pounds {sterling}” 
– and as much above as may be consistent with a fair purchase. – It is probably less than a more skilful 
or lucky personage than myself might have obtained – but any thing is better than such a litigation – 
and as you have full powers of Attorney to act for me – you can settle as soon as you please. – 
You ask what I would have you do with the monies on my behalf – supposing “that we succeed”? They 
had better be invested for the present – (I presume) – in Exchequer bills – which are easily 
reconvertible into capital – and bear also a moderate interest. – What I may decide eventually will 
depend upon circumstances – I could either purchase an annuity – invest in some 
 
1:2 
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of the safer foreign funds – or buy land in Italy – France – America – or perhaps Greece. – Such a sum 
though of no very lofty sound in English denominations – hath a formidable echo in French livres – 
and {Spanish} dollars – and {Italian} Scudi – and in Italy – would (I know) particularly for ready 
money – purchase land to an extent and of a rental – which you have little idea of in Britain for the 
same amount. – – 
The reason of this is obvious – scarcity of cash – debts of families – and the system of dividing 
properties among several children – instituted by Napoleon and still continuing – and when they do sell 
(which they try frequently –) there is not one instance in fifty of their being paid in ten years – but by 
installments. You could {hardly find in Italy ten people to pay 40000 dollars (eight thousand 
pounds)}[vertically up right-hand side:]  in one payment – and when they do they allow much in 
favour of the purchaser. [Letter continues as normal:] I trust that our purchaser will pay the whole 
speedily. – You can stop the lawsuit – and above all – let me have no bother with Messrs. Hanson – 
who will raise difficulties – and try 
 
1:3 
 
to continue the suit – but you have the permanent power of Attorney – and this letter is also further 
warrant for you to act as we have both agreed upon. – – 
Were there another Chancellor I might appeal but this man will never do justice to a suitor of opposite 
politics – and is besides (I believe) – the greatest rogue that ever sate on a bench since Scroggs and 
Jefferies.203 – I am sure he has been so in all concerns of mine – and I will tell him one day in the house 
of Lords – “if I come over the Sea.” – – 
It is my intention to pay Hunt’s law expences – and there we are also agreed. – – – 
I say nothing of Greek affairs having sent three packets to Hobhouse on that subject lately.204 – 

ever and truly yrs. 
N. B. 

 
1:4 [above address:] P.S. – Address to ye. care of Messrs. Webb & co. Genoa. – – The Canteen has 
arrived – I did not want so much white but more red toothpaste – some things {are} broken in the 
Canteen – but it is complete nevertheless. I hear the V. Chancellor dissolved Hunt’s injunction in 
matter of course. [below address:] Let him publish however the remaining 8 Cantos in two volumes. – 
We won’t give way for “a’ that and a’ that and twice as muckle’s a’ that.” – – – 
I suppose you will settle something with M. for “Werner” be it little or great. – Are the Kirkby Mallory 
people paying their arrears? – – I may probably wish {for} further credits in the beginning of the year 
(for the ensuing season) as a reserve [vertically up right-hand side:] but I have hitherto been cautious in 
expending monies on the Greeks {and their} cause till I [inverted along the top:] see better if they 
really deserve them. – – – – 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, October 17th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ XI 51) 
[To, – The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom and Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall East. / 
London. / Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
A single sheet, written on one side only. Byron duplicates the previous item for caution. 

 

Cephalonia. 8bre. 17.o 1823. 
Dear Douglas – 
 I add a few lines by way of duplicate to my answer of the 14th. inst. to yours of the 14th. 
August – merely to repeat that I do approve of your proposal of accepting “any sum not under ten 
thousand pounds for Rochdale” and of course as much above it as can be fairly obtained. – To your 
other question – I reply that the produce for the present may be invested in Exchequer bills – as more 
easily reconvertible into capital – and also as bearing a moderate interest. – I suppose that you have 
done as well as could be done in the circumstances – having full confidence in your sagacity and 
friendship. – You have my power of Attorney – and this letter also for your warrandice to conclude in 
my behalf the settlement of this and other affairs. –  
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 

                                                 
203: Sir William Scroggs was Jeffreys’ predecessor as Lord Chief Justice. 
204: B. to H., September 11th-14th, 15th, and 27th. 
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P.S. Address to Genoa as usual – 
my letter of the 14th. instant is 
fuller than this on particulars. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, October 29th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 283-5; BLJ XI 57-8) 
[To, The Honorable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom and Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall East. / London. 
/ Angleterre.] 
Byron answers Kinnaird’s of August 14th. 

Cephalonia. 8bre. 29th. 1823. 
My dear Douglas – 
 I have received another letter from you to the same purpose – but had already 
answered in the affirmative to your proposition about Rochdale – and that more than once – hoping that 
you will make the best of the business for me that you can. I have also added that I think the produce 
had better be laid out for the present in Exchequer bills – as bearing a moderate interest and little liable 
to loss besides being an easily reconvertible (into cash) security. – I trust also that you are getting in the 
Kirkby Mallory arrears due to us – and are trying (while the funds are high) to have some {part} of my 
funded property invested in a safe Mortgage – this has been my wish for years as you know well. – – – 
I have sent to Hobhouse various documents and dispatches from which he can furnish the proper 
information to the Committee – the Greek Govt have invited me to Napoli di Romania205 – and I expect 
to proceed there in Novr. – You 
 
1:2 
 
had better address to me by Genoa (to Messrs Webb and Barry) my letters reach me sooner through 
that Channel – as vessels sail frequently. – 
I shall take your advice about the reverend care of my purse and person – as far as is consistent with 
propriety; – the former has not yet suffered much – having only been lightened of about a thousand 
dollars – partly in aid of the Suliotes – and partly to some of the refugees – and also some expences for 
sending boats with dispatches &c. – – and the latter is for the present in tolerable plight. – You, 
Gentlemen of the Committee, must exert yourselves – and I will second you as well as I can – but your 
newspaper accounts are highly exaggerated for neither Turks nor Greeks have done much this year. – I 
shall continue to state things to you all exactly as they are – or appear to me – and the best way not to 
despond is perhaps to commence with not being oversanguine. – The Cause is good – and I think 
eventually safe (if the Holy Alliance leave the Greeks to themselves) 
 
1:3 
 
and I am inclined to believe that the Committee may be of essential service – in forwarding supplies or 
monies – and obtaining a loan for the Independents – but there is still a good deal to be done and more 
than is imagined in your part of the World – for proofs – (or at least assertions) of which I refer you to 
high Authorities amongst the Greeks themselves – transmitted by me to Hobhouse. – 
Ld. Sydney Osborne – – came over yesterday [Ms. tear: “from”] Corfu to meet me – and I dine with 
[Ms. tear: “the”] Govt Resident Col. Napier to=day to meet him; he came up (i.e. Ld. S.) to Metaxata 
where I now am yesterday – and we had a luncheon and some talk together – I then rode back with him 
towards Argostoli. – He is in good preservation – and as clever and insouciant as ever. – He tells me 
that Alvanley is at length “rectus in curia” with his creditors – and in possession of his long expected 
Uncle’s property. – – Tell him that I have discovered a text in St. Paul’s epistle to the Romans Chapter 
10th. of such unimpeachable 
 
1:3 [above address:] veracity – that I have been converted into a firm believer of all the rest. – It is this 
(vide Chapter l0th.) “For there is no difference between the Jew and the Greek”206 these are the literal 
words – and what is more to the purpose [below address:] the literal truth. – Some of their Bankers 
tried to make me pay interest for my own money in my own possession {which I came to spend for 
their Cause too!} and this I think {equals or} beats the tribes of Israel – unless perhaps the ten who are 
still supposed to exist in the heart of Asia. – – – 

                                                 
205: Modern Nafplio. 
206: Biblical: Romans 10:12. 
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But I “sorted them I trow”207 having the Staff for the present in my own hand. – believe me truly yr. 
affecte 
 N. B. 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall East, November 2nd 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS 43456) 
[The / Lord Byron] 
 Pall Mall East 
  Novr. 2 – 1823 
My dear Byron – 
 I cannot let Mr Hunt’s Son leave England,208 without writing a line to You – I have 
desired Mr Hunt to write to You fully on the matters he is concerned in – I continue to think highly of 
his integrity – & I see no reason to think you will have cause to repent having made him your Publisher 
– Hitherto matters have succeeded – I consider your Rochdale Property as sold for £11225 – As soon 
as the Papers are ready, I still have to send them out to you for your signature – This done, you need 
hear no more of Lawyers – Crabtree is an invaluable fellow – Your Island is infinitely relished – Is it 
true that you are to continue Childe 
 
1:2 
 
Harold? – Lord Jn Russell writes in terms of great delight from your acquaintance – a pretty figure 
England cuts in the Picture of the Political world! You need not be afraid of our Funds – But I am ever 
on the look out for a mortgage – Will you take one at 4 pr cent – I advise you to do so – Shall we see 
you soon in England? I think you would meet in all quarters a reception that would not fail to gratify 
you – 
 Believe me my dear Byron, 
  Yours faithfully 
  Douglas Kinnaird 
 
Bruce & Scrope are in Correspondance – 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, November 10th 1823: 
(Source: text from 1918 Sotheby Catalogue; not in 1922 II; BLJ XI 58-9) 

Cephalonia, November l0th. 1823 
[part quoted in catalogue:] 
 
This will be forwarded to you by the Greek Deputies, to whom I request your good offices. At the 
request of their Government I have agreed to advance the sum of four thousand pounds sterling, by 
way of loan, (as they apparently decline it as a gift) which is to be repaid in the event of their obtaining 
a subsidy in England. This sum is essential at this moment for the succour of Missolonghi and, whether 
it be repaid or not, I hope it may be of service to the cause. ... 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, December 10th 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; 1922 II 285-6; QII 753-4; BLJ XI 74-5) 
[To, The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird / Pall Mall East. / Messrs Ransom & Co. / London / Noel 
Byron / Honoured by Col. Napier.] 

10bre. 10o. 1823. 
Dear Douglas – 
 This will be delivered by Col. Napier – whom I request you to present to the Committee. 
– He is too well known to require me to say more than I have already said in my letter to Mr. 
Bowring209 – which See. – – I have had only two letters from – you, – both (I think) of August – {one 
however is without date.} – I have often written to acknowledge both – and to sanction or approve your 
acceptance of the Rochdale proposition. – 
I have been expending monies on the Greek Cause. – I shall probably have to expend more – and 
therefore require more to expend. – – As I hope that you have gotten together the Kirkby Mallory dues 

                                                 
207: Scott, Guy Mannering, Chap.33 (adapted: “I trow I’ll sort him”). 
208: John Hunt’s son tried to join B. in Greece, but was taken ill at Malta. 
209: See B. to John Bowring, December 7th 1823. 
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– {also arrears} – also mine own especial fees and funds; – the Rochdale produce – and my income for 
the ensuing year – (and I have still of the present year 
 
1:2 
 
[above address:] something in hand – including my Genoese credit) ought to make a pretty sufficient 
sort of sum to take the field withal – and I like to do so with all I can muster – in case of anything 
requiring the same. – [below address:] I shall be as saving of my purse and person as you recommend – 
but you know that it is as well to be in readiness <with> with one or both in the event of either being 
required. – yrs. ever and faithfully. 
 N. B. [scrawl] 
P.S. 
 Col. Napier will tell you the {recent} news. 
 

P.S. 10bre. 11th. 1823. 
 I presume that you have also come to some agreement with Mr. M. about “Werner”. – The year is 
more than out since he published it. – Although the copyright should only be worth two or three 
hundred pounds – I will tell you what can be done with them – for three hundred pounds I can maintain 
in Greece at more than the fullest pay of the Provisional Govt rations included – one hundred armed 
men for three months! – It is not that I am in any pressing need of monies – especially of this kind – but 
it is better to have all financial matters arranged of whatever description – rents – funds – 
purchase=monies – or printer’s products – I presume that there is or will be something from “the 
Island” also – and from the sale of the other writings – but I do not reckon much 
 
1:2 
 
on anything of that kind. – H. ought to have collected the works by this time – as before directed – and 
published the whole eleven new D.J.s. – – – 
I am particular on this point only – because a sum of trifling amount even for a Gentleman’s personal 
expences in London or Paris – in Greece can arm and maintain hundreds of men – you may judge of 
this when I tell you that the four thousand pounds advanced by me is likely to set a fleet and an army in 
motion for some months. 
I request you to avoid all unnecessary disbursements (excepting for the Insurances) in England – 
whatever remains to be paid to lawyers and creditors (and you yourself say that it is but a sum not 
exceeding much my whole (Kirkby Mallory included) half year’s income can be settled after the Greek 
war – or the Greek Kalends; – for the dogs – especially the [vertically up right-hand side:] lawyers – 
have already had more than ever was justly owing to them. – But they shall have fair play – and I too I 
hope [inverted, along top edge:] and trust – but prithee look to these recommended affairs. 
 

December 17th 1823: Don Juan XII, XIII and XIV published. 

 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, November 22nd 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43456) 
[The Lord Byron / aux Soins de / Messrs Webb & Cie / à Genoa / Italie // via France] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of October 14th and 17th. 

Pall Mall East 
Novr 22d – 1823 

My dear Byron 
  I have this morning receiv’d your letters of the 14th & 17th October – I need scarcely 
assure you with what pleasure I again looked on your handwriting after so long an interval – I do not 
learn that the Greeks are in a state to induce you to proceed – I rather am willing to anticipate your 
arrival in this Country – 
I am happy to tell you that I hope in one more week210 be over our heads to receive £11250 for 
Rochdale – Mr Crabtree & Mr Deardon with his Solicitor are all in Town – All the Deeds & Papers are 
out of the Hansons’ hands – And the Deardons are to pay all his Charges – Thank God – we shall have 
no more law-expences – I am glad to tell you tht Crabtree proves a treasure – He is a 
 
1:2 

                                                 
210: K. omits “that we shall be”. 
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mortal enemy to Lawyers – I propose to you tht you should present him with one hundred guineas for 
his trouble & time so successfully applied to this matter of Rochdale – Have I your authority for so 
doing after the money is receiv’d & all settled? – I think it will be well bestowed – Every day 
confirms my conviction that we have made an excellent bargain – I will see & settle with Murray 
about Werner in due time – But I think it for your credit, not to appear pressing – 
I continue to think vy favourably of Mr Hunt – He renders me most particular & accurate accounts – I 
keep them all for you – & you will now learn what are the profits of publishers – I hear you are going 
on with Childe Harold? is it true? – I saw Mr Murray yesterday in company with Joseph Hume who 
went to complain of & contradict an article 
 
1:3 
 
full of lies in the last Quarterly concerning him & the Ionian Isles – He said he had heard of a Satire 
from Italy on Gifford & – tht it was said to be from you – But he did not Credit tht – but thought it 
came from L. Hunt – 
I agree with you, & disapprove Lord Mountnorris as a borrower – Moreover he is a client of Messrs 
Hansons – I will lay out the money in Exchequer Bills – Are you willing to take 4 pr ct. on Mortgage? 
– The Bank of England lends 2.000.000 at that rate – 
Hobhouse is hunting with Burdett – I wish you could come & carry your threat against the Chancellor 
into execution – I am to dine with his <s/>Son to-morrow – he is the first Slag211 going – I desire Hunt 
to write to you from time to time – 
   Your’s ever truly 
   Douglas Kinnaird 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, December 23rd 1823: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; BLJ XI 80-1) 
[To, The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall. / London / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra.] 
Byron has had no letters from Kinnaird since August 14th. 

l0bre. 23d. 1823. 
Dear Douglas – 
 A quarter of a year has elapsed since I have heard from you – but I have written 
through various channels to approve of yr. Rochdale proposition which I hope has gone on well. – 
A Greek Vessel has arrived from the Squadron to convey me to Messalonghi – where Mavrocordato 
now is and has assumed the command – so that I expect to embark immediately. – – – 
Address however to Cephalonia – (through Messrs Webb and Barry of Genoa as usual) and get 
together all the means and credit of mine we can – to face the war establishment – for it is “in for a 
penny in for a pound” and I want to do all {that} I can for the Ancients. I have advanced them four 
thousand pounds – which got the Squadron to sea – and I made them forward the Deputies for the Loan 
– who ought to be soon in England – having sailed some 
 
1:2 
 
weeks ago. – I have already transmitted to you a copy of their agreement &c. and to Hobhouse and 
Bowring various dispatches with copies or originals of correspondence more or less important. I am 
labouring too to reconcile their parties – and there is some hope now of succeeding. – Their public 
affairs go on well – the Turks have retreated from Acarnania without a battle – after a few fruitless 
attempts on Anatoliko, – and Corinth is taken – and the Greeks have gained a battle in the Archipelago 
– and the Squadron here too has taken a Turkish Corvette with some money and a Cargo = in short – if 
they can obtain a loan – I am of opinion that matters will assume {& preserve} a steady and favourable 
aspect for their independence. – 
In the mean time I stand paymaster and what not – and lucky it is – that from the nature of the warfare 
and of the country – 
 
1:3 
 
the resources even of an individual can be of {partial and} temporary service. – 

                                                 
211: “Slag” – “coward” (slang). 
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Col. Stanhope is at Messalonghi – probably we shall attempt Patras next – the Suliotes – who are 
friends of mine – seem anxious to have me with them – and so is Mavrocordato – if I can but succeed 
in reconciling the two parties – (and I have left no stone unturned therefor –) it will be something – and 
if not – why we must go over to the Morea – with the Western Greeks – who are the bravest – and at 
present the strongest – now that they have beaten back the Turks – and try the effect of a little physical 
advice – should they persist in rejecting moral persuasion. – I suppose you know the state and names of 
the parties from my letters to Hobhouse and Bowring. – – – 
Once more (as usual) recommending to you my affairs – and more especially the reinforcement of 
 
1:4 [above address:] my strongbox and credits from all lawful sources and resources of mine – to their 
practicable extent – (and after {all} it is better playing at Nations than {gaming} at Almacks or 
Newmarket or in [below address:] piecing or dinnering) and also requesting your Honour to write now 
and then one of those pithy epistles “touching the needful” so agreeable to the distant traveller. I 
remain 
 ever yrs. 
  N. B. 
 
P.S. – Please to transmit any further 
credits through Messrs Webb and 
Barry who have been very civil and useful, all throughout. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, December 27th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from N&Q September 25th 1869, p.250; not in 1922 II; BLJ XI 85-6) 
Byron is about to leave Cephalonia for Missolonghi. 

10bre212 27th, 1823. 
Dear Douglas, 
 I am embarking for Missolonghi—Bowring can tell you the rest, for yr despatches will go 
together.—I am passing “the Rubicon”—recollect that for God’s sake—and the sake of Greece.—You 
must let me have all the means and credit of mine that we can muster or master—and that 
immediately—and I must do my best to the shirt—and to the skin if necessary.—Stretch my credit and 
anticipate my means to their fullest extent—if Rochdale sale has been completed I can keep an army 
here, aye, and perhaps command it. 
 Send me forthwith all the credits you can, and tell the Committee that they should “enact a man 
and put money in their purse.”213 Why, man! if we had but 100,0001, sterling in hand, we should now 
be halfway to the city of Constantine. But the Gods give us joy! “En avant,” or as the Suliotes shout in 
their war—cry “Derrah! Derrah!” which being interpreted, means “On—On—On!” 
  Yours ever, 
   N.B. 
To the Hon. Douglas Kinnaird, 
Messrs Ransom and. Co., Bankers, 
Pall Mall East, London. 
 
1824: As the London Greek Committee’s representative, Byron proceeds to Messolonghi. After 

an adventurous sea journey, punctuated by the Turkish blockade and by storms, he comes 

ashore on January 5th. Wearing full military uniform for the landing, he receives a hero’s 

welcome. He puts himself at the head of five hundred Suliote soldiers, whose expenses he pays, 

and prepares for his first military operation, the capture of Lepanto. On January 22nd he writes 

On This Day I Complete My Thirty – Sixth Year. On February 5th William Parry, the fire master, 

arrives in Messolonghi with his specialist mechanics, but the plan to attack Lepanto is eventually 

abandoned because the Suliote troops – who turn out not to be Suliotes – refuse to attack even 

when assured that the Turkish garrison will only put up a token resistance. Byron remains 

occupied with administrative decision-making and is awaiting instructions from the “Greek 

government”. Starting in February, his health gradually declines: on the 15th he has an epileptic 

fit. Early in April, he goes for a ride in the rain, and collapses with a severe fever. He dies on 

April 19th, 1824 (Greek Easter Monday). 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Missolonghi, February 9th 1823: 

                                                 
212: N&Q has “13bre”, an impossibility. 
213: Shakespeare, Othello I iii (adapted). 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43454; not in 1922 II; BLJ XI 110) 
[To, – The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers / Pall Mall East. / 
London. / Angleterre. // Opened by our Quarantine Office, resealed and forwarded by your most 
obedient Servt / Samuel Barff / Zante 16 Feby 1824] 

Messolonghi Fy. 9th. 1824 
My dear Douglas – 
 I have received yrs. of the 2d. Novr. – – The sooner the papers to be signed in the 
Rochdale business the better – and it is essential that the money should be paid – as I shall have 
occasion for it all – and more – to help on the Greeks – and fight it out. Hunt’s Son went back sick 
from Malta214 – but I have received his letter which is very satisfactory – if all be true that be up=come. 
– Bid him go on and prosper. – The Deputies should be arrived ere now. – Parry is here – and he and I 
agree very well – and all is going on hopefully for the present – considering circumstances. – – – 
I march (according to orders) against Lepanto shortly with two thousand men.215 – – – 
I have this day drawn on your house various bills to the amount of three thousand pounds – 
 
1:2 [above address:] Sterling – which you will debit or credit accordingly – and according to any funds 
received or in the course of being so – as Income – Noel {rents} due – Rochdale purchase – Copyrights 
– &c. &c. &c. en attendant – with some impatience – further letters of credit – for which I have written 
by [below address:] every opportunity. – I pray you to consider this as essential and indispensable. – 
Your Committee ought to stir a little more. – We shall have work this year for the Turks are coming 
down in force – and as for me I must stand by the Cause. 
 yrs ever 
  N. B. 
 
Ransoms and Co, Douglas Kinnaird, and Charles Barry to Byron, January 29th-February 10th 

1824: 
(Source: texts from NLS 43456) 
[The Right Honble / Lord Byron / care of Messrs John Webb & Co / Genoa] 
 

[Ransoms write:] 
London 10th.. Feby..1824 

My Lord 
 
In compliance with your Lordship’s directions communicated to our Mr Kinnaird and by Mr Barry at 
Genoa, a copy of whose letter we herewith annex, we this day open a credit in your Lordship’s favour 
for Four Thousand Pounds Sterling, to which, we have no doubt they will attend. 
 We request your Lordship will be pleased hence forth in drawing upon us at one & the same date 
to divide the Bills into Sums of different amounts, so that no two of such Bills may be for the same 
sum, or to Number them, so that we may be run no risk of accepting for more than your Lordship 
intends us to pay. We have already accepted £3100 part of your Lordship’s Drafts upon us for £4000 in 
favour of J Hamilton Browne Esqr: all dated 28th. Novr. last at 60% some Firsts, some Seconds, & some 
Thirds of Exchange, of which six are for £250 each 2 of £500 1 of £400 & 1 of £200, but we have done 
this at the risk of having accepted first & Second of the same set of Bills – not thinking it right to put 
your Lordship to the very heavy expence attending our refusing to 
 
1:2 
 
accept. 
  We have the honor to be 
   My Lord 
  Your Lordship’s most obed Serts 
    Ransom & Co 
The Right Honble 
Lord Byron 
 
[Kinnaird writes:] 
 

                                                 
214: John Hunt’s son tried to come to fight in Greece, but had to return from Malta because of sickness. 
215: This doesn’t happen because the Suliotes refuse to “fight against stone walls” 
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My dear Byron, 
  Coll. Napier has this day call’d & left your letters of the 10th – 11th  Decr – I have not 
seen him – I will attend to your wishes – I expect the completion of the Rochdale purchase in a 
fortnight – Hunt is not yet sentenced – Between ourselves I doubt the Greeks getting the loan here – 
There is too little assurance of ye stability & union of all under a national Govt., when they shall have 
beaten the Turks – Your’s truly 
  Douglas Kinnaird 
I hope & trust my fears may prove erroneous – But I think it right that you should be not too sanguine 
on this point – 
 
1:3 [Barry writes:] 

Genoa 29th. Jany. 1824 
Sir, 
 I have received a letter from Lord Byron dated 11th. of last month in which he say’s “I wish you 
would tell the Honble . D Kinnaird that I approve the sale of the Rochdale Manor & I am anxious to 
hear from him about it, also that I shall want through you some further [Ms. tear] good deal if the 
essence of this loan will fa[Ms. tear: “vor”] me individually” I suppose what His Lordship says about 
the Manor is the same as The formentioned to you but as he repeats the request I do the same – Will 
you have the goodness to send to our House the credits to which Lord B– alludes & believe me very 
respectfully 
   Sir 
  Your very faithful S. 
  (Signed)  Cha.s Barry 
The 
 Honble Douglas Kinnaird 
 
February 20th 1824: The Deformed Transformed published. 

 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, February 20th 1824: 

(Source: text from NLS 43456) 
[<à / Milord Byron / aux soins de / M. M. Webb & cie / à Genoa / Italie>] 
Kinnaird answers Byron’s of December 27th. 

London Feb 20 – 1824 
My dear Byron, 
 I have receiv’d your letter written on the point of embarkation for Missalonghi – Durrah! 
Durrah! The loan is taken – we shall have a dinner; & by our oratory place it at a Premium – Success 
attend you – The Rochdale mony is not yet paid – But I expect it weekly – However the loan is made – 
& I shall take care to secure your £4000, as the first disbursements thereout – I shall not increase your 
credit for above £4000 with Messrs Webb & Barry unless I hear further from you – Marry! One 
bumping sum of £4000 & the mony a float is enough for 
 
1:2 
 
one <of> labour of Hercules in one year – 
I am delighted to receive a letter from you written in such excellent spirits – 
 Durrah! Durrah! 
  Your’s ever truly 
   Douglas Kinnaird 
 
Hunt’s sentence is put off till next Term 
 
[1:3 blank.] 
 
On address side: 

 

D. Kinnaird / Letters arrived – but not read to Lord Byron as they came the day in which he lost his 

senses & the day before he died 

 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Missolonghi, February 21st 1824: 
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(Source: National Historical Museum, Athens, 19435 / a; Moore’s Life II 737; LJ VI 328-9; 1922 II 
288-9; BLJ XI 116-17) 
The only letter from Byron to Kinnaird to appear in Moore’s Life, and thus in Prothero. 
 
P.S. – I have obtained from the 
Greeks the release of eight 
and twenty Turkish prisoners, 
men, women, and children, and sent them to Patras and Prevesa 
  at my own expence. 

Messolonghi. Fy. 21<th/>st. 1824. 
My dear Douglas – 
  I received yr. letter of 9bre 23d and Hobhouse’s of the 6th. l0bre. – with some others 
and all satisfactory; so far so good. – I have said and say again that I am willing to accept a mortgage 
and {to lend my monies} upon fair terms (– 4 {per cent if that is the best medium)} and of course on 
those which others accept – but the Security ought to be good. I wish you could settle that matter – as I 
hope by this time that you have the Rochdale business; – I agree to your proposition of a fee {of one 
hundred guineas to} and to your eulogy also of Mr. Crabtree, and I wish {that} these matters were well 
settled, while the funds are high. I have been here some time – after some very narrow escapes from the 
Turks – and also from being ship=wrecked (we were twice upon the rocks) but this you 
 
1:2 
 
will have heard truly or falsely through other channels – and I won’t bore you with a long story. – I 
have also been very seriously unwell – but am getting better – and can ride about again – so pray – 
quiet our friends on that Score. – <Of> {For} public affairs {here} I refer you to Stanhope’s and 
Parry’s reports; – we are making the best fight we can – and without being too sanguine – we still have 
good hopes of the Greeks and of their cause. – The Deputies will or should have arrived by this time. – 
– 
I drew the other day on your house for three thousand pounds – to carry on the war – but my intention 
of taking the field in person – has been interrupted for the present by a smart illness – from which I am 
slowly convalescing. – – – – 
It is not true that I ever did – will – 
 
1:3 
 
would – could or should write a satire against Gifford – or a hair of his head – and so tell Mr. Murray. – 
– 
I always considered Gifford as my literary father – and myself as his “prodigal Son” – and if I have 
allowed his “fatted calf” to grow to an Ox before he kills it on my return – it is only because I prefer 
beef to veal. – – 
I shall be very glad to hear a good account of Hunt’s – and {of} all other accounts – for we have 
expences here – I assure you – and I may require my Rochdale as well as Kirkby Mallory proceeds – 
not omitting my funded products – for aught I know – unless they get (the Greeks that is to say) their 
loan – and perhaps even then. I must do the thing properly and handsomely – and so far I have 
succeeded in supporting 
 
1:4 
 
the Government of Western Greece for the present which would otherwise have been dissolved – but 
Stanhope and Parry can tell you the particulars. – If you have got the eleven thousand and odd pounds 
– (as you say you expected on 9bre. 23d. shortly to receive them) these – with what I had in hand – and 
my income for the current year – to say nothing of contingencies from Ht’s proceeds – or others – will 
or might enable me to keep “the sinews of war”216 properly strong. – If the Deputies are honest fellows 
– and obtain the loan – they will repay the £4000 (as agreed upon) advanced in l0bre. – and even then – 
I shall save little or indeed less than little – since I am maintaining the whole machine nearly (in this 
place at least) at our own cost. – But – let the {Greeks} but succeed – and I don’t care for myself. 
  yrs. ever 
   N Bn 

                                                 
216: A phrase from Bacon, On the True Greatness of Kingdoms. 
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P.S. from Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, late February 1824: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.71; not in 1922 II; not in BLJ; not mentioned as a forgery in BLJ XI) 
[Postmark “2 APR” // via d’Otranto // OTRANTO // AUTRICHE PAR DUNQUERQUE // To The 
Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall East. / London. / 
Angleterre. // Inghilterra. // N. B. // Zante 26 February 1824 Opened by our Quarantine office, resealed 
& forwarded by your most obedient Servant – Samuel Barff] 
Unpublished. The postage material on the envelope is very convincing, except for the big gap 

between the February quarantine notification from Samuel Barff and the April postmark. 

 
P.S. I request you to send me out more letters of Credit with all convenient speed and opportunity. – 
Remember me to all friends and above all believe neither the Good nor the evil you may hear of Greece 
as yet – none of them have as yet hit on the right place of the cause and consequences. – – 
I am trying to find it out – 
Parry and Stanhope are likely to be correct – each according to his feelings – that is to say; – but we 
have not yet got to the real sources of events. 
 
Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from London, February 23rd 1824: 

(Source: text from NLS 43456) 
 
My dear Byron, 
 Will you enable me to give an answer to Mr Jones – I have promised him to forward the 
enclosed for your perusal – I can of course know nothing of the transaction & cannot say a word upon 
it217 – Yours Vy truly 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
 
Pall Mall East 
Feby 23 – 1824 
 
[1:2 blank.] 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Missolonghi, March 12th-13th 1824: 

(Source: text from National Historical Museum, Athens 19436; 1922 II 289-30; BLJ XI 135-6) 
[To, the Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird, / Messrs Ransom and Co. Bankers / Pall Mall East / London / 
Angleterre / via Otranto / N.B. // 1824 / March 12 / Messalonghi // Opened by the Quarantine Office, 
resealed and forwarded by [Ms. tear] Yr most obt Servt Zante 18 March [Ms. tear] S. Barff] 
 

Messolonghi March 12th. 1824. 
Dear Douglas / 
 Enclosed is an account in dollars of the monies advanced by me to the Greeks – since 
my engagement in their cause. By this you will perceive that I require reinforcements. – I have drawn 
in favour of Messrs Barff &c for three thousand pounds Stg. therefore, in the expectation of further 
credits which I hope are on the way. 

March 13th – 
I was interrupted yesterday – and must write to=day – without much certainty that the letter will reach 
you – for the Plague has broken out this morning in the town – and of course precautions will be taken 
in the Islands and elsewhere. – 
It has been supposed to be communicated from the Morea – be that as it may, a Man from thence has 
just died of it – 
 
1:2 
 
as my Physician says – whom I have just seen – as well as {the} Prince Mavrocordato. – – 
What the event may be cannot of course be foreseen. – 
To resume – It would be advantageous nay – even necessary for me – or {for} my heirs – that you 
should sell out of the {3 per Cent} Consols now while they are so high – it might make a difference of 
ten thousand pounds in our favour on the original Sum invested. Surely Bland would consent to this – 
and wait for the occurrence of a Mortgage at four per Cent – or take one on fair security. – I wish much 
to impress this upon your mind. – – – 

                                                 
217: Jones proposed to take out an insurance policy on the life of Miss Massingberd: see B. to K., April 9th 1823. 
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I hope that you have arranged the Rochdale business – as well as you <can/>could and completely 
according to your wishes. – 
I hear that Hunt has been found libellous; – we must pay the expences, 
 
1:3 
 
[repaired Ms. tear: “&”] his fine – if he had consented to my coming over as I requested – this would 
not have fallen upon him – but to this he frequently objected – declaring that they would not prosecute 
the Author – but the publisher. – – 
I shall be the more anxious to hear from you – as the Communication will probably be interrupted for 
some time to come – Whatever may [Ms. tear: “occur”] to me – believe me that I [Ms. tear: “am”] 
and was – and will be – (as long as I am at all) ever yrs. very 
  faithfully and affectly. 
   Noel Byron 
To, The Honourable 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
  &c. &c. &c. 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Missolonghi, March 13th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.72; not in 1922 II; BLJ XI 136) 
[via d’Otranto // AUTRICHE PAR DUNQUERQUE // To The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird. / 
Messrs Ransom & Co. Bankers. / Pall Mall East. / London. / Angleterre. // Inghilterra. // Zante 18th 
March 1824 Opened by our Quarantine office, resealed & forwarded by your most obedient Servant – 
Samuel Barff] 
Written just after despatching the previous item. 

Messolonghi. March 13th. 1824. 
Dear Douglas – 
 Since I sent off my letter this morning I perceive that I omitted to enclose the account 
mentioned of the sum I have advanced to or on behalf of the Greeks since my arrival in this Climate. – 
As I wrote so recently I have little to add except to report {softly} my strongest recommendation that 
you would sell out of the funds {for me} – while they are so very high – and favourable – and take a 
Mortgage – for the investment of the monies at four per Cent if requisite. 2dly. – to pay Ht’s expences 
for his trial and fine – 3dly. – to receive the Rochdale monies – and 4thly. to send me out Credits as I 
may possibly require all available sums for the assistance of the Cause here. 

yrs. ever and truly 
N. BN. 

P.S. 
 The Plague has broken out here this morning – as I mentioned to you in my former letter of this 
day’s date. There is of course some alarm, and precautions [up right-hand side:] are taken – but to what 
purpose or with what effect remains to be seen. – – 
 
NOT FOUND: P.S. – 2d. [Suppose?] you could [sell?] out – and if a mortgage be got [at four per cent 
reco]llect that the great gain in the [interest?] [would make up for?] the delay. It might be ten thousand 
pounds advantage. 
 
(Source: Ms. NLS TD 3079, f.73; not in 1922 II; BLJ XI 136) 
  
twice lately – but add two lines by another opportunity – merely to request you to sell out while the 
funds are high and to invest at four per Cent – if better terms on good security are not easily to be 
obtained. – For my observations upon other points of business – I refer you to my two former letters – 
which will I hope reach you in safety. 
 Ever yrs. 
  N BN 
P.S. 
 Stanhope’s and Parry’s 
reports will apprize you 
of the state of public 
affairs here for the present. – – – 
 

Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, from Pall Mall, London, March 19th 1824: 
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(Source: NLS Ms.43456) 
Kinnaird’s last known letter to Byron. 

Pall Mall East 
March 19 – 1824 

My dear Byron, 
 This comes to request your Signature to the Deeds of Conveyance of your Lordship’s 
manor of Rochdale &c. which Mr Deardon Junr brings with him – He will find You commanding an 
army – I this day saw & honor’d your signature to two Bills dated Missalonghi 8th Feby – I am to 
receive your loan to the Greek Government back in hard cash in the course of next month – I take this 
opportunity of sending you Copies of the Mr Hunts’ acct of the Sale of Donny Johnny, Cantos 
6.7.8.9.10.11 – of the Age of Bronze & of the Island – up to the respective dates therefore – I have not 
had an opportunity of seeing Mr Murray on the subject of Werner – it will always be time enough to 
settle with him – The claim is not weakened or lessened with time – 
You really should authorize me to settle with Mr Mealey – The neighbourhood of Newstead 
 
1:2 
 
is aware of there being an unsettled claim – Let me do it – With regard to the annuities, that is another 
matter – I have paid off Baxter’s bond of £1000 – it were very unwise to continue to pay 5 pr ct 
thereon whilst you have the money to hand to pay for it – I have now only got to discharge the 
Hanson’s final Bill – when that is done I shall think we have done pretty well, since I have had a 
finger in the Pye – Write me word that you approve my presenting Crabtree with £200 for his 
management of the Rochdale matter – he really deserves it – He is quite a treasure – Dr Lushington 
puts such confidence in him, that he is never interfered with – This turns out just as it should have 
done – The Greek Deputies dine with me to-day, & Hobhouse & Bowring – Mr Deardon will tell you 
he saw them & us – for he is to come, & I hope will depart tomorrow – 
  adieu – Prosper 
   Douglas Kinnaird. 
1:3 
 
I have not laid out the balance of the Rochdale Money in Exchequer Bills – for there is much 
fluctuation in them from the expectation of their interest being still further reduced – & we might lose 
the premium of 2½ pr ct on them – When I receive the Greek mony back, I will work to balance the 
Stock that shall produce the best interest without risk – 
  D K. 
 
Mr Deardon has behaved throughout in the fairest manner – Had you met 12 years ago you wd have 
settled the matter at once & have saved thousands in law – 
 
[1:4 blank.] 
 
March 26th 1824: Don Juan XV and XVI published. 

  

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Missolonghi, March 30th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from LJ VI 362-5; not in 1922 II; BLJ XI 143-5) 
Byron’s last surviving letter to Douglas Kinnaird. 

 

Messalonghi, March 30th, 1824 
My Dear Douglas, – Signor Zaimi,218 the third Greek Deputy, will present this to you; and in his behalf 
I bespeak good hospitality and usual kindness. The other Deputies here can, could or should have 
presented an introductory epistle to you, as well as to others, on their arrival. The same letter enclosed 
also a copy of the paper signed by themselves and drawn up in their own way – on my advancing 
4000£ Sterling to the Greek Govt. which was (by their own express wish) to be repaid in the event of 
their obtaining a national loan in London, which it should seem that they have accomplished. I have 
also to apprize you that I have cashed for P[rince] Mavrocordato bills to the amount of 550 £ Sterling, 
which bills are drawn on Mr. Bowring and directed to you. P[rince] Mavrocordato says that SS. 
Orlando and Luriotti have assets to supply the needful to the said Mr. Bowring, a fact which you will 

                                                 
218: Andreas Zaimes was an associate of Andreas Londos. 
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duly ascertain, or otherwise the 550 £ Sterling, monies advanced by me on the specified bills may be in 
some sort likely to hitch in their progress to payment. 
 The Greek Cause up to this present writing hath cost me of mine own monies about thirty thousand 
Spanish dollars advanced, without counting my own contingent expences of every kind. It is true, 
however, that every thing would have been at a stand still in Messalonghi if I had not done so. Part of 
this money, more particularly the 4000 £ advanced, and guaranteed by the Gk Deputies is, or ought to 
be, repaid. To this you will look, but I shall still spend it in the Cause, for I have some hundred men 
under my command, regularly paid and pretty men enough. 
 I have written to you repeatedly, imploring you to sell out of the Funds while they are high, and to 
take four per cent. – or any per cent. – on landed security for the monies. 
 I have also been, and am, anxious to hear how you have succeeded with Rochdale, the Kirkby 
Arrears, the new publications, the settling the lawsuits, etc., etc., etc., and always concluding by a 
request for all possible credits to the extent of my resources, for I must do the thing handsomely. 
 I have been very unwell, but am supposed to be better, and almost every body else has been ill too 
– Parry and all, tho’ he is a sort of hardworking Hercules. We have had strange weather and strange 
incidents – natural, moral, physical, martial and political, all which you will hear of perhaps, truly or 
falsely, from other quarters – I can’t gossip just now. I am called to a Congress at Salona with P. 
Mavrocordato to meet Ulysses and the Eastern Chiefs on State affairs, and on the opening Campaign. 
What the result is likely to be I cannot say. The General Govt. have assured me the direction of this 
province, or to join them in the Morea. I am willing to do anything that may be useful. We were to 
have besieged Lepanto, but the Suliotes did not like the service “against Stone walls,” and have had a 
row besides with some foreigners, in which blood was spilt on both sides,219 so that that scheme was 
postponed. Capt. Parry is doing all that circumstances will permit in his department, and indeed in 
many others, for he does all that is done here, without any aid except the Committee’s and mine, for the 
Gk. local Govt. have not a sou, they say, and are in debt besides. I have two hundred and twenty five 
regulars and irregulars in my pay – and had five hundred of the latter, but when they quarrelled 
amongst themselves, and tried to heighten their pretensions besides, I boomed them off; and by dint of 
so doing, and turning restive when fair means would not do, the rest are reduced to very good order, 
and the regulars have all along behaved very well, upon the whole – as well as any other troops 
anywhere. Six Guns belong to this auxiliary Corps of Artillery, which, by the way, is the only regularly 

paid corps in Greece. The Govt. only give them rations – and those reluctantly: they have mutinied 
twice on account of bad bread, and really with cause, for it was quite unmasticable; but we have gotten 
a new Commissary, and a Baker, instead of the Bricklayer who furnished the former loaves, apparently, 
– and with not very good bricks neither. Yesterday there was a Court Martial on a man for stealing; the 
German Officers wanted to flog, but I positively prohibited anything of the kind: the culprit was 
dismissed the service – publicly, and conducted through the town to the Police Office to have him 
punished according to the Civil law. Same day, one amicable officer challenged two others; I had the 
parties put under arrest until the affair was accommodated: if there is any more challenging, I will call 
them all out and wafer one half of them. 
 Matters, however, go on very tolerably, and we expect them to mend still further now that the 
Greeks have got their loan, and may be organized. Believe me, 

Ever your and truly, 
NL BN 

Byron dies on April 19th, 1824. 

                                                 
219: The killing of the Swedish Captain Sass. 


